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Farm, Garden and Household, 
Self-Sustaining Fish fulturc. 
We understand any business to be self- 
sustaining when the necessary or reason- 
able amt unt of capital has been expended 
estab shment, and the income pays 
ict< rv dividend over and above all 
contingent or running expenses. 1 or in- 
ti c expense to dam up 
k it wfth bass, 
,, and some other tish, as 
'and around the edges of 
when hatched out will find 
every nook and corner for 
unfit foi young trout 
.- perch la-ten their spawn 
>. overhanging limbs oi 
rii'-ir eggs are very small, 
n< in re be counted than the 
easht In fact they look 
the white of a lien’s egg. 
i th ontrary, brook trout lay only a 
number of eggs, varying lrom 
n per pair, according to size 
>' aiio-, ;la- wisely provided 
:*).•» protecting them 
ni i; -a: i or gravel, and 
■ a- t ihe tact that they spawn 
:ding to age), 
M-pt-it. er to .January, and 
i their eggs first, and 
-.‘..it a,- utter olten (I might 
; making their nests, dig 
y the 'irst laid eggs, and 
iitet being hatched the young 
'•xp -t-lt numerous enemies, un- 
: fi- an- placed over them i say 
w t tln .-e tacts brook trout 
•a.-e .definitely. dust figure 
; ea-, the lowest estimate that 
" per pair, and 
h ng w, old take to have a mil- 
oi. W, i, now. it is not only 
a.-lie le, to so protect the 
■, i o', \ to make the busi- 
immensely pro- 
Ii. -1 | ’rice, we are not in 
: mr raising trout for 
i...: e raised in a stream 
!• 11 ii.d v li tin* iorrn ol canals. 
*.o r'"n In emulated at will. 
■! r. i>on for making ponds 
..-i a ciub r private fishing 
a! One '.’tlicr reason may be 
:. where feed is expen- 
se the growth >f in- 
>1 a large lumber ot trout will 
v but grow ''at especially lor 
-i ar- without any other 
■ ides, as i have 
exii'T ■ lev: but near the sea- 
ls \ icinity, feed does 
pound, mi that mak- 
v i a -e lei’d is not advis- 
i'l :hat ti ut will not increase 
l.isi ■ in that is if the springs 
i' ki and tae bottom is all mud. 
■, I sand or gravel to spawn 
■i spawn at all, any more 
when shut up in a 
lark cellar more than wild ani- 
v. ..' shut up in a cage. Na- 
e dees : et d" business in that way. A 
id rai-ed : its iidlest extent, so that 
water runs through the flume, will 
go-w tat trout (it sustained by springs), 
but a mat ea-e mu will have to buy the 
y< ung ei-y ear to replenish the pond. 
To maki a por.d not only self sustain- 
gi; ’bin live, you must not 
e-ad springs, but dig shallow 
ur feet wide, board 
ia ale-, put in gravel, if not there 
and, if you wish to save all, put 
wire screens on scantling, and 
:t c g avel n these screens, tour 
-*\ in1' a■'.■)>. Then, when the trout 
■ nr their eggs in the ground, they will 
1 nigh the screens, and can’t be eaten 
j: a |'.«ti"ycd. The mesh in the screen 
1 id is e-eights a me-half inch; put 
mi the gravel and work all the line thro’; 
■■'I' ’b space between the screen and 
i- sufficient Now 
let in y nr trout, and they will do the 
ie-t : twa irelies of water is sufficient. II 
ii ! avc le t till-, put in a board and raise 
a- a. ih, i;mi will scale any water- 
-. a vie line it it is live feet high. 
1 1 ;t -all to let the trout re- 
until they begin to 
this latitude, is about 
if. It takes about sixty- 
for trout eggs to hatch in this 
at e i'I i<-mse the \ uiim'inn in liatcli- 
ng is tile aine as in spawning, lfut be- 
ut begin to hat' ll the old ones 
i-t be removed. and within sixty days 
die: hatch lid take up your screen and 
out tnein -op ol all the gravel. Now 
ur \'-ti g ;r\ are perfectly secure against 
intruder.' Feed according to num- 
bers and :hiv water The expense the 
first year is a mere imtliing. 
I have g vei directions lor feeding liere- 
I v..i! simply say a spoonful 
i:i, I will feed 100(1 a day. 
an nihs dilute it in a bowl 
■ w.iiei and: flirt it in with a quill; blood 
i’ 'i.i ei c good. Never feed enough 
: ai! the water. Thu-, after things are 
ported U a rnmged, the machine will al- 
most tan. itself, and sjx inches ot water 
wit! ] dia. m<>i-" clean money than a 
I said certain kinds ot fish 
v.. : nidi a ]>■ nid without any trouble 
an" At the same time their mar- 
ia due nin; lie eight to ten cents per 
Had. whiie brook trout average, it l'at, 
F -' pound, i mean Long Island 
!. r i- a notorious fact that our 
r : g about double the price in the 
Ni a York that any others do. 
l’utchogm Long Island, in 
1 New ) ork 'limes. 
A Practical Farmer on Feeding Flogs, 
It :i])|n a: to me tli.it some men exhibit 
sen -I ■ in their attempts to feed hogs 
ban i, almost anything they undertake. 
I have a neighbor, and lie is no green 
i.mid .t the bellows, but a farmer of many 
ling -one of those experienced 
"d"1 Hemal know ail about it, and 
who doubtless thinks he does—that for 
or ten years has fed his 
b"g'- hi a little pen three or four rods 
-■■mare without anything in the way of 
doer shelter, beyond what nature has 
provided—mother earth below and the 
•kies above. 1 was looking over his hogs 
io-iku. as 1 passed, tor the pen is imme- 
iutely alongside the road. The hogs 
have no place to go into out of the mud, 
which is live or six inches deep, perhaps 
deeper—they must hunt out the corn, 
h'om the quagmire into which it is thrown 
uni make their beds in the same precious 
mortar, ilis bogs are from sixteen to 
eighteen months old, and do not weigh 
'-'.nr V-.1 pounds m the 'average Another 
neighbor, who was with me, remarked 
dial lie did not believe these hogs had 
gained a pound a month. 
I la- practice ol turning hogs into the 
n field is. perhaps, a little better than 
b-: but •■till not much better. It’s about 
Hobson's choice between them. 
Now, such ways ol (ceding hogs do not :,t any time, and especially when corn iilt\ cents to sixty cents per bushel. It 
termers to look into this mat- 
er d feeding and sec it we cannot hit up- 
"ii more improved and economic methods 
It behooves us to give the matter our 
most serious thought, and to discover how 
w e can make the last ounce of pork from 
a bushel of corn. It we do not do this, 
we certainly deserve little sympathy when 
we complain of hard t imes and high taxes. 
The practice J pursue is to grind mv 
‘■"I'n. or whatever grain J am going to 
teed, and cook it with steam into a sort of 
mush, which I feed in troughs so con- 
structed as to prevent the hogs from get- 
nng their lent into the teed. The best 
iilaii is tu nave a plank pen to feed in, '' k'ood high sheds for them to go into 1,c storms, and not let them out 
,!"tlll 11 11>at will not i,e very long if von have a good breed of hogs, and feed them regularly and exercise good judg- ment J i.oy can be made to gain from a 
pound and a half to two pounds a day, and at this rate will soon be ready for market 
I should be pleased to hear from others 
”• my brother farmers on this subject of 
teeding hogs, (or 1 am satisfied it is one 
in which we ail have a very deep interest, and 1 am not sure that any of us under- stand all there is in it. [J. J,., in National lave Stock Journal. 
r rozen potatoes are generally j>ast re- cov e|y> a|1d it may not come amiss, at this 
season, to publish ihe fact, for which an 
eminent chemists vouches, that placing them in cold water for six days previous to using will make them as good as new. 
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Feeding for Milk. 
Wliat can ] feed my cows in addition to 
early cut hay that will increase the milk 
sufficiently to cover the cost? Milk four and a half cents per quart. 
Having selected good new milch cows, 
the, next thing will be lo see that they 
have warm and comfortable quarters. 
Comfort lor the head is a sine qua non for 
paying returns from feeding for milk. It 
will matter little how good or how cheap 
his food may be, if any considerable part 
of it must be used to warm the celestial 
spaces, or even that portion of the atmos- 
phere floating over his premises, he will 
not get milk enough out of it to pay cost. 
But with a herd of good new milch cows 
kindly cared for, almost any of the extra 
foods in common use will,' with milk at 
lour and a halt cents, not only pay cost at 
current rates, but a profit. All foods, 
however, will not pay alike. From the 
explanations before given, it will be un- 
derstood that those which abound in flesh 
forming matter, and are at the same time 
easiest of digestion, will give the largest 
returns. There is but little difference in 
the milk producing capacity and digesti- 
bility of oatmeal, wheat brans, shorts, and 
canaille; the meal and canaille of buck- 
wheat, and rye bran. Eastern and Western 
corn meal and barley meal come next. 
Oil meal will produce more milk from a 
gi\ eu weight than any other feed I have 
ever used, but it is costly, and only a small 
quantity can be used without affecting the 
flavor of milk. Brewers’ grains, for their 
cost, produce more and poorer milk than 
any other food of the grain kind i have 
ever used. 
In producing milk at any time, there is 
nothing which will tell upon the yield 
more than the circumstances of rapid and 
slow digestion. As already explained, a 
poorer food which will digest rapidly will 
make more milk than a richer one that can 
only be digested slowly. Young and suc- 
culent food digests more easily than those 
which are old and dry ; cooked food easier 
than raw, especially where ripeness is ap- 
proached. In cold weather warm lood will 
digest sooner than cold. Tepid water and 
warm food in winter will add ten per cent, 
to the yield above the same given cold. 
Soaking, and even a little souring, will 
increase the digestibility of food which is 
ripe and dry. Where there is no difference 
in rapidity of digestion, that food should 
be preferred which contains the most 
albuminoids, remembering that while a 
full supply of albuminoids is absolutely 
necessary to the largest quantity, a full 
supply of fat forming elements is necessary 
to perfect quality. With these general 
principles belore him, the dairyman < ,m 
regulate the lood of his herd better than 
any outsider can do it for him. [Prof. L. 
11. Arnold. 
Preserving Shingles. 
The house in which the writer was born 
was covered with shaved pine shingles in 
the year 1805, at which time the roof re- 
ceived a generous coat of oil paint made 
of linseed oil and Venetian red. After ^0 
years had elapsed another coat of paint, 
nearly Idaek, was applied. Since that 
period no paint has been applied, and it is 
now a good root for an old one. It does 
not leak, and the only repairs on it have 
consisted of a shingle added here and there 
where a portion of a poor shingle was 
worn out. It the roof had not been 
painted the butts ol most of the courses 
would have been worn entirely away ; and 
if such long periods had not been allowed 
to intervene between the times of painting 
the roof would have been a good one, 
even after tin.- lapse of 100 years. The 
true way to paint a roof is to apply paint 
of some kind to both sides of the shingles. 
It is 11ui11■ :vs ti.n im.io.- aav 
of every shingle be covered with paint as 
the surlaee, to pret ent the water from be- 
ing drawn up between the courses by 
capillary attraction. If good shingles are 
painted on both sides, and good paint be 
applied to the roof once in 10 years, it will 
continue leak-tight for more than a hun- 
dred years. When it is not desirable to 
save the water for drinking, coal-tar is an 
excellent and cheap paint for preserving 
shingles, and it will pay well to smear a 
roof with this material once in four or live 
years. When the roofs are not painted, 
moss is liable to collect at the butts of 
every course of shingles, which promotes 
their decay more rapidly than alternate 
rain and sunshine. When oil-paint is used 
for painting shingles, it is always better to 
employ some light color rather than black, 
as the apartments ot the attic story, be- 
neath a Idaek roof, are liable to be un- 
comiortably hot in the summer; and, more 
than this, as black paint absorbs more 
heat than any other color, neither the 
paint nor the shingles will endure as long 
as if the root had been covered with light- 
colored paint. A metallic roof covered 
with light-colored paint will last much 
longer than if it had been painted with 
a black paint. The most economical paint 
for a roof is a generous coat of coal-tar 
once in ten years ; but coal-tar will 
color the water for live years alter a 
coat is applied to the rook [Industrial 
Monthly. 
Extension of Plant-roots. 
A clover root upon the alluvial banks ol 
the Connecticut was carefully worked out 
and found to have penetrated perpendicu- 
larly eight feet. There are records of a 
parsnip root penetrating the earth thirteen 
and a half leet. A squash vine at the 
Amherst Agricultural College was marked 
out with its roots by the continued use ot 
a garden hoe for twenty-four hours, and 
the whole root system was spread on a 
floor and carefully measured. The main 
branches were eacli twelve or fifteen feet 
long and aggregated some 4000 leet. One 
ol the seventy nodal roots four leet long, 
had 480 branches, and-a most careful es- 
timate of the ramifications of the rootlets 
based upon the actual measurement, of one 
division showed that the squash vine had 
I between fifteen and nineteen miles of 
! roots ! Reckoning the number ot days it 
had been growing (25) it was lound that 
it must have made on an average 1000 feet 
of roots per day. 
Simple Dyspepsia Remedies. Dyspep- 
sia arises from a great variety of causes, 
and different persons are relieved by dif- 
ferent remedies, according to the nature of 
the disease and condition ol the stomach. 
We know of a lady who has derived great 
benefit from drinking a tumbler of sweet 
milk—the richer aud fresher the better— 
whenever a burning sensation is expe- 
rienced in the stomach. An elderly gen- 
tleman ot our acquaintance, who was af- 
flicted for many years with great distress 
alter eating, lias effected a cure by mixing 
a tablespoonful of wheat bran in half a 
tumbler of water, and drinking it half 
an hour after his meals, ft is necessary to stir quickly and drink immediately, or the 
bran wii! adhere to the glass and become 
pasty. Coffee and tobacco are probably 
the worst substances persons troubled with 
dyspepsia are in the habit of using, and 
should he avoided. Regular eating of 
nourishing, plain food, and use of some 
simple remedies like the above, will effect 
in most cases quicker cures than medicine. 
Portland Chaps. Some Portland 
chaps recently went to Sandown. N. II., 
and bought of the farmers 130 barrels of 
apples, promising to pay when delivered 
on the cars at Sandown. The apples were delivered and the farmers wanted their 
l>ay. The train started and the buyers 
lumped aboard, leaving the farmers to “whistle” for their money. They did not whistle long, however, but hastened to 
liochester and had a writ of attachment in 
Sheriff hidgerly’s hands, and that official 
“mittened" right on to those apples, the 
car in which they were having been switched to a side track to await the mak- 
ing up of the Portland & Rochester freight. 
[Boston Herald. 
Mother. 
When she undid her hair at night. 
About the time for lying down, 
She came and knelt. X was so small 
There in my bed her curls did fall 
All oyer me, light gold and brown. 
I fell asleep amid her prayers, 
Her fair young face (far off it seems), 
Her girlish voice, her kisses sweet, 
The patter of her busy feet. 
Passed with me into charming dreams. 
And when I woke at merry morn, 
Through her gold hair I saw the sun 
Flame strong, shine glad, and glorify 
The great, good world. Oh. never can I 
Forget the words: "My darling one!’’ 
% 
Ah! checkered years since then have crept 
Past her and me, and we have known 
■Some sorrow and much tempered joy, 
Far into manhood stands her boy. 
And her gold hair snow-white is blown. 
The world has changed by slow degrees. 
And as old days recede," alas! 
So much of troubles have the new. 
Those rare far joys grow dim, seen through 
Sad times as through a darkened glass. 
But just this mottling when I woke. 
How Joying my lips were kissed! 
How chaste and "clear the sunlight shone 
On mother’s hair, like gold-dust sown 
Athwart thin clouds of silver mist! 
[Harper's Bazar. 
Beauty at Billiard!!. 
There is a lady in the case. 
For three days she sat opposite me at 
the table at the pleasantest White Moun- 
tain resort (of course I give no hint as to 
which that is—tastes differ), and I grad- 
ually became enthralled. Iler beauty was 
dazzling, and her name was Tarlingford. 
For the first of these items I was indebted 
to my own intelligence ; for the second to 
the hotel register, which also informed 
me that she was from Now York. 
i, too, had come from New York; a 
coincidence too startling to be calmly 
overlooked. 
Our acquaintance begun oddly. One 
morning at breakfast I was musing over 
a hard boiled egg. and wondering if I 
could perforate her affections with any- 
thing like the success which followed my 
fork as it penetrated the shell before me, 
when I felt a timid touch upon my toe, 
thrilling me from end to end, like a tele- 
graph wire when the insulation is perfect. 
I looked up and detected a pink flush 
making its way brow-ward on the lovely 
countenance across the table. 
“t beg your pardon,” said I. with much 
concern. 
“It was my fault, sir; excuse me,” said 
she, permitting the pink llush to deepen 
rosily. 
“Shall 1 pass you the buttered toast?” 
I said. 
"Mullins, if you please,” saui slie, and 
so sweetly that 1 was'blinded to an ab- 
sence of sugar in my second cup of coffee. 
I was confused at this incident. Many 
men would have concealed their disquie- 
tude by an affectation of appetite, or by 
bullying the waiter, or by an abrupt de- 
parture from the scene, i did neither. 
I felt I had a l ight to be confused, and 1 
gloried in it. 
Very soon Miss Tarlingford withdrew, 
and I experienced an aching void within, 
which chops and butters had no power to 
replenish. 
1 opened a chambermaid’s heart with a 
halt dollar, and the treasures of her knowl- 
edge were revealed to me. 'The beauty 
and her party were to remain lor a fort- 
night. Among her companions there 
were no males, except a youthful irre- 
sponsibility. Exulte.msu! 
Later in the morning 1 heard the tink- 
ling of the piano-forte. Music has sooth- 
ing charms for me, though I have not a 
savage breast. I drew near, and found 
Miss Tarlingford trifling with the keys— 
inose kuj.i .. l.u,i. iuui. ,,.., 
chains of human sympathy'. She rose, 
and gave out demonstrations of impend- 
ing disappearance. 1 interrupted. 
"Tray continue. 1 am famished tor 
music, and came especially to listen.” 
"It is hardly worth while.” 
“How can you say so? It is I who 
know best what 1 need.” 
"1 will play for you then.” 
And she did. This was wonderful. 
Usually, a long and painful struggle pre- 
cedes feminine acquiescence on such oc- 
casions. Repeated refusals, declarations 
of incapacity, partial consent vouched and 
then warwardly withdrawn, poutings, 
head tossings, finally reluctantly yielding, 
form the fashionable order of proceeding. 
The charm of it all is, that the original 
intention is the same as the ultimate ac- 
tion. Whence, then, this folly ? Having 
been many times wretchedly bored by this 
sort of thing, I was now correspondingly 
gladdened by the contrast. 
Miss Tarlingford played tvell and 1 said 
so. 
“Pretty well,” she answered, “but not 
so well as I could wish.” 
Shock number two. It is customary in 
good society for tolerable performers to 
disavow all praise (secretly yearning for 
more), and to assail with invectives their 
own artistic accomplishments. Here was 
a young lady who played well and had 
the hardihood to acknowledge it. This 
rather took away my breath, and a 
vacuum began to come under my waist- 
coat. 
For three blissful days Miss Tarlingford 
and 1 were seldom separated. Her sister, 
a pale, sedate maiden, of amiable appear- 
ance, and her brother, a small, rude boy 
ot intrusive habits and unguarded speech, 
I consented to undergo for the sake ol 
conventional necessity. To the mother of 
the Tarlingfords additional respect seemed 
due and was accorded. 
The blissful days ot sunshine, meadowy 
rambles, forest explorations, the majestie 
tranquilities of nature, spiced with the 
sauce of flirtation, or something stronger. 
Sometimes we took the morning happi- 
ness on foot, sometimes we took our mid- 
day ecstacy served up on horseback, 
sometimes our evening rapture in an 
open wagon at two-forty. 
The purile Tarlingford, interfering at 
first, was summarily crushed. Aspiring 
to equestrian distinctions, he wrought 
upon maternal anxiety, was stifled, and 
with injunctions that we should hover 
proteetingly near him, he was seat forth 
with a thorn in our side. In half an hour 
he was accidentally remembered, and was 
found to be nowhere within view; so we 
pursued our way well pleased. lie had 
dropped quietly oft, at the first canter into 
a miry slough, and had returned sobbing, 
covered with mortification and mud, to 
the arms of his parents. Keen question- 
ing at dinner was the result. 
“Why dill you so neglect him ?” de- 
manded fond mamma, adding reproach- 
fully “the child's life might have been 
sacrificed.” 
"Mother, we looked lor him and he was 
gone. Why didn’t he cry out 
“So I did,” shouted the youth of open 
speech; “but you two had your heads to- 
gether,laughing and talking like anything, 
and couldn’t hear, I suppose.” (With a 
juvenile sneer.) 
“O fie, Walter. Now I think you were 
so frightened you could not speak.” 
“I shall know better than to entrust 
him to your care again,” said indignant 
mamma, as one who withdraw a blessed 
privilege. 
“Don’t say that, mother; it would be 
punishment too severe,” said the mis- 
chievous little pale sister, in tones of pity 
and her face brimming with mirth. 
Every one laughed and peace was re- 
stored. 
On the third evening misery came to 
me in an envelope, post marked New 
York. 
My Dear Polvins—I shall be with you the 
night after you receive this. Engage a room 
for me. Have you seen anything of a Miss 
Tarlingford where vou are staying ? You 
should know her. She is very brilliant and 
accomplished, but retiring. I am willing to 
tell you, but it must go no further, that we are 
betrothed. Yours in a hurry. 
Frank Lillivan. 
My heart was as the mercury of a ther- 
mometer which is plunged into ice, but I 
preserved an outward composure. Turn- 
ing over a pile of letters awaiting owners, 
I came upon one directed in Lillivan’s 
handwriting to Miss Tarlingford, etc. 
To think that a paltry superscription 
should carry such a weight of tribulation 
with it! 
1 thus discovered that mv lines had 
fallen in unpleasant places. I was fishing 
in a preoccupied stream and had got my- 
self entangled. 
I avoided the public table, and shrunk 
from society. Daring the whole of the 
next morning, I kept aloft from the 
temptation oi Tarlingford, and took to 
billiards. 
In the afternoon, as 1 sat gloomily in 
my room, with my feet protruding from 
the window and body inclined rearward 
(the American attitude of despair) the 
piano tinkled. It was the same melody' 
which had attracted me a tew happy days 
before. Strengthening myself with a 
powerful resolution to extricate myself 
from the bewitching influence which had 
surrounded me, I arose and went straight 
to the parlor. 
Could it be that a flush of pleasure came 
on Miss Tarlingford’s lace? or was I a 
deluded gosling ? The latter suggestion 
seemed the most credible, so I cheerfully 
adopted it, 
“We have missed you, Mr. l'olvins,” 
said the fair enslaver; “I hope you have 
not been unwell ?” 
“Unwell?—oh, no, no!” 
11 
jl ou have not been near me—us to- 
day,” (reprovingly), “not even at dinner; 
and the trout were superb.” 
A sudden hope mounted within me. 
“Miss Tarlingford, pray excuse me— 
your first name, may I ask what it is? 
“Arabella is my name, and (whisper- 
ing) you may use it if you like.” 
“Oh, hideous horror,” 1 thought. And 
the hope that had blazed like a rocket 
went down like a stick. 
“Mr. Polvins, 1 will say that you are 
very—very inconsistent to be absent all 
day thus.” 
“Miss Tarlingford, it is not inconsis- 
tency, it is billiards.” 
“Dear me! I should like to do bil- 
liards.” 
“Heaven forbid!” 
“Why so, sir?” 
“No, i do not mean that; but ladies 
should not play billiards.” 
“Why, what reasons are there why la- 
dies should not play billiards 
“A thousand.” 
“Why, what harm ?” 
“My dear Miss Tarlingford, if your 
name were not Arabella—alas! alas! — 
there would be none.” 
“Nonsense! now you are laughing at 
me. Come, you shall teach me billiards.” 
“It cannot be, Miss Tarlingford.” (Low 
tragic tones.) 
“Very well, sir, if you do not like my 
name you need not repeat it.” 
1 adore it, it is not that. Forgive 
me.” 
“Then 1 will get my hat;” and her light 
footsteps tapped upon the stairs. 
Here was a state of things. Where 
were my lirmncss and resolutions now ? 
Where was the Pythian probity fcr which, 
according to my expectations, Liltivan 
was to have poured Damoniac gratitude 
upon me? Was I, or was 1 not, rapidly 
degenerating into infamy? I felt that I 
was, and I blushed for my family. 
It her name had been anything but 
Arabella, anything the initial ol which 
was not A., then 1 could have justified my- 
self; hut now—and 1 was about to teach 
her billiards ! To what depth of depravi- 
ty had 1 come at last! 
She rejoined me, beaming with antici- 
pation, and radiant with the pvp»;«» >-»‘ 
runnina J-nn *>;>■<.. together we went 
into tiie billiard room. 
Now, this I declare : the ball room, with 
its Hashing lights, intoxicating perfumes, 
starry hosts of gleaming eyes, refulgent 
robes, mirrors duplicating countless splen- 
dors and ceaseless whirl of vanity, may 
add a tenfold lustre to the charm of beau- 
ty, and I know it does; the opera box em- 
bellishments of blazing gas, and glittering 
gems and Rowers, fresh from native beds 
of millinery, all odorous with divinest 
scents ot Lubin, harmoniously duloined, 
have their value, which is great and glori- 
ous, no doubt, and regally doth woman 
expand and glow amongst them; in num- 
berless accessories, do feminine graces 
nimbly recommend themselves unto our 
pleasant senses; but this 1 will forever 
and ever say—that nowhere, neither in 
gorgeous halis, nor gilded opera box, nor 
in any other place, nor under any other cir- 
cumstances may such bewildering power 
of maidenly enchantment be exercised as 
at tiie billiard table, especially when the 
enchantress is utterly ignorant of the du- 
ties required oi her, ar.u confidingly seeks 
manly encouragement and guidance. Con- 
trolled by tiie hand of beauty, tiie cue be- 
comes a magic wand, and the balls are no 
longer bits of inanimate ivory, but poked 
recklessly hither and thither, circulating 
messengers of fascination. 
I know, for I have been there. 
Had Miss Tarlingtord turned her thoughts 
to the howling alley, 1 might without dif- 
ficulty, have retained my self-possession, 
for her sex ar^not charming at ten-pins. 
They strike rampants, and hurl danger 
around them, aiming anywhere at random, 
or they make small skips and screams, and 
perlorm ridiculous flings in tiie air, injuri- 
ous to the alleys and their game; drop 
balls with affected languor, anti develop 
at an early stage of proceedings a tenden- 
cy to gutters, above which they never rise 
throughout; and all this is annoying, and 
fit only for Bloomers, who can be degrad- 
ed by nothing on earth. 
But billiards! what statuesque postures, 
what freedom of gesture, what swaying 
grace and vivacious energy the game in- 
volves. And then the attendant distrac- 
tions—the pinching together of the hand 
to form the needed notch, the perfect art 
of which, like first clinching, is unattain- 
able by woman, who substitutes some 
queerness of her own—the fierce grasp- 
ing and propulsions of the cue—the lov- 
ing reelension upon the table when long 
shots come—the dainty foot upraising to 
preserve the owner’s balance, but as it 
gleams suspended, destroying the observ- 
er’s—all combine, as they did this time, 
to scatter the stern promptings of duty 
beyond recalling. 
First, Arabella’s little band must be 
moulded into a bridge, and being slow to 
cramp itself correctly, though pliant as a 
politician’s conscience, the operation of 
folding it together had to be many times 
repeated. Next shots m >st be made for 
her, she retaining her hold of the cue, to 
get into the way of it. Then all went on 
smoothly with her—turbulently with me 
—until enthusiastically excited, she must 
be lifted on to the table’s edge, “just to 
try one lovely little shot,” which escaped 
her reach from the ground. 
My game was up ! 
We were alone. Arabella perched upon 
the table, jubilant at having achieved a 
pocket—1 dismal and blue beside her. 
“There, take me down,” she said. 
I looked around through each window, 
inclined my ear to the door, swept an arm 
around her waist and forgot to proceed. 
“Oh, Arabella! Arabella! wherefore art 
thou Arabella ?” 
“Do you wish I were somebody else?” 
she asked, slyly. 
“Mo, no ! but what of Frank Lillivan ?” 
“Frank, do you know him?” (with a 
luminous face.) 
“And he has told—yes.” 
“What?" 
“Of his relations with Miss Tarling- 
ford ?” * 
“With Anna—yes.” 
“What Anna? Who is Anna?” 
“Dear mo! my sister Anna. Don't be 
absurd!” 
“But I never knew-” 
“No—you know nothing of her; the 
worse for you! You avoided her—I'm 
sure 1 don’t see why—and she is retiring.” 
“Retiring—the very word.” 
“What word? You vex me; you puz- 
zle me ; take me down.” 
“Forgive me, dear Arabella! I'm too 
delighted to explain. I thought it was 
you on whom Frank's affections were 
fixed.” 
“Dear, no ! Frank is sensible ; lie knows 
better; he has judgment;” and she laughed 
a quiet little laugh, and made as if she 
would jump down. 
As she descended, two heads caromed 
together with a click. It was the irre- 
pressible influence of a billiard atmos- 
phere, I suppose. Xo one contemplated 
it. i 
_ 
That evening(iw!ien Frank Lillivan ar- 
rived, I met him at the door. 
“God bless you, Frank!” said 1; “I for- 
give you everything. Say no more.” 
“Hallo! wliafs up?” cried Frank, 
“Well, certainly, it was a little impru- 
dent for you to neglect writing the whole 
address of the letter you sent to Anna 
Tarlingford. I thought it was Arabella.” 
“Dear me!” said Frank, twinkling, 
“what then ?” 
That is enough 
A Burning Gas-Well. 
The following interesting description of 
a burning well in Pennsylvania has been 
received by the Signal Office in Washing- 
ton City from Mr. S. Cummings, of Taren- 
tum.ona of the volunteer observers for the 
Signal Service: 
On the nightof the 2d of February, 1875, 
1. in company with several others" paid a 
visit to the great gas-well, situated about 
nine miles from Tarentum and iiiteen 
miles south of Butler, at a place called 
Barden’s Mill, on the farm of Mr. William 
Ilervey, and owned by a company consist- 
ing of Messrs. William Ilervey, J. S. Van- 
degriit and J. McAllaster. The well was 
tapped about two weeks ago, as I learned 
from one of the proprietors in their search 
after the oil. They have gone down a 
distance of 1,145 feet, and have just struck 
the first sand rock. Tim well i> located in 
a hollow about 300 feet wide, between ab- 
rupt hills. Our party came in the vicini- 
ty of the well about nine o'clock at night, 
having seen the vast light floating in the 
sky on many a dark night on previous oc- 
casion.', thirteen miles distant, but when 
wo came in its immediate influence and 
saw the trees on either hand lit up, and 
their trunks and branches silvered to then- 
tops by this burning torch, the scene was 
deyond description. ()n arriving at the 
ground we were met by hundreds of peo- 
ple from all parts of the country, who, 
like ourselves, flocked nightly to "see this 
great wonder. The first thing to strike 
the visitor on arriving is the great mass of 
fine white flame of intense heat and bright- 
ness and the hollow, rumbling noise heard 
as the out-rushing gas plunges into the 
atmosphere and lights all around by its 
imposing brilliancy. The flame of this 
natural torch is about forly feet long and 
fifteen feet wide, and keeps at these di- 
mensions night and day with striking 
regularity. Hence the light is both regu- 
lar and constant. The heat emitted by so 
large a body of flame is very great. The 
trees all around, at proportional distances! 
are budding, and the,grass that has not 
been trodden down by the throng of visi- 
tors is growing finely, and considering 
that this is mid-winter, this circumstance 
will give some idea of the great heat. 1 
approached within sixty ieet of the flame, 
and supposed it to be at that distance 
about 1 10 degrees. 1 he place has the 
character of a camp-meeting at night in 
consequence of the mighty crowds who 
congregate there. The light is grand. 
V.,-fui see to v,Mill with ease a uuartcr o t 
a mile from this enormous gas-jet, and if 
uninterrupted by trees and the wind of the 
road reading could be done at the distance 
ol a mile anil a half. The noise as the gas 
rushes out and is consumed is wonderful. 
Equal to the Emergency. 
A license to marry is oftcu wanted when 
it can’t bo had, but a poor one is better 
than none when a man is in a hurry—viz., 
namely, to wit, the following: 
In the earl’, days of Texan independence 
and youth, an eccentric genius, still living 
and reigning, was clerk of one oi the west- 
ern counties. The village was quite se- 
cluded in the prairies, and the squire pas- 
tured Ins cows on the broad acres around 
bringing them home at night, and letting 
them go to grass in the morning, lie 
kept a bell on one of them to help him in 
finding them ; but one morning as he was 
letting them loose, he perceived that tiie 
clapper of the bell was lost out, and being 
unable to find it. he made a substitute by 
making fast his own office key. Mot till 
lie had reached his ofliee did it occur to 
him that he should want the key; but 
now, finding himself locked out, he betook 
himself to other matters, proposing to re- 
cover the key at night. About noon a 
rough-and-ready young Texan, in buck- 
skin dress, came riding into town, inquir- 
ed for the clerk, scared him up, and asked 
for a marriage license. 
‘•Sorry 1 can’t accommodate you to-day, 
but it’s no go.” 
“Why not? I’m going to be spliced to- 
night, and 1 must have it whether or no.” 
“But the fact is,” said the clerk “my 
office is locked up, and my cow has gone 
awav with the key !” 
“The cow—what does the cow want of 
the key 
So the old fellow told the whole story, 
and the two set off for the Prairie, to find 
the cattle and get the key. But the more 
they looked the less they lound, and final- 
ly had to give it up. A bright thought 
struck the clerk of the county. 
“I’ll fix you out,” said he, and Young 
Texas jumped a rod, so tickled was he to 
know that he was to be fixed out of the fix 
he was in. They proceeded to a store 
closo by the office, and there the county 
scribe indited the following autograph : 
Republic of Texas: To all who shall 
see this present greeting: Whereas I, 
the undersigned clerk of this county, hav- 
ing this morning unthoughtedly tied my 
office key as a clapper into my cow’s bell; 
and whereas the cow has gone astray to 
parts unknown, bearing with her the said 
key, and therefore the said key is non in- 
ventus est—that is, can't be had: And 
whereas one Abner Barnes has made ap- 
plication to me for a marriage license, and 
the said Abner persists that he cannot 
wait until the cow comes back with the 
key, but is compelled by the violence ot 
his feelings and the arrangements already 
made to get married. Therefore these 
presents are to command any persons le- 
gally authorized to celebrate the rites of 
matrimony, to join the said Abner Barnes 
to Rebecca Downs; and for doing so this 
shall be your sufficient authority. 
Given under my hand and private seal, 
on the door-step of my office—the seal of 
the office being locked up, and my cow 
having gone away with the key—this 
fourth day of October, A. D. 1838. 
llF.Miv Osborn, Clerk.” 
That great meteor which flashed through 
the heavens ot northern Iowa frightened 
the unsophisticated natives out of their 
wits, and sending stubborn, hidebound 
sinners to their marrow bones, struck the 
earth three miles south of West Liberty in a large, open field. The meteoric rock 
sank fifteen feet in the ground, and left a 
hole of that depth, and ten feet in diam- 
eter. For hours it continued to spit forth 
flame, crackle, sputter, and smoke, and 
occasionally discharge loud cannon-like 
reports, to the infinite terror of the people in the vicinity. None dared approach while this miniature volcano continued in 
action, but with the cessation of life, hun- 
dreds gathered around to investigate and 
wonder. A number of scientific men, in- 
cluding Pres. Thatcher, of the state uni- 
versity at Iowa City, have taken steps to 
examine into this wonderful phenomenon. 
LFrom Harper’s Bazar.] 
Story of Grisell Cochrane. 
The Cochranes are an old family in Scot- 
land. They rose to distinction in the til- 
teenth century, and have always been re- 
markable for courage and ingenuity. Sir 
William Cochrane was elevated to the 
peerage as Baron Cochrane in 16-17, and 
advanced to the dignity of Earl ol Dun- 
donald in 1609. His grandson was Sir 
John Cochrane, of Ochiltree, who, along 
with Sir Patrick Ilume, of Polworth, was 
concerned in the political troubles which, 
in the regin of James II, brought ruin on 
the Stuart dynasty. While Hume was so 
fortunate as to escape abroad, Cochrane 
was taken prisoner in the rising under the 
Earl of Argyle, and, being conducted to 
Edinburgh, was ignominious^’ lodged in 
the Tolbooth, on the 3d ol July, 1683, 
there to await his trial as a traitor. The 
day ol trial came, and, as a matter of 
course, he was condemned to death. 
Sir John Cochrane was married, and had 
a family of several sons, and at least one 
daughter, Grisell, about eighteen years of 
age. 
While lying,under sentence of death in 
that gloomy Tolbooth, Sir John Cochrane 
was permitted to see members o( his lam- 
ily. All-aid, however, of implicating his 
sons, he forbade them to visit him until 
they could take a last farewell on the 
night previous to his execution. II is 
daughter, however, was allowed to come 
as often and stay with him as long as she 
pleased. The chief subject ot their con- 
versation was an appeal made to the King 
for mercy. Although several friends in- 
terested themselves in trying to procure a 
remission of the sentence, there were no 
sanguine expectations that they woulu be 
successful. As the time wore on (Irisell’s 
fears increased to intensity ; and without 
explaining herself to any one, she re- 
solved to make a bold attempt to postpone 
her father’s fate, if not to save him. A 
short time before the death-warrant was 
expected by the ITivy Council in Edin- 
burgh. she mentioned to her father that 
some urgent affair would prevent her see- 
ing him again for a lew days. 
Next morning, long ere the inhabitants 
were astir, Grisell was some miles on her 
road to the Borders. She had attired her- 
self as a young service woman, journeying 
on a borrowed horse to the house of her 
mother. So equipped, and well-mounted, 
she on the second day reached, in safety, 
the abode of her old nurse, who lived on 
the English side of the Tweed, four miles 
beyond the town of Berwick, hi this 
woman she knew she could place implicit 
confidence, and to her, therefore, she re- 
vealed the secret. She hat) resolved, she 
said, to make an attempt to save her 
father’s life by stopping the postman, an 
equestrian like herself, and forcing him to 
deliver up his bags, in which she expected 
to find the fatal warrant. In pursuance of 
this design she had brought with her a 
brace ot small pistols, together with a 
horseman’s cloak, tied up in a bundle, 
and hung on the crutch of her saddle, and 
now borrowed from her nurse the attire of 
her foster-brother, which, as he was a 
slight-made lad, lilting her reasonable 
well. 
At that period ail those appliances, 
which at this day accelerate the progress 
of the traveller were unknown, and the 
mail from London, which now arrives in 
less than twelve hours, took eight days in 
reaching the Scottish capital. Miss Coch- 
rane thus calculated on a delay of sixteen 
or seventeen days in the execution of her 
lather’s sentence—a space of time which 
she deemed amply sufficient to give a fair 
trial to the treaty set on loot for his libera- 
tion. She had, by means which it is un- 
necessary here to detail, possessed hersell 
of the most minute information with re- 
gard to tlic places at which the postmen 
rested on their journey, one of which was 
a small public house kept by a widow on 
the outskirts of the little town of Lei lord. 
| There the man who received (he bag at 
Durham was accustomed to arrive about 
(1 o’clock in the morning, and take a lew- 
hours’ repose before proceeding farther on 
his journey. She arrived at this inn about 
an hour after the man had composed him- 
self to sleep. Having put her horse into 
the stable—which was a duty that devolved 
on the guests at this little public-house, 
from its mistress having no hostler—she 
entered the only apartment vvnich the 
house afforded, and demanded some re- 
freshment. "Sit down at the end of the 
table,” said the old woman, "for the best 
I have to give you is there already; and 
be pleased, my bonny man, to make as lit- 
tle noise as you can, for there’s one asleep 
in that bed {hat 1 like ill to disturb.” Miss 
Cochrane promised fairly; and after at- 
tempting to eat some of the viands, which 
were the remains of the sleeping man’s 
meal, she asked tor some cold water. 
“What,” said the old dame, as she 
handed it to her, “ye are a water-drink, 
are ye ? It's but an til custom for a change- 
house.” 
•‘1 am aware of that,” replied her guest, 
“and therefore, when in a public-honse, al- 
ways pay for it the price of the strong 
potation, which [ cannot take.” 
“Indeed 1 well, that is but just,” respond- 
ed the dame; “and I think the more of 
you lor such reasonable conduct.” 
•Is the well where you get this water 
near at hand ?” said the young lady ; •• for 
if you will ’take the trouble to bring mo 
some from it, as this is rather tepid, it 
shall be considered in the reckoning.” 
“It is a good bit off,” said the woman 
“but 1 cannot refuse to fetch some lor such 
a civil, discreet lady, and will be as quick 
as I can. 15ut, for any sake, take care and 
don’t meddle with these pistols,” she con- 
tinued, pointing to a pair ol pistols on the 
table, “tor they are loaded, and I’m always 
terrified for them.” 
Saying this, she disappeared ; and Miss 
Cochrane, who would have contrived some 
other errand for her had the well been 
near, no sooner saw the door shut than she 
passed, with trembling eagerness and a 
cautious but rapid step, across the floor to 
the place where the man lay soundly 
sleeping, in one ot those woollen bedstead's 
common in the houses ot the poor, the 
door of which was left half open to admit 
the air, and which she opened still wider, 
in the hope ot seeing the mail-bag, and 
being able to seize upon it. But what 
was her dismay when she beheld only a 
part of the integument which contained 
what she would have sacrificed her life a 
thousand times*to obtain, just peeping out 
from below the shaggy head and brawny 
shoulders of its keeper, who lay in such a 
position upon it as to give not the smallest 
hope of its extraction without his being 
aroused from his nap! A few bitter mo- 
ments of observation served to convince 
her that if she obtained possession ot this 
treasure it must be in some other way; 
and again closing the door of the bed, she 
approached the pistols, and having taken 
them one by one from the holsters, she as 
quickly as possible drew out their loading, 
which having secreted, she returned them 
to their cases, and resumed her seat at the 
foot of the table. Here she had barely 
time to recover trorn the agitation into 
which the fear of the man’s awakening 
during her recent occupation had thrown 
her, when the old woman returned with 
the water; and having taken a draught, of 
which stood much in need, she settled her 
account, much to the landlady’s content, 
by paying for the water the price of a pot 
of beer. Having then carelessly asked 
and ascertained how much longer the 
other guest was likely to continue his 
sleep, she left the house, and, mounting 
her horse, she set off at a trot in a different 
direction from that in which she had ar- 
rived. 
Making a circuit of two or three miles, 
she once more fell into the high-road be- 
tween Belford and Berwick, where she 
walked her horse gently on, awaiting the 
coming ot the postman. Though all her 
faculties were now absorbed in one aim, 
and the thought of her father’s deliver- 
ance still reigned supreme in her mind, 
she could not help figuring to herself the 
possibility of her tampering with the 
pistols being discovered, and their load- 
ing replaced, in which case it was more 
than likely that her life would he the for- 
feit of the act she meditated. When she 
at length saw and heard the postman ad- 
vancing behind her, the strong necessity of the case gave her renewed courage: 
and it was with perlect coolness that, on 
his coming close up, she civilly saluted 
him, put her horse into the same pace with his, and rode on some way in his 
company. lie was a strong, thick-set fel- low, with a good-humored countenance, 
which did not seem to Miss Cochrane, as 
she looked anxiously upon it, to savor 
much ot hardy daring, lie rode with the 
mail-bags strapped firmly to his saddle in 
front, close to the holsters (tor there were 
two,) one containing the letters direct 
from London, and the other those taken 
up at the different post-oflices on the road. 
After riding a short distance together, 
Miss Cochrane deemed it time, as tliev 
were nearly halt way between Belford anil 
Berwick, to commence her operations. 
She therefore rode close to her compan- 
ion. and said in a tone of determination, 
“Friend, i have taken a fancy for those 
mail-bags ot yours, and I must have them : 
therefore take my advice and deliver them 
up quietly, lor I am provided for all haz- 
ards. I am mounted, as you See, on a 
ilect steed ; 1 carry fire-arms, and, more- 
over, am allied with those whoare stronger 
though not bolder than mvselt. You see 
yonder wood,” she continued pointing to 
one at the distance of about a mile, with 
an accent and air meant to carry intimida- 
tion. “Again, I say, take my advice, give 
me tlie bags, and speed back the road you 
came for the present, nor dare to approach that wood for at least two or three hours 
to come." 
There was in such language from a strip- 
ling something s0 surprising that the man 
looked on Miss Cochrane tor an instant in 
•silent and unfeigned amazement, “If,’' 
said he, as soon as he found his tongue, 
“you mean, my young master, to make 
yourself merry at my "expense, you are 
welcome. 1 am no soul churl to take of- 
fense at the idle words of a foolish boy. 
"But if," ho said, taking one of his pistols 
from the holster and turning its muzzle 
towards her. "you are mad enough to har- 
bor one serious thought of such a matter, 
1 am ready lor you. llut methiuks, my 
lad, you seem at an age when robbing a 
garden or an old woman’s fruit stall would 
befit you better, if you must turn thief, 
than taking his majesty’s mails from a 
stout man such as I am upon his highway. 
Be thankful, however, that you have met 
with one who will not shed blood if he can 
help it, and sheer off before you provoke 
me to fire.” 
■■Nay,” said his young antagonist, “I 
am not fonder of bloodshed than you are: 
Inti it you will not be persuaded, what can 
1 do P l or 1 have told you a truth—the 
mail 1 )uu.<l, and trill hart. So now choose,” 
she continued, as site drew oneot the smal 
pistols from tinder her cloak, and deliber- 
ately cocking it, presented it in his face. 
"Nay, then, your blood be on your own 
head,” said tire fellow, as lie raised his 
hand and tired his pistol, which, however, 
only flashed in the pan. Dashing the 
weapon to the ground, he l ist not a mo- 
ment in pulling out the other, which he 
also aimed at his assailant, and tired with 
the same result. In a transport of rage 
and disappointment, the man -.prang from 
his horse and made an attempt to seize 
her, but by an adroit use of her spurs she 
eluded his grasp, and placed herself out 
ol his reaeli. .Meanwhile his horse had 
moved forward some yards, and to see and 
seize the advantage presented by this cir- 
cumstance was one and the same to the 
heroic girl, who, darting toward it, caught 
the bridle, md having led her prize off 
about a hundred yards, stopped while she 
called to the thunder-struck postman tu 
remind him of her advice about the wood. 
She then put both horses to their speed, 
anil on turning to look at the man she had 
robbed had the pleasure of perceiving 
that her mysterious threat had taken ef- 
fect, and he was now pursuing his wav 
back to Iiellord. 
Mi-s Cochrane speedily entered the 
wood to w hich she had alluded, and tying 
the strange horse to a tree, out of all ob- 
servation from the road, proceeded to un- 
fasten the straps ot the mail. 1U means 
ot a sharp pen-knile, which set at defiance 
the appended locks, sue was soon mistress 
(>1 the contents, ami with an eager hand 
| broke open the government dispatches, 
j which were unerringly pointed out to her 
by their address to the Council in Edin- 
burgh, and their imposing weight and 
broad seal.' ot oilice. Here she found not 
only the fatal warrant for her father’s 
death, but also many other sentences in- 
flicting different d”grees of punishment on 
various delinquents. These, however, it 
may readily be supposed, she did not then 
stop to examine; she contented htrself 
with tearing them into small fragments, 
and placing them carefully in her bosom. 
The intrepid girl now mounted her steed 
and rode off leaving all the private papers 
where she had found them, imagining 
(what eventually proved the ease) that 
they would be discovered ere long, from 
the hints she had thrown out about the 
wood, and thus reach their proper places 
of destination. She now made all haste 
to reach the cottage of her nurse, where, 
having committed to the ilatnes not only 
the fragments of the dreaded warrant, but 
also the other obnoxious papers, she quick- 
ly resumed her leniale garments, and was 
again, after this manly and daring action, 
the simple and unassuming Miss tiriseil 
Cochrane. Leaving the cloak and pistols 
behind her to be concealed by her nurse, 
she again mounted her horse, and directed 
her llight toward Edinburgh, and by avoid- 
ing as much as possible the high-road a id. 
resting at sequestered cottages, as she had 
done before, and that only twice for a con 
pie ot hours each time, she reached town 
early in the morning ot the next day. 
The time gained by the heroic act re- 
lated above was productive ot the end for 
which if was undertaken, and Sir John 
Cochrane was pardoned at the instigation 
of the King’s favorite counselor, who in- 
terceded for him in consequence of receiv- 
ing a bribe of live thousand pounds from 
the Earl of Dundonald. Miss Cochrane 
afterward married Mr. Ker. of Morriston, 
in the county of Berwick, and there can 
be little doubt that she proved equally af- 
fectionate and amiable as a wife as she 
had already been dutiful and devoted as a 
daughter. Sir John Cochrane succeeded 
as second Earl ol Dundonald. 
A Breach ok Promise Spit. The re- 
markable breach of promise suit of Chamber- 
laync vs. Holmes will l>e begun in New Y ork 
to-day. The damages are laid at the modest 
amount of $50,1100. The fair complainant. 
Miss May Chamberlayne, was sixteen years 
old on Sunday last, while the defendant, John 
Bute Holmes, is on the shady side of sixty. 
She is a niece of Hon. J. S. T. Stranahan, presi- 
dent of the Brooklyn Park Commission. 
Mr. John Bute Holmes is a well known civ- 
il engineer, and reputed to he worth $500,000 
in real and personal property. He is a widow- 
er, and the father of several children. The 
prosecution will attempt to prove that Mr. 
Holmes fell in love wi ll the girl when she was 
only eleven years of age; also that Holmes plac- 
ed a plain gold ring on the voting girl’s finger, 
saving to a third person who was present, ”1 call you to witness that I make May my wife, 
so that in the event of mv death she shall be 
entitled to claim one-third of my property.” 
Subsequently he contrived to get the ring hack 
from her, and wanted the letters, but they 
were refused him. 
They have a good joke on a “Professor 
of Ventilation” who being put in a room 
at a hotel with another guest, asked the 
latter to raise a window, at night, as the 
air was so close. “I can’t raise it,” said 
the guest, after working at the window a 
while. “Then knock a pane of glass out” 
said Professor, which was done. After a 
while the Professor got up and knocked 
out another pane, then he was able to 
sleep; but in the morning he discovered 
that they had broken into a book case. I 
A Sad Story. 
[from tlio New York Sun, .'i 
A great deal of feeling is manifested in 
Bridgeport with regard to the trial of .I t 
L- Lattin on the charge of murdering 
Lllcn Lucas. The details of the crane 
are as follows: Lattin, who bore an ex- 
ceedingly bad character in Bridgep' > 
was employed as an assistant in a tie 
market, and becoming acquainted v. the Lucas family he visited them lr 
quently, and it was understood that In- 
was engaged to marry Ellen Lucas. tie 
oldest daughter, a girl about ;_h:, ■ 
years of ago. The father. Henry Lucas, 
learned that Lattin had been div | 
from his first wife, and hearing othe 
ries by no means to ills credit, strome-u- 
opposed the match, but lie wa- unable 
influence his daughter, who, being w i.. 
attached to her intended husband, reins. I 
to believe anything to his detriment, an : 
the 3d of October was settled upon i : 
their wedding day. Lattin manifested a 
unaccountable reluctance to this arrange- 
ment, and told Mr. Lucas that he won! i 
obtain leave ot absence from his empb \ 
“il possible.'’ The newly married couple 
were to start for New Haven, aoeompu:. 
by Mr. Lucas. 
Un the evening ot the lM of < )■ t ■ 
Miss Lucas left her father's house, prom 
ising to return soon. She did not g 
home, and after a night of great a:i\ 1 
her friends, on the morning ot what wa 
to have been her wedding day, went 1 
to search for her. I.attin declared that .c 
had not seen her, and did not seem t 
trouble himself much about her <!.-■• 
pearance The search, as far as it v.. 
conducted by her relatives, was a faiiun 
but about seven o’clock in the muninr 
some men going to their work across tl. 
fields, a mile ami a half from Bridgep 
foun 1 the body of the poor girl, lying lm 
downward, in a shallow stream, her bos: 
net on, and her shawl drawn part!\ -v 
her head. I11 falling her forehead In ! 
struck a sharp stone, causing a 
bruise upon her brow. The plac 
the corpse was found is called tin" • 
and being very lonely and entire!, 
cealed from the road it is peculiar!', 
adapted for the crime which wa- 1 
trated there. 
THE DEATH STUlTiiH.I. |:V II! 
Death hail clearly been rati •>! b 
drowning, and the first suppositi n v. 
that the girl had committed suicidt 
careful examination oi' the Mirrmiu 
showed this to be almost impu»*iid-- 1 
brook was but two inches deep, a 1 
would have required more fm-titud 
the delicate girl was likely to pus 
enable her to hold her lave beuvi'li 
surface of the water uutil life wa- 
besides, for many yards along tn 
tlie grass and earth were trodden ■ : 
and it was apparent that the vict.ni 
struggled for her life with ill the ■ u 
ot desperation. A hasty medical e.\ i. 
ation showed that within a tew nr 
the girl would have become a mm 
Whether any of her relatives w< re aw i 
ot her condition is not known, but tie 
anxiety of her lather to have the wedding 
day settled after his previous oppo-it: 
to his daughter's marriage to Lattiu i 
dicates that he at least suspeete 1 
There was little doubt, however, licit h : 
murderer was also her seducer, and pum 
sentiment at once pointed to Lattiu i: 
perpetrator ot both crimes. '1'ieredid n 
at first seem to be any evidence agai 
him. but lie was subpoenaed as a wire 
at the inquest, and said that on the ni_ 
ot the murder (for it had evidently bee 
committed on the evening of the : t 
October), he had not been anywhere 
the neighborhood of the “Cellars." 1 h i- 
was the immediate cause of tiis apprehe: 
siou, for other witnesses testified to ha\ i:ig 
seen him near the brook, and a brother m 
the murdered gill saw him waiting at. if 
corner of a road in its vicinity. 'I he tw 
younger daughters of Mr. Lir as »;tw ii m 
hastening iu the direction of the le 
and his employer, Mr. If ~afl that I ,i 
tin, on the night of the murder, -urp i-t 
him by doing all his work before supp. 
and leaving the store hurriedly bef 
o'clock, but perhaps the -tr mg.-st ;• ■; 
mony against him was given by .Mi-- 1! 
sett, who swore that on the night pn 1 
ing the murder she saw Kllen l.n i- 
Lattin 
MANlUN'i. IS I ill la I ■ 
together, ami overheard the turn i\ 
Ni w. you’ll bo there, won’t you 
Lattin replied reluctantly that lie \y>;,, I 
the giri added: “Ifyou are not there. \.nt 
know what the consequences will l»* 
Lattin was arrested, and tried t.i -ri i. 
au “.lihi. saying that on the night • : r 
murder ho was on board ol a he. 
tne river, commanded bv his cousin. 1 he 
Captain was absent t"r< tu Bridge])! rt at 
the time ot the inquest, but on his rein: 
lie said that Lattin had certainly I.. 
board his vessel on the night m quoti 
but at so late an hour that he taui ret 
to his berth. It was established tiirth.- 
by the testimony of another man on In 
the schooner, that Lattin liad not go 
to tier until late at night, am! the supp 
sition was that he had gone on hoard : 
the mere purpose of trying t" csta ,-h 
alibi in the future. There wa~ ui-o to-- 
mony to show that Lattin, shortly In 
the murder, had bought from a Bridg. p- 
druggist packages ami \ials f ar-. 
strychnine, and prussic acid, all ot w! 
were subsequently found in an olil shoe 
the stable of the store, where he work. 
but tin autopsy tailed to show any !' 
of poison in the stomach ot the murdei■> 
giri. The remains were hririi I. Init • 
dance accumulated w hich rcsu'ti d in tic 
being exhumed for further examinat; 11 
On the bank of the brook w ir ■ the i I 
was ly ing several pieces ol a torn n. 
were found, and identified as j• n i■ : 
a tie which had belonged to Lattin. Tin- 
seeonil examination was is uns tistaet 
as the first, the physicians rainli 
ing that they had no idea w hat n ud h.t 
caused death. The jurors, m>wvv< 
thought diil'erently t hey were s it:- 
that death had resulted lrom drew: .... 
which, in tlie gild’s delicate eomlili 
would have lett li ~s marked indication 
ou the body than in the case ot a j»-i>. 
in robust health, and found that K > 
Lucas had come to her loath by \ ioli-in 
at hands of James K. Lattin. II- was 
eordingly lodged in Britlgeport jail, a: d 
subsequently indicted by the (.ra id Jin 
for murder in the first degree 
Tin: i’RIson 1:1: 
is about twenty-seven year- ol ay a la 
well-formed, and decidedly guod-lookiny 
i. He was married to his lir-t wit. 
wlu lie was only nineteen years old and 
she filteen, and alter living with him three 
months she procured a separation, at..I at 
length a divorce. He was afterwards con- 
victed of theft and served a term in tie 
New Haven jail. He was also engaged t-. 
he married to a young woman who die.! 
in a mysterious manner a short time be- 
fore the day upon which the wedding was 
to have taken place, and a suspicion us 
entertained that Lattin had taken her lit 
Since he has been in Bridgeport jail tli 
prisoner has shown no signs of despond- 
ency, but he very soon abandoned his pr< 
tense that lie was not near the Cedars 
the night that the murder was cnmmitti -I 
lie admits that he perjured hiinscii at tin- 
inquest, and says that then* was no iv > 
why he should tell the truth there II. 
passes his time cheerfully, and says that 
he knows a number ot witnesses will be 
on the stand “tolie about him. He enter- 
tains peculiarly hitter sentiments toward 
his lirst wife, now Mrs. Wheeler, who i- 
only twenty-one years of age, and make- 
no secret ot her abhorrence ot him. Stic 
says that while she lived with him she 
considered her life in constant peril, and 
that his cruelty even to dumb animals 
challenged credulity, His te)low-work 
men at the meat market, from their expe 
rience with him corroborate this, and a 
horrible story was in circulation about hi- 
cutting oil'the paws of dogs and steeping 
the raw stumps in turpentine. This 
charge, however, has not been fully -u> 
tained. 
Clam Stew. Someone ha- said that a 
clam is a miserable attempt to be au oys- 
ter, but we venture to say that the person 
who made this remark has never tasted an 
oyster stew better than, it equal to, our 
“clam stew” made by the following rule 
One pint of boiled, shocked clams, chop- 
ped tine; three pints ol liquid (part milk 
and part clam-liquor), pepper, salt and 
butter to taste; thicken with two pound- 
ed crackers, and serve hot, with crackers 
and pickles. 
The Beecher Cue, 
The t i.il of the Brooklyn clergyman is 
so long drawn out. and introduces such a 
bewildering amount of testimony and talk, 
that nothing like a report can be given in 
the 11,nits of a weekly paper. Indeed there 
is little in it of suiiicient Interest to war- 
rant it- reproduction. The New York 
lYilmne id Friday has a review of the 
< a>c up to that point, with some specula- 
tion' lor the future, which embodies about 
;t.: the re is of the ease, it says— 
Tim eemHel of Air. Beecher at the beginning 
v i' put to the disadvantage of ealliug some 
"i its witm "'c. out of order, but the general 
toiimoin of tin- iir-1 was intended to bear upon 
jtud all’"' ! mainly the question of damage". Air. 
I 11 ion had setup the plea that Mr. Beecher had 
despoiled “an ideal home*-—broken relations so 
exceedingly happy as to justify him in claim- 
ing an extraordinary siun as damages. The de- 
fence therefore brought lorvvard witnesses to 
-h w. first, that the domestic relations of Mr. 
• :it*»n and Mrs. Tilton were not happy; and 
■ond, that liis relations with other women j 
were n r moral. Mrs. Putnam's testimony was ; 
■ arly intended, judging by the course of the 
xainination. to lead jj.p to what the defence n-id( r amt concede* to be a very important ; 
leal lire of their ease, and was stopped bv an ob- 
bon and a ruling of the judge. Mrs. Putnam 
n.-. i testified to the reception by Mrs. Tilton of 
letter from her husband, which it was indicat- 
ed was i;f a character to cause Mrs. Tilton the 
utmostylist.res>. it was tin- subsequent pur- 
*"e of the del -nri to show that Mrs. Tilton, 
'on after receiving this letter, returned to 
Brooklyn, and applied to Mr. Beecher and his 
:!>• f advice .is to separation from her hus- 
band. But tin* defence was stopped by the re- 
'.iii.'im-ir of tin* law that before giving verbal 
al' iir" of th<* contentsuf a letter it must first 
proxed that the letter had been destroyed. 
The counsel a.-ked questions to prove this, in 
:>xv .*r to which Mrs. Putnam replied That Mrs. 
i it* *11 had told her site had destroyed the letter. 
axv l bid" testimony as to the declarations 
:• third pei -on in the al»e»ce of plaintiff or 
*1 b ndaiit, and so the contents of the letter and 
‘he "11bse.j111*ut occurrences when Mrs. Tilton 
e d Mi Beecher** advice were thrown out of 
’■ 'lummy Several witnesses were called to 
fx to iinmora. **oiidiiet. on the part of Mr. 
1 ’ii. Parsing from this stage of the ease to 
■ i• 1 mport;int matters, the defence really be- 
an xitli the introduction of Ah*. Belcher. He 
I ""n b'liowcd hy Mr. MeKelwav and Oliver 
•' bnson, and will be lollovved "till further by 
1 hn Harmon, dack>on S. Schultz, Ji. Ji. 
1 ulin and others, to ».*.>! ahlish the ".line general 
: i"i—namely, that Mr. Tilton never claimed un- 
a vear ago that Mr. Beecher*" offence was 
more than “improper solicitation.*' This is the 
i > "<-nt purpose of the defence, and other wit- 
ii—>»" tban those named will probably be eall- 
■ i Tin di'proof of the allegation of “improper 
;; t:11ion"" ami the explanation of the letters, 
:’••* the 'i iimne, will be left mainly to Mr. 
i.< c.-li.-r, vv host evidence will be reserved to 
be* i i"i. It i" not likely that Mr. Beecher will 
d for a week and a half or two weeks 
i'Ui-er. it' indeed, -o early as thab He will 
ipy tlie stand a fortnight or ten 
da s. Aib-r that the summing up on both side." 
■i d th. nidge*." charge to the jury will occupy 
’ully tin first half ol April. 
The* N. Y. Sun, commenting on Tracy’s 
opening, thinks its cilect upon public sen- 
'•ment In boon rather favorable to Beech- 
er. it reviews the various points ami makes 
good iiits in tiie following: 
The advocates denunciation of Moulton is 
■ ainly severe. Tin* notorious mutual friend 
i•*]»!■••-eiited as closely resembling -Judas 
I'1 rot both in character and person. We are 
’"id that lie i- a heathen who believes in neither 
(i 1 it"! tin- devil; although we suppose Mr. 
!; looks upon him as a living evidence of 
i" existence and power of His santaiiic Majes- 
T>- Bight lu re it seem- tous that Mr. Tracy 
] v-eiit- to hi- adversaries, not a defective link 
merriv, but a gaping opening, in the coat of 
mail in which In- -ec.ks to put Mr. Beecher. It 
wa- tiii- man .Moulton, this mocker of religion, 
v owing him-elf at tin- time a heathen, that Mr. 
I* -' ln-r selected for his most confident friend ! 
lie "o n rich and proud church, tilled with de- 
< d hearts and liberal hands: the city of 
! >• 'kl_> n, glorying in the distinction imparted 
Jo i»\ him: New York, with its wealth of tal- 
n: tiie whole eountn and the learned profes- 
Ams in even part of it; these were till open to 
“iir-t c ergyman ot the age,*’ as lie has so 
1 d 1'• 11 II'-en called, to -elect whomsoever lie 
would for his confident: he chose Frank Moul- 
W ill it he said that he did not then know 
'ii" and what Frank Moulton was* Jle did 
Vi v that lie was an openly avowed heathen; 
know that he wa- the twin brother, ill 
; •ud-hip, ol Theodore Tilton: he did know 
v at that very time, at the very moment of 
.. tli of In- own marvellous love for Moul- 
Hilton st mm! before him, and shrewdly 
■ ;:i'oj'cjng his demand hv the exhibition of a 
i'»l—tlemanding the return of a paper, a re- 
traetj.Hj, given t-. Mr. Beecher by iis author, 
and of ni"!-. precious value to him than his own 
heart’s blood. Mr. Beecher has declared in 
writ iug that < <<> i ne\or --.o- -d up another friend 
t him sue11 a- I rank Moulton. Plymouth 
« ii11i'eli returns thanks lor almost everything: 
nid le<w it 11 a long neglected to return thanks 
! thi-. that Mr. ]'• echer’s word- are true, and 
tliat <. 'I never did rais-* up another such1 
friend. pa--es our comprehension. 
In hi- • \iended comments on the improbabil- 
Tie- "i ti. pl iintitTs case, n is somew hat ,-ur- 
istute a lawyer as Mr. Tracy 
■ ■cm- entirely to have overlooked the most 
dieuiou- feature hi the plaintiffs whole story. 
L i- tlii-—at h a-’ as it strikes us: Mr. Tilton 
ml-. I*v Mr. Moulton, for Mr. Beecher to eome 
to Moulton’s house. Beecher arrives, and is 
nlVoiitcd 1»\ Tilton, who accuses him of 
adulter with his wife, ami backs up the accu- 
jaii«hi with a written coiif ssion by Mrs. Tilton. 
W'liat doc- Mr. Beecher do* Ja tevery imagina- 
t ■ n be stretched to conceive of the fact, until, 
in the somewhat ludiiTou- jdira-c of old Tris- 
mi Burge--, tin i-tfort “sublimates imagina- 
ti hi even* -- lx---”—Let the wildest fancy try to 
conceive of what ILavher. accused of corrupt- 
ing his friend’-wife, did on the spot! Did he 
li'-rc.dy ileiiuiunr tie accu.-atiou as a lie? Did 
e tear open tin* Tm»-oiii of his shirt, exclaim ins, 
not as old Benton did when he tore his open at 
'.lie mu/./, e of Foote’s loaded and drawn pistol, 
"la : the a--a->in lire.” but ”1 am guillv, shoot 
ni" a- i de-er\ !” »>a no: he did nothing of the 
kind. According t<» tne evidence in tin* ease he 
t urie d to tin- outrag' d husband and asked him : 
an I and see F i/abeth Oliva- more?” And 
tin* wronged Jiu-baml. presumably wrought up 
to fivn/v by hi- m. riiai injuries, said Yes!” 
And hf went, and w her. alone, in her bed- 
room. 
Another paper g.. es this anecdote con- 
cerning the ease— 
One '-imd tv Mr. .Shearman called on Mr. 
!;*»* iiei* to talk over some points in the case. 
Mr. B. declined to have anything to do with the 
matter. It wa- Sunday. In said, and he wanted 
n iv.-t. Tin* lawyer reminded him that the 
case was coming on. and as defendant he must 
ittend to it. Ji-- also told him of the “ox and 
the a—” that was drawn out of the pit on the 
>abbatli day. to which tin* I’a-tor of Plymouth 
church, shrugging up hi- -houlders, replied, 
“Sie-arman. look at me. Did you ever know a 
bigger a.-s tall into a deeper pit?” 
Exactions by United States Consuls. 
The cases of John S. Pray, ol Ports- 
mouth, X. II., managing owner ol the 
ships Semiramis, 1’osemite, and Prima 
Donna, were argued in the Court ol 
Claims by Frank YV. llaskell for the 
claimants, and Assistant Attorney Gen- 
eral JMeCaminoti for the government. 
These suits are brought to recover about 
S1500 in gold, exacted by the United 
States Consul at Liverpool, in April. 1873, 
as extra wages upon the discharge of the 
crews ol the vessels at that port. The 
money was paid under protest. The voy- 
age was from San Francisco to Liverpool, 
thence to one or more foreign ports, and 
back to a final port of discharge in the 
United States. The time of the voyage 
did not exceed twenty-four months. A 
clause in the article provided, that by 
mutual consent ot the master and crew, 
the latter might be discharged at Liver- 
pool. The petitioner claims that the dis- 
charge was upon the termination of the 
contract, and no extra wages were due: 
also that no extra wages are collectable 
in any event, except for such sailors as 
are designated on the crew-list as citizens 
of the United States, and none of these 
sailors were so designated. These cases 
are important as a test of the question 
whether the exactions of the United States 
Consuls in foreign ports, have been legally 
made in a large number of instance. 
Tho lee Crop. 
1 lie operations in cutting Kennebec ice the past winter have been quite limited. I he total product as compared with the 
harvest ot previous years (alls off largely. This is owing to the bad luck that parties met with last summer in trying to sell 
their ice at fancy prices. The total 
amount ol ice held over from the winter’s 
cut of 1874, and now on hand is some 125,- 
000 tons. The total amount cut the past 
winter is some 100,000 tons, making the 
total amount now on hand 225,000 tons. 
The old icc does not keep well, on ac- 
count of its inferior quality, and if it was 
sold to-day the shrinkage would be so 
great that it would not turn out more than 
100,000 tons. The new ice is of a better 
quality. Of the new product the Knick- 
erbocker compauy cut nearly 50,000 tons. 
The remainder was harvested by Mr. 
Cheeseman and a few other parties. [To- 
by Candor. 
Capt. R. W. Mullen, foruierby of Vassalboro’ 
and of the 4tli Maine Vols., but for some time 
collector of customs at, Brashear, Louisiana, 
died at New Orleans Monday morning from an 
overdose of laudanum. 
Written for the Journal. 
Sermons from Various Texts. 
Be thou a spirit of health, or goblin damn'd, 
Bring with thee airs front heaven, or blasts from 
hell, 
Be thy intents wicked, or charitable, 
Thou com'st in such a questionable shape. 
That 1 will speak to thee. 
[Hamlet, Act 1, scene it. 
In the good old days when ghosts were ghosts, 
it was thought to be so unsafe to address one 
of those visitants from another world, that it 
would be equivalent to making a compact with 
the evil one himself to give a ghost the power 
and advantage over an earthly mortal which a 
spoken word would afford it. Thus it was 
made awkward for both parties, the poor ghost 
being inhibited, by the conditions of its permit- 
ted visit, to make any communication to mortal 
unless invited to do so. and the trembling mor- 
tal. firm in the belief that the smallest uttered 
squeak would bring an embrace from the ap- 
parition, could only gaze with staring eye-balls 
till lie could endure no more, then plunge his 
head beneath the bed-clothes and indulge in 
a liberal perspiration. I never have had an 
opportunity of disobeying the injunction of my 
childhood, “never to speak to a ghost,” for I 
never have seen one; but my settled conviction 
is that 1 should have disobeyed, if I had ever 
had lhe chance, for my heart has always been 
moved to pity the shivering, undo bed spirit 
standing in enforced silence, waiting for a word 
of recognition from the friend to see whom it 
has come so far. 1 have tried to put myself in 
it- place and realize the cruel disappointment 
and yearning of this unwelcomed visitor, as it 
perceives the fear and aversion awakened in its 
friend by its approach. When we stand at the 
bar of heaven to give our final account, among 
the act of injustice for which we must answer 
will he f-.-und, standing prominently forth, our 
treatment of the N’egroc-, tie Indians, and t!i" 
< > hosts. 
Kill in these modern days, when ghosts are 
materialised spirits, we have changed all that. 
We have emancipated and enfranchised the 
negro, and invited him to the opera; we have 
furnished the gentle savage with tlie best ap- 
proved shooting-irons and sent out soldiers for 
him to shoot; and we have become quite pleas- 
ant and sociable with the ghosts. We are in 
part indebted to William Shakespeare, greatest 
of poets, for the initiatory step which lias re- 
sulted in tliis great social change respecting the 
condition of disembodied spirits heretofore so 
much feared. When he made Hamlet receive 
liis father's ghost as a loving son should greet 
ids respect' d sire, ho began the pulling down 
of the harriers which terrified mortals had from 
time immemorial erected against the unwel- 
come return ot their departed friends. Hamlet 
follows the beckoning of the ghost, goes with it 
to a retired spot, gives it opportunity to unbur- 
den it- mind, listens, sympathizes with it, 
promises obedience to its injunctions, and con- 
ducts himself in all respects like a devoted son. 
And it is but justice to the ghost to say that it 
behaved like a gentleman, and made no more 
stern requirements of Hamlet than he might 
have believed he possessed the right to do, and 
no more than Handel would have wiilingiy per- 
formed; the unfortunate circumstance being 
•.hat the latter was not made of the stuif of 
which heroes are composed, and although lie 
did finally perform all that ’lie departed king 
had enjoined, it was after much vacillation, and 
being nearly borne down by the weight of the 
imposed burden. The mortal dread of a re- 
turned spirit, which was universally in force 
at that time, is shown by the lively anxiety of 
Horatio and Marcellus, lest, by permitting 
Hamlet to follow the dead king, they should he 
delivering him over to malign influences, and 
to he dealt with by the ghost with unfair ad- 
vantage. 
In this age of universal doubt, or skepticism, 
"hen the scientists and materialists, scientific 
materialists and materialistic scientists, are 
teaching us all manner of irreverence, prompt- 
ing us to speak disrespectfully ot the Equator 
and to d—n the North Pole* when yet other 
image-breakers are undermining our faith in 
Shakespeare himself, requiring us to pull down 
our idol from the niche of fame and substitute 
therefor the counterfeit presentment of Francis 
ltacon, my lord Verulam; and when Darwin 
li:is almost made us ashamed of uur forefathers, 
there i- imminent prospect that the poor ghosts 
will be relegated to their former condition of 
neglect, and we be again taught not to speak to 
them, not from any fear of what they may do to 
us. but because familiarity will have bred con- 
tempt of them. The truth is we are having too 
much and too many of them. The materialized 
spirit. Katie King, who bewitched Robert Dale 
Owen and Dr. Childs, at Philadelphia, whore 
she appeared so often, was the daughter of a 
pirate, hold John King, who sailed the seas 
over, sonu two hundred years ago, accomplish- 
ing some blood-curdling bad jobs, like Robert 
Kidd, ‘* i> he sailed."* But Katie was young and 
pretty, piquant and saucy; she had plump arms 
which she graciously permitted Mr. Owen and 
Dr < hildsto feel. She was materialized. She 
had beautiful brown hair in curling masses, 
whi< h she gave, with what was almost nbon- 
don, to the caressing fingers of Mr. Owen and 
lb*. Childs, and they commented on its silkiness 
and perfect materialization. She was just a 
little ungrammatical, and had a pretty way of 
saying “you stoopid” to her questioners, when 
>he answered them. She was very engaging, 
and everybody came to see her, but “one day” 
a scoundrelly Jenkins of a newspaper reporter 
got so near her that he “smelt something,” and 
the eohWdooded materialist, instead of attribu- 
ting the unpleasant odor to the hypothetical 
fad that some part was not thoroughly materi- 
alized and was beginning to mortify, immedi- 
ately set up a theory in his mind about a bad 
breath from “precarious teeth,” like old lady 
Partington’s, and watched for her in the street 
every day, recovered the scent, got on her track, 
run her down, interviewed her, found she was 
a poor little widow, with a child anil a mother 
to support, who was turning an honest penny 
in a harmless way, and the poor little thing had 
so confess, with Ihe tears falling down her ma- 
terialized cheeks. Robert Dale Owen made an 
apology to the public through the press, admit- 
ting that he had been deceived. 
The old-time ghosts were entitled to respect 
for their due observance of the rules of deco- 
rum in all their interviews with the dwellers 
on earth. This new race of spirits are no re- 
specters of seasons, places, or persons; they 
knock at all hours of the day or night, and if 
you do not give immediate heed to their pres- 
ence, there is a possibility that they may lift 
you in your chair, or deposit a marble-top 
centre-table in your lap, as a reminder that 
your attention is required. The gentleman-like 
and lady-like ghosts of the old school, in the 
primness and propriety of pig-tails, knee 
breeches, and polished shoe buckles — stiff- 
hooped farthingales, Elizabethan ruffs and high 
heeled slippers, never intruded upon one when 
he, or she, was in any manner engaged, but 
always deferred their visits till the still hours 
when the business of the day was over and had 
been banished from the mind, and then came in 
with such a quiet, polite air, that it was almost 
a pleasure to meet him. They seemed to be 
conscious of the fact that there must ever exist 
a coolness between them and their earthly 
friends, and, respecting this prejudice, made 
their visits quite brief and did not speak unless 
spoken to. 
Nobodv cares for ghosts now. 
l'lie pleasant excitement of sleeping in a 
haunted chamber is no more to be enjoyed. 
The thrilling expectation of meeting “the white 
lady” while traversing the long and lonely cor- 
ridors of some old-time mansion is an experi- 
ence never again to be realized. The awfully 
interesting ghost-scenes in “The Mysteries of 
Udolpho” and “The Children of the Abbey,” 
which have furnished cold chills to the dorsal 
regions of many past generations of children, 
will be read with cold scorn by the little skep- 
tics of the present age. No more will little 
girls prefer to sleep three in a bed; nor the sol- 
itary boy loudly and manfully whistle as he 
climbs to his remote bed-room under the roof. 
B. 
Mrs. Mary A. Braley of Rochester, X. II., widow of C'apt. Samuel Braley, laid one of lier 
arms on a chopping block last week, seized an 
axe, and deliberately chopped her arm nearly on in three places. She then started for the 
woods, and was caught when about half a mile 
away and taken home, when a physician was sent tor. Capt. Braley died at sea about three 
yearv ago, and his widow has never fuilv re- covered from the effects of grief at his loss. 
At Camden, Mr. H. Bean is preparing to build 
some kind of vessel the coming summer in the 
Daily shipyard. What it is to be is not vet 
known, except it is to be about 600 tons burden. 
Timber is already on the ground. 
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Sensible Views by a Colored Man. 
The colored men of the south are not 
all blindly led by carpet baggers and 
demagogues. Now and then there is one 
who understands that the interests of the 
two races are not antagonistic, and that 
tlie welfare of both can be promoted by a 
good understanding and mutual goodwill. 
Of this class was Major Delaney, who re- 
cently delivered a speech of marked ability 
at Irving Hall, New York. Major Dela- 
ney is a negro of unmixed descent and 
one of superior intellect and education. 
He was born in Virginia, resided in Can- 
ada during the last years of the slave 
power, and at the conclusion ol the war 
settled in Charleston, where he lias la- 
bored sedulously to harmonize his race 
with their old masters, believing sueli re- 
conciliation to be the true and only per- 
manent reconstruction, lie was the can- 
didate of the convention of conservative 
negroes for lieutenant-governor of Soutli 
Carolina, and the ticket so nominated was 
endorsed by the native southern white 
men. it unfortunately was defeated by 
the candidates of the corruptionists and 
carpet-baggers. His address in New York 
was delivered on an invitation from sev- 
eral prominent citizens, among them Wil- 
liam Cullen 1’rvant, who presided at the 
meeting. 
Iii opening his remarks Major Delaney 
observed that lie expected to be sharply 
criticized for what lie should say, by those 
who do not know the true condition oi 
the south and who take their information 
from interested politicians; but he could 
say for himselt that he was an old under- 
ground railroad man; that, he was asso- 
ciated tor three years with Fred Douglas 
in his publication of the North Star, and 
it was even whispered that lie had had 
something to do with John Brown, though 
not in his Harper’s Ferry raid. From the 
moment that his race obtained Ireedoin 
and political enfranchisement lie had seen 
that it was necessary for them to be placed 
in relations of amity with the white race 
in the south, and he had labored to that 
end from the beginning. At first the col- 
ored people naturally looked to their old 
masters lor political leadership, but these 
at the outset refused to exercise the intlu- 
enco which they might have had. Then 
the blacks turned to new comers among 
them, who professed peculiar friendship 
and who took advantage of their igno- 
rance. Of the carpet-bag class of politi- 
cians who thus acquired largely the con- 
trol ol the negro vote. Major Delaney 
drew some strong pictures. He declared 
knowingly that they had, as a rule, no 
interest in either the black or white race 
ol the south. They taught the blacks that 
they should crush out the whites. They 
made them believe they were representa- 
tives ol the governmort sent from Wash- 
ington to be custodians of their rights; 
that the white men would re-enslave them 
the moment they put confidence in them. 
“So, pushing back the whites on one 
hand and the blacks on the other, they 
plunged their arms to the elbow in the 
pockets of the blacks, and to the armpits 
in those of the whites.” He appealed to 
the people ot the north to shape their pol- 
icy so as to discharge the interference of 
mischievous political adventurers. The 
two races must dwell together. They 
were labor and capital, each necessary to 
the other, each useless without the other. 
He had heard something of a war in 
the north between labor and capital. 
He was thankful that the south had not 
come to that. Could they not seo there 
two grand races needing each other, and 
not to be parted or set at variance by 
miserable politicians of a certain style of 
baggage? From personal knowledge and 
experience he asserted the fact that there 
is no animosity between rhe whites and 
blacks in the south. “The white people 
of the south are waiting and willing to 
take the blacks by the hand and go with 
them in every measure tending to the com- 
mon good of both. They do not wish 
them to leave their position, their man- 
hood or their rights.” 
Who can doubt the interests of the 
negro race are more honestly and intelli- 
gently represented by this Major Delaney 
than by the Pinehbacks and the carpet- 
baggers ? 
The New Hampshire election is very 
nearly a drawn game, as the late returns 
show. For Governor each party threw 
its utmost vote, and yet Roberts and 
Cheney are not a hundred votes apart. As 
there was a third candidate, it is very 
certain that no Governor has been chosen 
by the people, and that the choice will 
devolve upon the Legislature. That body 
is very close indeed, but the chances are, 
we think, that the Republicans have car- 
ried it. On the other hand the Democrats 
elect two members of Congress, Jones 
and Bell, being a gain of one. They also 
have a majority of the executive council. 
The Democrats carry the State on both 
the Congressional and Councillor tickets. 
—The young Prince Imperial, ol Franee, 
has recently been banquetted by the ofli- 
eers of the Woolwich militai-y academy 
from which he graduated. The boy talks 
as though he meant some day to make 
things warm in France. He has an excel- 
lent chance to improve on his father’s fol- 
lies. 
—It is reported that Fast Day this year 
will be April 8th. 
One of the New Ssuntors, 
The speech of Mr. Christiapey, the new 
Michigan Senator and the successor of 
Chandler, which we in part publish to- 
day, is in some respects a remarkable one. 
It is calm, augumentative and statesman- 
like, and therefore thoroughly in contrast 
to the bloodthirsty utterances ot his often 
passion crazed predecessor. The most sig- 
nificant things about the speech are the 
promptness with which lie opposes the 
bayonet policy of the administration, and 
the boldness with which he throws down 
the gauntlet to the supporters ol the ad- 
ministration on that point. lie is undoubt- 
edly ail honest man, and means to do his 
duty as a Senator, thoroughly and honest- 
ly, and to be in no respect a mere parti- 
san of the administration. 
We have before suggested that the ma- 
jority of the radicals in the Senate is so 
small, and the temper of some of the new 
Senators so opposed to party dictation, 
that the body cannot be longer relied up- 
on to support extreme radical measures. 
It will be likely to regard the interests of 
the country rather than tiiose of a party. 
These are significant matters in connec- 
tion with the facts of a new Democratic 
House of Representatives and the almost 
certain election of a Democratic President 
next year. 
An amusing incident is related as oc- 
curring at tlie close ol the Senator’s speech. 
As Mr Cliristianey ceased speaking, Mr. 
Logan leaned over his desk and said to 
Mr. Boulweli: "That man lias gone over 
to the Democrats !” ‘.Vo,” replied Bout- 
well, “he had gone over before.” 
We print in another column the t*xcol- 
cellent address of Mayor Brooks, whose 
second inauguration took place on Mon- 
day. Dr. Brooks is a man of clear per- 
ceptions ami sound judgment, whose sug- 
gestions are entitled to great weight. And 
in the matter of iinanees he has. we think, 
no superior in our oily. 
Our citizens ought to be satisfied with 
ilie exhibit made of the city’s linaneiul 
condition. All the obligations are prompt- 
ly met by the proceeds of taxation, while 
at tlie same time a reduction of the rate 
lias been made. The recommendation for 
providing in advance for the city’s indebt- 
edness, a part, by the purchase and de- 
struction each year of a portion of the 
bonds, i- a sound and safe recommenda- 
tion, and one that will, ii adopted, greatly 
strengthen the credit of the corporation. 
Die opportunity to change the terms of 
our railroad lease to the Maine Central, 
will occur next year, when we may elect 
to receive a per eentage on the road’s 
earnings, instead of a fixed rental. But 
the Mayor thinks it will not be desirable 
to exercise our option — a proposition 
which we think no one will dispute—but 
that the present rental will be continued. 
I poll the whole, our city appears to be 
in ■very good condition, and there seems 
to be very little of which just complaint 
may be made. With our usual business 
enterprise and lair luck, wo may consider 
ourselves doing as well as any of the cities 
of Maine. 
At the end of the Forty-fourth Congress, 
March !, LS<the terms of the following 
named Senators will expire: (loldthwaite 
ol Alabama, Clayton ot Arkansas, Sauls- 
bury ol Delaware, Norwood of <teorgia, 
Logan of Illinois, Wright f Iowa, Harvey 
of Kansas, .Stevenson of Kentucky, West 
of I .nnicitinn Morrill f,i \l.4;,Ui ««-- II 
of Massachusetts, Ferry of Michigan, Win- 
dom of Minnesota, Alcorn of Mississippi, 
Hitchcock of Nebraska, C'ragin of Nciv 
Hampshire, Frulinglmvsen of New Jersey, 
Kanson ol North Carolina, Kelly of < >re- 
gon, Anthony of Rhode Island, Robertson 
of South Carolina, Cooper of Tennesee, 
Hamilton of Texas, Johnston of Virginia 
and Davis of West Virginia. Ol the above 
fifteen ar : Republicans, nine Democrats 
and one (Hamilton) Liberal. 
The reciprocity treaty with the Sand- 
wich Island, now before the l1. S. Senate, 
receives tin* support of our Maine Sena- 
tors. It is a paltry matter as compared 
with the proposed similar treaty with the 
Canadas, but the principle involved is the 
same. It will be remembered that the 
Maine Democrats, lor a supposed favor- 
ing ol the latter measure, had a severe 
lecture read to them by Mr. lilaiiie. Will 
that gentleman, or his Kennebec organ, 
favor us with an opinion of this new meas- 
ure and its support by Senator Hamlin? 
—We don’t care to discuss the ice ques- 
tion with the Camden Herald any longer. 
The subject is getting to be unseasonable. 
Spring is coming up this way, and we 
prefer to contemplate its beauties and 
blessings. Bet our persistent neighbor 
ask us when the first robin will come, 
what time the pleasant note ol the h og 
will be heard in the land, or tne day when 
our frying pan shall receive the first mess 
of trout, tresh from the babbl ng brooks. 
Talk to us ot genial themes like these, 
and we'll respond like an oracle. 
—The Democrats of Warren, who hand- 
somely carried the spring election, sat 
down to a supper, in celebration ot the 
event. Dr. Benjamin T. Buxton presided, 
and made the opening speech. Atwood 
Levensaler, of Thomaston, made the 
speech ol the evening, and was frequently 
applauded. Speeches were also made by 
Hon. Moses It. Mathews, Austin Keating, 
Esq., and others. A poem was read by 
Mr. Merriam of Portland. 
—The Camden Herald reports that the 
steam cutter Levi Woodbury has “damag- 
ed her break-water.” And thus we are 
called upon to wrestle with a new prob- 
lem in seamanship. Between the sublime 
altitudes of Mount Megunticook and the 
mysterious depths of the sea, that chap 
will revolutionize things, it lie keeps on. 
—Ex-Congressman Hooch, who was so 
neatly shelved by his constituents, has 
been appointed pension agent at Boston. 
His navy yard efforts showed him to be a 
valuable prop, and the President thinks 
that a man so gilted mustn’t be lost to the 
party. 
—Lattin, who was recently tried lbr the 
murder ot Miss Lucas, at Bridgeport, 
Conn., was found guilty of murder in the 
second degree, and sentenced to the state 
prison for lite. An account ol the ease 
will-be found on the outside of to day’s 
paper. 
—The Camden Herald gives us the 
important information that “the fates are 
not opposed to the project” ot the Bay and 
River Railroad. Perhaps not, but the 
finances are, and in modern times they 
are stronger than fate. 
—The Lewiston Journal devotes nearly 
a whole page to reporting the Sunday 
meetings of the temperance reformers in 
that locality. 
—Hooper & Co., issue the prospectus 
ot The Union, a new paper at West Wa- 
terville. The air is full of’em just now. 
Ock responder ce of the Journal. 
Letter from Rockland. 
Rockland, March 15. 
The event of the past week was the 
shocking ot the judicial oysters, furnished 
by anxious litigants, and served up in 
crumbs in the Knox County Temple 
dedicated to the goddess costumed for 
blind-man’s-buft. Judge Taploy and suite 
were on hand to rob our new gallows ot 
its promised victims, but Judge Virgin 
modestly informed them that as long as 
there was a jury trial on the tapis nothing 
would be done for them. It was finally 
decided that the hearing should be given 
Tuesday evening, March 16th. 
The lirst case presented was Bowler vs. 
the town of Washington,—verdict for de- 
fendant four years since, but set aside in 
consequence of improper conduct of a 
juror. 'I lie plaintiff is represented by 
Baker ot Augusta, while Jewett, the old 
war-horse ot Waldo County, he of the fal- 
setto style ot forensic eloquence, plunges 
into the thickest of the fray, in behalf of 
the defendant, with flecks of toani hang- 
ing upon his bridlebit, and his harness 
grimmed by the dust of other fields. We 
opine that the Judge believes in “no fool- 
ing with the court,” He rules “as one 
having authority, and not as the scribes.” 
ii any member of the bar has any little 
job to put up, wherein lie proposes to as- 
sist the Judge in his rulings, we advise 
him to continue his case. We should say 
that this term would hardly be conducive 
to his happiness. Law is a beautiful thing 
—at a distance. Lawyers ditto. Sheriffs 
more ditto. The greater the distance the 
more bewitching the enchantment, until 
by the laws of perspective, they all grow 
beautifully less, and are lost in the laby- 
rinths of tiioir own mystifications. Our 
feelings are in accord with the old sage 
who proposed as an appropriate inscrip- 
tion over the court-room door, the quota- 
tion “Facilis, descensus Avcrni”-—“Easy 
is the descent to —” The business of the 
expounders of codified mysteries is to lu- 
bricate the inclined plane. The victim 
once started, may turn back back with 
longing eye, but there is no release until 
he strikes bottom. Here lie is allowed to 
ponder the remainder of the fragmentary 
quotation given, but to retrace one’s 
steps, and seek the upper air, this is 
work, tliis is labor.” 
J lie organization of the city govern- 
ment is the next thing of interest. Its 
choice of city officials will occupy its ear- 
liest attention, and the anxiety of some 
betrays an unusual interest in the welfare 
of the city. In some cases the interest 
equals the principle. I don’t know why 
it shouldn’t. Especially where the latter 
has been exhausted in the primary elec- 
tions. There is a vast amount of business 
awaiting the action of ever}' new hoard. 
The city lathers occupy anything but a 
desirable position. Hungry claimants are 
altogether tou frequent m their attentions, 
and ■ ifememher thy creator,” is whis- 
pered in tiie ear of the “elect” by some 
log-rolling constituent who fears his can- 
didate may lorget who made him. “Bet- 
ter is the office of pound keeper and con- 
tentment therewith, than a street-commis- 
sion and hatred therein.” "Tis sad to 
contemplate the oxodus of any political 
Bohemian who lias been obliged to fold 
his tent and seek a new camping ground. 
Hear His solus: 
‘•oh but for one soft job! 
To steal as I used to steal 
Before the ins became the outs. 
-von n... winners took the deal." 
Jly compliments are tenueicd T. uuue. 
for t he above. 
< fur highest ambition is to become street 
commissioner. There will be plenty of 
work in hand for tlie new incumbent, lor 
a good deal of grading was done last year, 
and according to custom, it must all be 
undone this year. We are somehow fear- 
ful, however, that the city government 
for ’7b will have the hardihood to depart 
from established precedents. 
•Mr. Stickncy, the temperance and re- 
publican candidate for Mayor in Bangor, 
withdrew and submitted the matter of the 
candidacy to a new caucus, which met on 
Tuesday evening. At that caucus Mr. S. 
was again nominated by a decisive vote. 
So Stickney sticks. The election will take 
place on Friday. 
An extra sheet, containing the laws 
passed at the late session of the Legisla- 
ture. accompanies the Journal this week. 
The Pope has created live new Cardinals, 
among whom is Archbishop McClosky, of 
New Fork. 
-—Mr. King of the Sandwiches has arriv- 
ed iiome, and tells his people that he had 
a good time. a 
—General F. S. Nickerson of Boston has 
been appointed by the governor of Maine 
commissioner of deeds, ire., for this State. 
—Blaine begins to loom up as a Presi- 
dential candidate. lie had the compli- 
ment ot a dinner at Philadelphia last 
week. 
—The Legislature declined to pass a law 
for the selling of eggs by weight, and a 
pound of hen fruit is still a dream of the 
future. 
—W. E. Currier of Camden, having be- 
come insane, has been sent to the asylum 
at Augusta. Creditors have attached his 
stock. 
—“Freedomite” should send his name 
with his letter. If the writer dont dare 
to let us know who he is, we don’t dare to 
father what he writes. 
—The epitaph of Ben. Butler, forward- 
ed for publication, is pretty well written, 
but too long. Ben. is dead, we hope, but 
he isn't worth lifty-six lines of rhyme. 
_An election despatch from Portsmouth 
says that “the Republicans marched about 
town all night Tuesday.” but doesn’t say 
whether or not the process sobered them 
off. Sometimes the election tipple hangs 
on fearfully. 
—-The case of State vs. A. B. Warren 
and sister, for fraud ou the Ashbury Life In- 
surance Company, on trial at Farmington, 
closed on Thursday with a verdict of guilty 
against both defendants. 
The Democrats of Portsmouth, N. H., 
serenaded Hon. Frank Jones at the Rock- 
ingham House Saturday evening, in honor otlus election to Congress. Remarks were 
made by lion. Albert R. Hatch and Hon. 
Daniel Marcy, who referred to Mr. Jones 
as the most public-spirited and useful citi- 
zen Portsmouth had ever had. Mr. Jones 
addressed the crowd from the steps of the 
hotel, and spoke well. He said, with ref- 
erence to the statementsof being illiterate, 
that he did not profess to be a Webster, a 
Choate, or a Bartlett, but he did claim to 
be an honest man, and as such he would 
go to Washington, and return honest, 
too. His remarks were enthusiastically 
received. 
At Thomas ton, Ildw. O’Brien will build aship 
this summer; Sam’1 Watts & Co. will build a 
ship and a schooner; Walker, Dunn & Co. will 
build a barkentine, and perhaps another vessel 
Stetson. Gerry & Co. will probably build a 
schooner. 
Generalities. 
The prisoners in tiie Bangor jail have begun 
to make brooms. 
Mrs. Beecher seems to have been left out of 
ail the kissing scrapes. 
An Ohio girl wrote a letter and forgot to put 
“iu haste" on the envelope. 
Bangor appropriated S'JC.noo for the improv- 
luent aud repair of streets last year. 
Senator Andrew .Johnson's wife is lying at 
the point of death, with no hopes of recovery. 
A terrible waterspout burst over the eity of 
Santiago, Chili, on the 1st of March, causing 
great damage. 
Gapt. John Hastings i- making preparations 
to establish a porgy oil factory at Brown's 
Cove, Bristol. 
Gen. Sherman says the Black Jliils region 
will be. protected from invasion by gold bunt- 
ing expeditions. 
A little girl about six years of age. residing 
in Deering, was badly bitten in the face by a 
dog Thursday evening. 
The Bristol Oil Works have declared an an- 
nual dividend of Co per cent, and the Hound 
Bond Works 40 per cent. 
In one district in Asia Minor, twenty thou- 
sand people have recently died of starvation. 
It is a terrible store to tell. 
The Tennessee farmers are calling in Chinese 
to take the place of the negroes that are leaving 
the state in such large numbers. 
Mr. Tenney of the Brunswick Telegraph has 
purchased the printing material belonging to 
the estate of the late Joseph Griilin. 
The Ohio House of representatives, last week, 
adopted a joint resolution requesting Congress 
to reduce tin* President’s salary to #25,000. 
Public attention is again being aroused, East 
and West, to the necessity of sparing tlu^t'or- 
ests and adding to them by planting more. 
Nantucket has elected two women to serve 
on the school committee. 'So the appreciation 
of women is extending to the Blands of the 
sea.” 
It is reported that tin* fare between Portland 
and Boston on the railroads is to be reduced #1 
the coming summer, in competition with the 
boats. 
A man may forget his business, his family 
and all his sacred obligations of life, but lie al- 
ways remembers where begot that counterfeit 
bill". 
The wife of Rev. R. Dearborn of Salem, X.H., 
has recovered #3000 from the Boston and Maine 
Railroad, with costs, for injuries received on a 
train. 
A colored barber who was refused a game of 
billiards at the Trenton House, Trenton, X. J.» 
has had the proprietor arrested under the ci\ il 
rights bill. 
The Montana Herald says Senator Sharon 
has yet two unmarried daughters. And he 
gives his daughters #'1,000,01)0 upiec»* when j they get married. 
Bones of Scotch heroes are quoted at $2fia*20 
a pair in Edinburgh. Two bones of the late 
Robert Bruce were sold at the former ligure in j that city recently. 
V can of beef which had been prepared in 
ISfxi for the soldiers in the Crimea, w is opened 
recently in England, and the meat found per- 
fectly sound and wholesome. 
A correspondent of the Baltimore sun lias 
found in Florida a young girl named Neuralgia, 
who was christened after a bottle ot patent 
medicine which, her mother esteemed. 
A man by the name of John Harris, a native 
of Nova Scotia, who has been cutting wood and 
living alone in a camp in the south part of San- 
ford, was found dead in his camp Eridax. 
Andy Johnson is quoted as remarking to a 
friend on Wednesday that lie couldn’t anx 
longer “sit silent in‘his place in the senate 
and see the liberties of the people throttled.’’ 
Arthur Berry and II. W. Jewett of Gardiner, 
have returned from Philadelphia, where thev 
have secured a large contract for lumber to hr 
used in the construction of the great (Vntennial 
building. 
After waiting for years, a Michigan lover 
finally popped the question, and tin- girl ans- 
wered: “Of course, 1*1! haveyou! Wliv. von 
fool you. we could have been married three 
years ago !*’ 
Vermont clergymen are never permitted to 
kiss the ladies they have just made brides. 
The dear creatures just put tip their hands with 
the remark: There, that'll do. I've seen you 
fellows afore. 
As a result of the extreme cold the trunks of 
many apple trees in Northern New York have 
cracked open from the roots nearly to the 
limbs, so that a person mav see completely 
through them. 
The keeper at tin1 Temaquid lighthouse re- 
ports that Saturday the lhlh, as far as the eve 
could see from the light, was a Held of drift ice: 
a thing that was tuv er witnessed lie fore, to the 
knowledge of man 
Six Milwaukee women with babies met the 
other day and agreed to vote which was the 
handsomest infant. Mach kid got one vote, and 
you ought to have seen how those women 
looked tit each other 
The Xevvburyport Herald says no vessel be- 
longing to that port engaged in the eoasliug trade lias paid her expenses during the winter? 
The v essels which have done the the best are 
those which were hauled up. 
'Wily is it," asks an exchange, ••Unit nearly 
every Senator’s wife in Washington is a hand- sou” woman?’ It is sjmply because nearly 
every Senator’s wife who is not. a handsome 
woman is left at home. [Courier-Journal. 
Tlte American says that scarlet fever and 
canker rash which have prevailed at Surry this 
winter, have now assured a malignant, form. The unprecedent eold weather i- fearliiliv tell- 
ing on the aged, and all of impaired vitalitj. 
From Mattanaweook Pond, near Lincoln vil- 
lage, parties have caught, more than three 
thousand pounds of pickerel during the past 
two weeks. I lie mostoi these lish were caught within sight and live minutes walk of Lincoln 
village. 
As an illustration of the speed at which tin; electric current travels, a message sent from the observ atory at Harvard college direct to •San Francisco and back by wav of Canada, 
over 13 railways, occupied onh two-thirds of a 
second. 
A stalwart 1102x0 lodged at police station at Rockland, Friday night, who gave the name of 
Chas. Augustus Lincoln, and said he had walk- 
ed all the way from Louisiana and was going to St. John, A’. ]{., and resumed his travels this 
morning. 
An eastern paper savs that during the pci 
formance of an opera in Si. Petersburg. Patti 
was called out sixteen time.-. That sounds 
pretty huge, but then she might have eaten 
something that didn’t agree with her. [St. 
Louis Journal. 
A recent local election at Greenbush, in Xew 
^ orlc, was attended be an elector named \VPa- 
lau, who is more than one hundred and four 
years of age. He voted for a Demon ratio in-- 
tice of the peace, and evinced much disappoint- 
ment at his defeat. 
Lucretia Boyd of Klizabetiitown, settled tin- 
matter with her slow wooer by simply .-bed- 
ding a few tears, and saying: “[ don’t believe 
1 have a friend on earth.” What could the 
poor fellow do but open bis arm.-, and exclaim, 
“Here is your refuge!” 
The Benedict Arnold house at New Haven is 
being demolished to make room for a neighbor- 
ing store. It was built between 1600 and 1660 
of brick brought from Holland, and was not 
only once the lodging-place of Benedict Arnold, 
but the scene of his marriage. 
Vast quantities of dead grasshopper- arc- 
found on Hie masses of snow lying on the sides 
of the Blue Mountains of Colorado, where 
boars seek them for food. It is thought tlicv 
become dulled in attempting to rtv over tlie 
range, and tailing upon the snow perish. 
During the month of February the Maine 
Central delivered at Portland 52-f ear-loads of 
freight. The shipments were to the same 
amount, making a total of about a thousand 
and fifty loaded ears. This was exclusive ot 
the through business to and from Boston. 
A broken-backed chicken, with a false tail 
and a ring of turkey-feathers glued round Ids 
neck, received the tirsl premium at Hie Ohio 
State Agricultural Fair, as a "Hungarian chick- 
en of the Slavi-Mngyar breed.” Tile fraud was 
discovered, and the Committee are being pes- 
tered lor eggs. 
Doctor Hubbard of Bridgeport, the Republi- 
can nominee for Congress in the Fourth disti! 
of Connecticut, was at the time of his nomina- 
tion on Monday, in professional attendance 
as a physician, on the family of Williauf 11. 
Baruum, his competitor, at the home of the 
latter at Salisbury, sixty miles distant from 
Bridgeport. 
Dr. Abby M. Fulton, of Ellsworth, a gradu- 
ate, two years since, from the Woman's Medi- 
cal College of Boston, after spending a year in 
Europe for the purpose of improvement in her 
profession attending a full course of medical lectures in 1'aVis. returned six months since and opened an office in Ellsworth. 
The $ i000 which ex-Scuator Pomorov of 
Kansas, gave to State Senator York in the Sen- 
atorial caucus of 1873, and which lias since been 
held by lmn as custodian, was, yesterday, re- stored to Pomeroy, he paying out of it the cost 
incurred in prosecuting, which amounts to 
about $2000. It is thought that this ends the whole controversy, and that the criminal action 
against Pomeroy will not be pressed an; furth- 
er. 
George Williams, a young Brooklynite, lias 
been arrested on charge of falsely personating 
a minister of the gospel and solemnizing the 
marriage ceremony, uniting a friend ot Ins to a 
young lady. The prisoner, when he officiated 
at the mock marriage, was attired in a minis- 
terial suit of black cloth, white tie, Ac. tie 
took up a Bible and performed the mock cere- 
mony which made the parties man and wile. 
Williams will probably have to go to 81a e 
Prison for ten years, and the marriage is held 
o be valid. 
News of the City and County. 
Who'll get the first Mayflower? 
the snowbanks are in the melting mooij. 
the da\s and nights are now of eipiai length. 
■Wednesday was St. Patrick's Day in the 
morning. 
If you have any maple tree*, now i- the time 
to put them oil tap. 
The sickness in this vicinity i* abating with 
the return of mild weather. 
A lady's fur trimmed glove, picked up in the 
street, awaits tile owner at this ofliec. 
I'he ice in the eastern hay is reported broken 
up to within a mile of Turtle Head. 
People who are anxious to see blue water 
once more,can view it around the lower bridge. 
William P>. Swan will the coming season, 
build for himself a dwelling house on Church 
street. 
Numerous gas leaks around town caused by 
the contraction of the pipes, in the severe cold, 
are reported. 
This is tlie season when the motherly cow 
mourns her departed offspring, and veal is 
affundant in tlie market. 
Ship Frank Pendleton, built at this place last 
year, lias just sailed from New Orleans for 
Reval. Russia, with a cargo of cotton. 
Tlie heavy ice in the harbor is not only a 
hindrance to business, but deprives us ot luxu- 
ries. Not a flounder has yet appeared. 
Sch. Jack Downing, noticed last week as 
crushed by tlie ice, tills every tide. An attempt 
is being made to get her to Holt's wharf* 
Albert C. Burgess starts on Saturday for St. 
l.oiiis, where he will join William Bean, and 
the two will make the tour to California. 
The annual school meeting in this city dis- 
trict will lie licit 1 on Saturday afternoon next, 
s line important matters will be attended to. 
Tlie contract for building the Morrill cheese 
factory has been awarded to Joseph it. Mears, 
of that town, it is to be completed by the first 
of June. 
ltev. t liaides X. Plummer of Bucksport will 
deliver the lecture of this week in the Metho- 
dist Church, Thursday evening. Subject, The 
Present Age. 
(nvhardisls who are examining tln ir apple 
trees, report an abundant crop of caterpillar's 
eggs. Tlie safe wav is to bunt I Item out, and 
cut off tlie twigs. 
The ease of tlie sell. Ann Eliza, now in our 
harbor, libelled for seamen’s wages, was tried 
in Portland last week, and a decree entered for 
the full amount and costs. 
The Directors of the Bay and Jtivei Railroad 
held a business meeting at the American Hotel 
on Saturday. They talk about the contractors 
going to work this spring. 
Two men who crossed the hay Wednesday, 
report about tire inches of slosh on eight inches 
of ice, and very unsafe. They broke through 
several times in crossing. 
Dr. L. \V. Pendleton, after ten year*. service 
as City Physician and Chairman ot the Hoard 
of Health, declined a re-election this year, and 
Dr. Fletcher takes his place. 
I'ev. Mr. (toodcnougb, of ttangor, lias accept- 
ed the call from the Eniversalist society of this 
city, and will settle here, supplying the pulpit 
at Stockton a portion of the time. 
At a special meeting of Timothy < .'base lodge. 
Thursday evening, appropriate remarks were 
made, and resolutions read, in memory of Past 
Hrand Master Timothy < base, deceased. 
F. A. 1 Toward, at liis machine shop, has lately 
built a very ingenious paper cutter tor (icorge 
W Purges*;. The design is said to be an origi- 
nal one with Mr. P. and is a very neat machine. 
Lra rt i:i:. Dr. Tlomer, by request, will de- 
liver a lecture in the I nivcrsalist Vestry, on 
Saturday Evening, March 20th. Subject, Physi- 
ology of Digestion and Hygiene. 
It will be seen by advertisement that the 
steamer Lewiston is to, leave Portland for her 
eastern landings on the 2oth. As tilings |<*v»k 
now, she will have tough work in reaching some 
of them. 
The local democratic sleet cackled prema- 
miLUvnnw* ov"r N- [»«•!* 
Ji \v:Kii't an MgK, al'UT all. WV Knew Hip ali'H 
nose of our neighbor would smell out the dif- 
ference. 
C. P. Ha/.cllinc has returned from his trip 
to the South. The sell. Florida, on which he 
had placed his shooting traps, to meet him at 
Jacksonville, is still l\ing <juiet!\ in the ice, 
where he left her. 
A pcdler named Day hailing from Portland, 
caused some little excitement last week bv get- 
ting- drunk and disturbing the peace. II< w: •* 
lodged in jail, but no complaint being made, 
was let, out next day. 
A party of three young men from out of town 
made a disturbance at the American Hotel, 
and one was lodged iujaiion complaint of" the 
proprietors. The Messrs ( lark allow no row 
dvism about their house. 
Tlie new city government lias elected Mrs. 
Judge Diekerson one of the Superintending I 
School Committee. Stic will be a valuable ac- 
cession to the hoard, as a lady of finished edu- 
cation and excellent judgment. 
In the breaking up of the ice in the eastern 
bay. Sunday, a small fishing schooner, owned 
bv ( apt. Morse, of Belfast, was carried out by 
tlie* floating ice and deposited on Resolution 
Island where she now lies full of water. 
A young man whose folks reside in Belfast 
but a voter in New Hampshire, while visiting 
here was sent for by the Republican committee 
of that state to come home and vote at the re- 
eenteleclion. His expenses, amounting to more 
than §110 were to bo paid out of the corruption 
fund. He didn't go, however. 
The big negro that lias been honoring the 
Maine cities with his presence, was the guest 
of Belfast on .Monday night. He was accorded 
all the civil rights of the alms house. In the 
morning he set his face eastward, and began to 
tak., up and set down a pair of brogans each as 
big as one of tie codfish of Barnabas. 
Mathews Bros, are making, for parties in 
Rockland, two pairs of trout doors that will he 
the nicest specimen of workmanship everturued 
out at their factory. They are of black walnut 
with heuv y walnut trimmings and carvings, and 
a ill cost from eighty to one hundred dollars per 
pair.—the carvings alone costing forty-live dol- 
lars on each. 
The shiii City of Brooklyn, of this port, be- 
fore, reported at Pernambuco in a leaky condi- 
tion, lias again put in, this time at St. Thomas. 
A despatch Irom the captain received the Kith, 
savs she is leaking too badly to proceed. She 
will probably be discharged, wholly or in part. 
She has a grain freight from San Francisco, for 
Liverpool. 
A heavy rain prevailed during Tuesday night, 
lo the advantage of empty wells and c isterns. 
It froze to the branches and twigs of trees, load- 
ing them down so that many were broken, and 
has probably seriously damaged orchards. Many, 
tivo in this vicinity were stripped of branches. 
A. large elm in front of the residence of J. Y. 
Met’lintock was broken off about eight feet 
from the ground, at a defective place, and fell 
into the street. 
A despatch received by F. A. Follet, on Tue s- 
day, announced the death, at Jaeksom illc, of 
his wife's sister. Miss Mary, daughter of Hora- 
tio II. Carter. She went to Florida in January, 
to visit her father, who has been for a year <*r 
more in charge of a shipyard at that place. I Ier 
death must have been sudden, as nothing had 
been known by her frien.ls here of any serious 
illness. Her father and mother will accompany 
the remains home. 
Sheriff Norton, was nt tlie State Prison ! 
last week, and hail an interview with John T. 
(iorilon, who was recently reprieved from his 
death sentence. He represents John as ap- 
pearing remarkably well, and in good health 
and spirits, considering his situation. He told 
the sheriff that he had fully made up his mind 
to die. and was ready for the execution when 
the reprieve came. He had forgiven his ene- 
mies and those who had dispitefully used him. and had made his last declarations of inno- 
cence of the murders. Mr. Norton does not 
credit the reports that the condemned man had 
entirely broken down as his hour approached, 
and says the prison officials tell no such story. 
Services ut the Unitarian Church next Sun- 
day evening by the pastor. Sermon from text 
“Doth God take care for oxen Y”—1st Cor. 9th 
chapter, Oth verse. 
Sch. James \\ Blown, Kane, of Belfast, at 
Philadelphia, trom Little Uuracoa, reports off 
Fenwick island in a gale, carried away flying 
jib and foresail, fore and main booms and gaff. 
Two young men named Shaw, who broke in- 
to the store of Pinery Nickerson, in Swanville, 
were examined before Justice Billings of that 
town, on Tuesday, and sent to Belfast jail. 
The company recently spoken of as contem- 
plating the formation of a lodge of Odd Fellow s 
in this city, went to Bangor Monday, received 
the degrees, and will be ready for business when 
a lodge room can In* procured. 
A despatch lrom Havana, Cuba, Saturday, 
states that the brig It. S. Hassell, < apt. J. A. 
Partridge, with molasses from Cienfuegos for 
Belfast, is a total wreck on Colorado reef, and 
that the crew arrived at Havana on the 12th. 
The Hassell was 245 tons, built in Belfast in 
1&60, and owned by Reuben Sibley, heirs of 
Prescott Hazeltinc, Mary M. Hall, L. It. Palmer. 
X. Mansfield and A. Perry, and was valued at 
$9000. No insurance. The cargo, consisted ot 
342 hogsheads of molasses owned by Reuben 
Sibley A Son, and was insured. 
New Advertisements. Hinsmore and Son 
call attention to their large stock of rubbers, so 
convenient at this time of year. They keep an 
excellent assortment of all kinds of hoots un- 
shoes, and are always first in letting people 
know it.—Poor and Welsh, painters have a word 
to say. They have had large xperience in the 
business, and always give satisfaction, us u ma- 
jority of our citizens testify.—John Fern aid 
is meeting with great success in selling patent 
casters for sewing machines. They ure an ex- 
cellent article, and nomachine is complete with- 
out them. See his notice.—Read the change in 
the Maine Central time table. 
Accident on the Bf.j.fasi Railroad. 
The first serious accident of the kind on 11i* 
Belfast Branch Railroad, happened to the down 
train on Tuesday evening, near Holmes’ Mills, 
about four miles from this city. A rork weigh- 
ing about 200 pounds had rolled down u cut 
near the place named, and Indeed on the '•lee;, 
ers between the rail- I'lie engine struck thi- 
obstacle when going at lb'- rate of twenty-five 
miles ail hour. The forward trucks were 
i thrown oft*, but the driver.- kept, the rail. .iud 
in this condition it jumped along tin* track I 
| a distance of fifty rods before tin* train v\ a 
Mopped. The cars kept the track and sustained 
no injury, the passengers hardly knowing what 
had happened. The engine was badlv used up. 
the gearing smashed, and n i*od forced com- 
pletely through the boiler, making a large hob 
through which the steam and water quickly es- 
caped. The fireman, Hamel Sweeney, win* 
happened to be upon tin* out-id- oiling ma- 
chinery, was thrown a distance of eight*-- u 
feet into a snowbank, which saved him serious 
injuries Conductor Mace immediate!} sent to 
this city for aid, and an engin-* w itli a baggage 
ear backed up, took the passengers and mails 
arriving back about ten o'clock in the evening. 
A gang worked all night on the disabled engin** 
and got it.with the train, to the depot at about 
six o’clock Wednesday morning. It was a 
fortunate circumstance that the regular engin** 
—the W. l>. Sc wall—\va- off for the day for 
slight repairs, and her place supplied by the 
Routed* a temporary and inferior machine. 
She will be scut to WabTVil! for repairs. 
Hi: Wanted i*m;i-;i Married. There is a* 
much difference in the liatun s of men ms there 
is in the size of «dams. Some men, it they w ant 
to do a thing to-day, will not get at it till next 
week; while others, if they want to d«» a thing 
next w<M*h, will do it yesterda\ He was out* 
of the latter kind. 11«• lived in Somerset (uni- 
ty. What lie want«:d, lie wanted it then. It 
In* took a notion to plant potatoes, he would 
stick them in now with a .-row-bar and not 
wait for the ground to soften up. II** w a- get- 
ting along in years, had passed 00 and was stiil 
going. lie had l"si his wife some 12 months 
siiic. and his socks needed darning, and In* 
couldn’t see to thread a needle. His head was 
beginning to look lik* a twin to a ten-pin ball, 
and the fro-fs of many winters had begun to 
loosen his te.-th. He got up the other morning 
and it occurred t.» him that In* needed another 
wife. Would he fool round courting a war ami 
then no nearer marrio.l than vvli.-n h b. 
gun? Keep scoring up !<» his true low, lik.- 
trotting horse to IhejinJg.-s stand? No, he him 
harness.-.| up th** ol«i w hit** iiiuiv into tin- Me Ah, 
and started for our lift!** city. wlmr. he heard 
through some sourc-. Hint then- w,.- om- sing l* 
" "‘Ran, and that she could keep a hotel it Mm 
tri«-d. lb* *lrove up !<» a man-imi in this ty. 
ami hiti'hei! bis horse, a re fully eov.-riug In 
up with a blue am! whit.* coverlid, walked up 
to the door and inquired for the lady in ques- 
tion who iir. ii.-d him in and offered him a 
‘‘hair, lb* said Im didn’i ar to -<»t down, a, 
h.‘*d rid sonn* little wav. and all In* wanted, 
waste know if she Would marr\ him and if Mm 
would, “he’d like for her to In n ad\ n**xt Sat- 
urday.*’ she was as surprised as if she had sat 
down on a hot pumpkin pie, but fold him that, 
"when she got married. Mm w anted to !..* court- 
ed a little, and not bought .lik** tlmr-c." Wall” 
-aid lm, “I’d like !•- inariw \.»u and I‘\e got 
considerable property, and whoever gets nm 
gets that, but if von don’t want tin* chance, I’ll 
be going, for it looks a- if we w**r»* going t«» 
have a wet spell.” And he left, and that’s all 
then1 is of it, and the best part i- that its rrm* 
Municipal Election*. 
Biumiam. Moderator,! >rrin le arned ; t », 
< lerk, William Bern ; St led men, Will am Bet 
ry, George Uan-oek and John Cook: Town 
Agent, Orrin Learned; Treasurer, Warrei 
Goodridgt*: Siiperv i>oi t School:*, ^ it In* \ 
Dodge; Collector, John W. LYase. 
I iioundim: l'»t nj. Ames Mod*•:a'or; Town 
Clerk, <«. 11. liieli : Sid* ••Mum, S. \ Titton. 
Tho*. Comfort!]. Daniel B. 1*1 in ; 1Y. usurer. 
M. 1. 11iggin> eoii>!ah!* A < .i 1«-. t. I. ! 
15es.se y. 
Dnitv. N. B. ParkhntM. clerk. Croshv 
Fowler, Newell Harding, and B. B. Buck lit)', 
SelectmenTay ler.Treasurer; A. T. Wood*. 
Town Agent: < lara 1*. Vickery, Supervisor t 
Schools. 
'Trying it on. 
AIontgomkkv Ala i j 
Several negroes applied at the ticket 
office of the theatre last night for admis- 
sion to the parquettc, at a minstrel per- 
formance, offering money and being re- 
fused. Subsequent.y f. S. Marshal Ran- 
dolph arrested C ol. Wagner on complaint 
of tour negroes, for \ iolation of the civil 
rights bill, and a bond of 8;">d0 was sign- 
ed for Wagner’s appearance before I s 
Commissioner Dimmick, this nnoiihip 
The negroes are notorious politicians, and 
two of them were defeated bv their own 
color at the la-t election for county of- 
ficers. 
A Bangor man who ke eps a bear pro- 
vided him with two large boxes, one within 
the other, and on the Oth day ol January. 
on going out to teed him, lie discovered 
that he had retired within and completely 
fastened up with straw, towels, napkin-. 
Ac the orifice prepared lor hint to entei 
idle box has been covered with snow to 
the deptli of several feet all winter, so 
that not a particle of food could be got to 
him, but on the nth day of March Bruin 
came tortli alter a t\\ months' nap ap- 
parently in as good eoiidition as when lie 
retired, and sainted t is ms-h r u illi a kB- 
aud a loving embrace. 
The l.Ypiiblieaii pai ii i- not ,uip lead. qq,,. 
tail wriggled in New llamp-liii,. .( in. Ksip 
Hon. Iteimi- I.. Mil liken of \\ Uerville, ,, 
dangerously ill, and no are entertained 
of his reeoy cry. 
The great, -t di—atBliietion i- expressed bv parties desirous of sending newspapers an.I small parcels by mail, with the double charge made necessary lq the inconsistencies of He 
new postal law. 
Seth Tisdale, one of the large.-t in:iiiwf’:uturer>* 
oi' lumber, and identified with all public enter- 
prises in the Stale for tirty years past, died at 
his residence in Ellsvvorih. Monday evening, 
from apoplexy, aged about 
I!y the latest accounts no sailing vessels or 
steamers hud left st. .lolms, Newfoundland, 
lor seal lishing, the harbor being frozen over 
March oth is the date allowed sailing vessels by 
law and March loiii lor steamers. The harbor 
of St. Johns was never before known to !«■ 
frozen sufficient to prevent steamers leaving. 
A Milo correspondent of the Bangor Whig 
says it is understood that the branch railroad 
from Milo to Browuville will lie constructed 
the present season. The European anil North American Railroad Company ottered to con- 
struct the road on condition that a loan of goo 000, for twenty years at 0 per cent, be raised for the Company, which amount has alreadv 
been suhscrilied by responsible parties 
fh* City Government. 
M n]av ; members elect of the 
n ,iv rrmii'mt met at the City 
alii <i office was ailminis- 
Ms .-rc’eotbv .lucl"e Johnson. 
I!:- ih -u ddh civtl the following 
iaa'uva.1 address— 
: \ : ,i •. rv < «>r>' v 
■. 11 a \ 'd ii’.'i' " Cii \, ,j]■ w ;; a il> piib- 
I tiini < special 
man' my ;1>- 
to aid me in 
: i,\ u ith iheir counsel 
*-1’ isjicil !*\ your past 
r. in!!\ scrutinize every 
in ■. ail <ir}ire>s»d cOlldt- 
ii rgent n< ed that we 
-a- i. .•conomy and unre- 
r. st <,f tiie city, that 
a ih* maii.tv-nn ni ol our own 
•» i me ’1 pa>l year our citi- 
1 eV-M*!s of ihe tinaneial 
7 with its consequent 
-• miKdi as most other 
*ui Lasi season every me- 
mo ud f< i! employment, by conse- 
•• l >hip tmiMing and the 
iw.-iiingn demanded to replace those 
're- lire. During tliiv year neither 
ei' ho mem >-an be so 
: ! a- i>i y.-ar i h.-ii, too. general 
■' n burnishes t!»«.- profits 
..'.S'- \\ people are so 
v ; ... ; .,• i;. 'w jii have to 
i, a.,'..- b, en too long 
a ml pi ate .ns;pendi- 
riod •'-.j a turned <o long 
■g.c iiiaT r-.pital can be in- 
i.-1• .'r:.'peril \ .fisured only 
.'■ i rein. I'll-- prosperity which 
excitement i> like the 
r i- unhealthy and must he 
r.tioii. ’idle business interest 
d.-iii reached its iowest 
~T ii .n. •;i• i »w ail the symptoms 
1 r« !u; i. t«i a >omid and healthy 
I1- m to heaitii must be 
"• r- "Ci belie\ ■ that it will 
a u. initi! we :• a-.;h a degree 
i. ; c ais} p!-e\ ions time. 
: sh- a -1ii.-t* *hc amount 
•ii.- "7:r -l'j.'c Ihc railroad 
•• I,, 1 ;j|i .(ill to 
a d ;:j ]ss.| .tr,,] ns.*, to 825,200 : 
> t;i \ -7.'. 8'-' "‘-b'.aiid besides I 
• \.. 'icidc during the < 
ii ni h \p ■ i-• of raising 
o- 1 I ; other is a dc- 
: C "‘a.• : paid «’lit ul' 1 lie ilil- 
vas not expeefc- 
mad*- last 
■i. 1 b.- ;h ir\ to raise Goose 
cc if:- Mi and therefore no 
:•. !'o: tic payment of this 
: .ii bi■ 11 he colli dor e\- 
: i(-ci Ing the a\-■- it was deemed 
>- .• t" fi 'K" a t.-mp.-rary loan to pay a. 
•c 'ic- i!-!i• rot -'ii the railroad loan due in 
e**t •mating tin- U'S.-t> of the city, 
•-- Tic- "took ot Ihc 17 -md M. 
: : f• -11 It i- obvioii- that 1 lie non-piv- 
'o.-iv h i- but !itt!*• value, and the balance 
ib- i. t" den :\ I'" nil* The plan 
'- a- an; f !;• purpose of com- 
.;jdiii;: 'h* fit\ tiuan- 
■■ ,-•! | ious years. 
til.it he exress of 
Mar. !' wa- 8W.S07.10 
M:i i-, 1 -77- 802,434.42 
:d -r C ! In ity of 80,272.07 
i! .in -''I' I l:11 \ expenses of 
_'•cater than they will 
.1- fin payment of the 
s-e of raising < ioo>e 
i L \. Knovvl- 
: !■ d t -i\ thousand seven 
i Mii'inj't he current year you 
In- paym-'iit of two 
.ii.i_r -1:i• in > -v.. l"7'i i->r 8f-.si)0 and 
iii.g dm K--I-. 1 ls70 for 8000. 1 
1 "lmnein! that i!e -um necessary to 
:* at liiatlii it' be added to tlie or- 
i- mate- ad >-i --c-1 tics year. It is 
... ed that .tin. eui rent expenses 
s .i• 11*■ 111 of i'h -• te> ••an be provided 
t r i less ’Jian t fiat ot ia-t \ cal* 
;••'ii *!;- sann \ a mat ion, 
1 lie j ''I ! 1' >: :11V provided 
■ ihen none of 
; iii \ v. Ill fall due tilJ 
:n 3 u 1 -1 to > <m tin- propriety 
:’i •!•'!:’):»u*•• m-ating sinking fund 
• it diiran ui' falliitir due in the fu- 
i ■ !;i' purport the Min, ot S'OOOO could 
annuals. «nnueii'ing in 1>7*. and 
■ a i ; in tin- rate of taxation 
a 1 
'■ 
.pei ; d next year, and from 
a time t!iereai'--r. Such an <rdinanee 
mi ! ie f.»r the purchase and destrue- 
t t a- h 'i d> •■! the itv under proper regu- 
m i- s '1m ! nd won id permit the 1 
i- :••• >i 1 '•! linaiM should fur- 
1 ;■ a ; aa' a iii Mint o[ interest saved 
lie 'destroyed muds -liouJil he raised annu- 
addi; 'Ui th S'.oon. If'in-li an ordi- 
:a.e U 1 •- J-:i —« d all I its requirements 
i. : adie n d t •. the debt of tile eitv could 
•a I r a-* i! matures by providing 
i:i ■ •;i ui o; la i.i-ans a new l<»an 
ig< ms terms, 
i. !'••: n h 1*1 !i'" its a\ ailable 
a a ;,n.I p is estimated 
a. d within three or four 
!’ w inai ■ i\ \ ill jve.'ive six per cent 
"> i .mounting to s-v:7h an- 
i ! d < ••usiderahle re- 
pa » a railroad will then 
: a a a. \ mg tin* six per 
nt ■ 1 -a -( i. v hieli would enable 
:... '111 i.« iM'll-prefenvd stock. 
ut t im']•' I that wlioe\er may have 
i.. in; tin ; 'In- railroad at that 
\. ;■ the -in phis .wank paying the 
ui" t!i. • it\ ami \tinuni.-imig tin first 
MO !_M J- Oil the 1 On..!. 
I I: iiia ivlii_r : ill leu-* ■ "IIP a MoUil- I" me 
! ii « i-nt r -m 1!i• right I< elect 1<> 
.\ a- r< m: !j• n. id. fort} ]K*r cent. of 
*•:*)■]i:11_ of S" in, 000 a year, our 
a: nnanent improvements 
ii. a .i made. Thi- choice iiiu>t 
ii11 ■i'. \ ar> from the time 
■ i- did "not there after.’* This 
i. !» : ; I >ur immediate sne- 
n :';i ■ hut i!s d< ei-ion will come so 
t !••'. mter upon lheir duties that. I 
... r that attention should im called 
ia* 1:-object might lie fully coil- 
d tm .1 v <*iu* citizens and their 
h. v t.l -id at tie- | >p*T time. 1 am de- 
1 lint i1 will he for the in- 
:i• 11• the present lixed 
i;i 11 hum Im readily apparent 
!in"ii ni 1111>ii)t > s on the road is 
,i■ ia.;.- I. t mi- ihun u small increase 
re 1 i: ••'..Id 111 a-.' Pill' roud receive- 
1 ti i-s -aiming-. it w ould 
ie. '.!.••'i‘ '1 > the le--ee to increase 
_•:r- a- much u- po.-sible t«> the 
*. ... fie'mlits. a- tlli- WOllld 
a; it 1 %vlii«-ii would otherwise 
in ea.-e there was a per 
-n a_r ;: *t w ■* old it he for the 
urrt nge t leir 
■ i_ i- i1' iii.. iiiere.hundi-- to 
'■me :o our porf t>\ \ lor t r.aiisportation 
■ in- oad, »r ii the merehandi-r was ioud- 
a: ,•.-• ..ii. '’■■•. their own railroad with 
int riot towns the> would -a\e fort} per 
.• t• r. on it- freiLdit. It lias been thought by 
in the lease i- one of 
hi-." ; tii pre-eiit tarill for freights on 
■ ioad which i- apparently unfriendly to the 
-a \ eiopmeut oi it- local business. 
lti • i' > *«i * 11 i' «-.• ports that only one ac- 
■! in as 111• u■ 'I against the city during the 
11a*»t .in ! a w i> i*»i* damages .sustained 
;* i-■••t in the highway 
i; i’ M Hus action wa- tried at the 
> i*• 1 m*t gj.. ! tin >uj>mne Court and after 
Uo* plaintifi had made out hi* <-as«\ lie was non 
•iiio- i. Tli--iv >- now H action against the 
■ •vept one : relation to a pauper which 
i" i‘ h i)'led ! tie- "liiraetor tor keeping the 
poor. 
I pon the petition of Hannon and others the 
'»ii el < mi.:, —ioii'.T" have agreed to layout 
road iroui h'-ar ih- hou>. of K. H. Brown to 
tie Joi. Whin road. Tin* proposed road is 
rough a low wet piece of land, and would be 
• a. 1 >eii*i\ ■ i o iiii' i and to maintain. The dis- 
tance to tic hu>ines" part of the city would be 
.Ji.-j-’-i-.•>.. and very few people would be likely 
!'. in* it Ii i" the true policy of the city to 
make all new road* and *ireets which will bet- 
• ! aeeomiii"'1.0 j-roph- «h iring to come here 
.9 larket. or whi'-h will improve the conven- 
eicc f. -r tra \. of our own citizens. I cannot 
jmw tin- |-1 >|*—t mad win accomplish 
itln r of these ends. Therefore an appeal 
dtould be caltered at the next term of court. 
\ ■ -v road connneining near the foot of the 
M «■! Hill in ! going t" the vicinity of John 
* ■ ‘iiMub house and thence in a direct line to 
v' Av"ii e would shorten tin* distance, and. 
1 11 •’ «»uM tie used for travel much more 
’ban tie -<d mad. At the same time it 
.\ .id ojn-n land -uitatde for settlement, and it 
would mjou lie dotted with residences. 
I hiring the a rre ut. year it may he expedient 
'mild f. 1 sti 11 aud tic short street near 
lhe lower bridge. l'le-c streets have been laid 
out and accepted b\ tlie «*ity. 
l'lie bridge over I.ittle Kiver, which is main- 
mined by this <• it> and .Vuthport conjointly, 
ha- shown signs of w« akno-. I.ast year it had 
to be braced up to make ii safe for the large 
amount of travel over jt during the time of 
holding camp meeting. Jt would seem to be 
the part of prudence and economy for the two 
towns to unite in building a substantial bridge 
ver this river. 1 would recommend that the 
< :y Council take such steps as may be advis- 
»• *!.■ towards accomplishing this object. 
Hie chief engineer of the l ire liept. reports 
'b:it ihciv have been seven tire-alarms the past 
••ar. In some of the tires the loss was trifling. Tin largest loss w:e occasioned by the lire dis- covered in a hay-barn occupied by Woods, Mat lieu and I*, k r on the 10th of April. At. 
dl the ■'*- ’he fin- Department showed great 
♦ •nergy and e b\it\. D-pe.-iul praise seems to 
be due !■« ih- luvini n bn'their promptness at 
the lire discovered in ih stable of M. S. Staples 
June 24th. fin* location of the stable and tin- 
strong wind threatened, us with another large 
and destructive tin I In* skill and muscle of 
the iimmen soon brought, tin* tire under their 
control and saved many a home from destruc- 
tion. 
Ii is feared that sonic ol (In- tires were the 
work of an incendiary, ami I would advise that 
u reward ol live hundred dollars be ottered for 
the detection and conviction of any one setting 
incendiary fires during the current year. The 
Chief Engineer recommends the formation of 
a Hook and Ladder Company and the building 
of a reservoir at or near the store of Will. Co- 
nant’s on V|aii) Street. These recommenda- 
tions are worthy of your consideration and I 
.vould specially approve the building of a reser- 
voir at or near the place proposed by him. 
The report of the City Sexton shows that 115 
persons have died the past year. This mor- 
tality is greater than the average, and I think 
ii must be larger than for any year during the 
last quarter of a century. 1 do not attribute 
this mortality to the extreme weather. I’hysi-! 
, ialis had observed an epidemic influence, which 
rendered the recovery of the sick more difficult 
and slow than usual, prevailing for main 
months before the extreme weather. This cpi- 
,1, mie influence was not contined to this vicinit y, 
hut pervaded a large part of this state and some 
of the neighboring states. With this epidemic 
leudeney. the particular seasons developed the 
diseases incident to the time of year more read- 
ily than usual, and then a larger per cent of 
thos" falling sick yielded to the disease. In 
connection with the health of the eitv i might 
remark that very little has been done for numv 
years to improve the drainage. Has not the 
time come when some plan should lie adopted 
for a system of drainage which would carry "II 
the surplus water and increase the healtiiful- 
ness of the place? 
lloratio 1’. Thompson was elected Presi- 
dent ol the Common Council, and James 
S. Ilarriman, Clerk. The following offi- 
cer- were elected in joint convention ot 
both branches J. M. Boardman, City 
j Clerk : Daniel Haraden. City Preasuiei; 
j Dr. J JM. Fletcher, City Physician ; Joseph 
| Williamson, Flsip, City Solicitor; John 
Poor. < ,’itv Sexton ; Dudley Leavitt, Sexton 
I Ward 4; Charles Baker, Chief Engineer; 
A. A Howes, Daniel Faunce and L, D. 
Woodward, Assistant Engineers; Capt. 
Geo. T. Osborne, Harbor Master; Capt. 
Charles 11. Wording, Port Warden ; Cyrus 
Patterson, City Marshal; Wm. 11. Fogler, 
Rev. ,1. A. Ross and Mrs. J G. Dickerson, 
School Committee; Oakes Angier. George 
Woods and I. M. Boardman, Assessors 
IIiumvAY Surveyors. A petition being 
uefore the board to enlarge the city dis- 
trict by the addition of Condon and Allync 
streets, the eletion of a surveyor was laid 
over to the next meeting. The others 
elected are as follows— 
1st. Daniel G. Hinds; 2d, James P. 
Wight; 3d, S. Redman; 4th, Franklin 
Rank-; bill, Harrison I lay fore ; Oth, F. W. 
Shepherd; 7th, George II. Brier; 8th, 
I-aac S. Brown and W. <). Cunningham; 
hth, SilasI). Brown, Jr.; loth, Wm. Davis; 
11th, Thomas Stephenson : 12th, Frank P. 
Fames; 13th,Benj. '1'. Black ; 1 1th, Thomas 
( Nickerson. 
J M. Fletcher, Elmer Small and A. A. 
Howes were elected a Board ol Health. 
After revising the jury list, and laying 
over minor appointments, the Board ad- 
journed. 
Senator Chrlstiancy s Speech, 
The new senator from Michigan, Chand- 
ler’s successor, has signalized the entrance 
upon his senatorial career by a speech in 
which he condemns the whole scheme by 
which the Kellogg government was placed 
in power in Lousiana by the Grant admin- 
istration, and propped up by its bayonets. 
The question before the Senate at the time 
was the admission of the negro l’inchback, 
who claims to have been elected to the 
Senate by the Kellogg legislature, and 
which of course involves the legality of 
that- government. Noticing the argu- 
ment advanced by the friends of the ad- 
ministration. that the Kellogg govern- 
ment was the one of lact, he said— 
Hut how did it obtain possession ot Ibis 
power, ami who gave it t his de/<m?n character!' 
II did not obtain possession of the government 
for itself by its own acts or the will of the peo- 
ple of Louisiana. Left to themselves and the 
people of the state, il is admitted on all hands 
that Kellogg and his Legislature could never 
have become a de f irtu government, or a gov- 
ermneut of any knid, and it i- perfectly evident, 
from the testimony, that MeKnery and his Leg- 
islature, which bad more of the forms of regu- 
laritv about it and probably the majority "of 
voter, though reeking with fraud and Dot free 
from intimidation and force, would, without 
Federal aid. have obtained possession ol’ the 
government and constituted the government de 
/iirt .; but for tlie interference ol the Federal 
Kxeciitnc, Kellogg and lii- Legislature bad 
never been in power: his Legislature had not 
vrt assembled, by whom votes for Governor 
were to he counted. No organization of his 
government had taken place when the Federal 
Kxecutive interposed, by military force, on the 
alleged authority ol an order from a F. K. Dis- 
trict .1 itdge, which all parties, at least all jurists 
and lawyers, except, perhaps, the Attoruey- 
Geueral. if that constitutes an exception, admit 
to have been void, and placed the Kellogg Gov- 
ernment m power and kept a tm-re. Ii 
: tits', and this aluiii-, vvmen gave it its inception, 
which placed and continued it in power and 
gave it.- entire and only character of a govern- 
in' at dr 1 laving. in this wav only, be- 
come a government, the Executive ; 
•ouM give it no additional sanction or validity, 
l>\ recognizing it as tin* <U< <> government, j 
nor bind (’ongivss or either IIoiim of ( ’(ingress 
bv "iieh recognition: for i! was the recognition 
only of hi" own acts of the government he had ! 
instituted and set tip, not of one which lie had j found in existence. The act of 1795, which lias I 
been claimed as making the acts of the Execu- ! 
tive equivalent to the action or authority of 
f ongivss, can only have that etfeet, if at all, so 
far as his action comes within and was author- 
ized by it. And, though that act may justify 
the employment of the military force to put 
down insurrection and domestic violence and 
to protect and keep in power against insurrec- 
tionary forces even a merely j\jcto govern- 
ment already existing, upon which 1 express 
n«* opinion, it certainly does not authorize him 
t«* create and institute a stale government which 
had no previous or other existence in fact or 
law. The logical process which can give to a 
subsequent recognition by the Executive of a 
government thus instituted anv greater legal 
validity than it inherited from its origin, or 
make its action binding upon either House of 
< ougrr.-s is a process winch, however valuable 
it may prove in more skiiful hands, is of no 
value in my hands, and I could not use il so as 
to reach such conclusions without cutting my 
own lingers. To me the whole process seems 
to he circular.beginning where it ends and end- 
ing where, it begins, and with whatever velocity it may be made to revolve it never moves a step 
forward from the point where it started. It 
leaves this Kellogg Government, which as- 
sumed to elect a Senator in Congress, just 
where and what it was i:t its origin, not a Leg- 
islature or government of the state of Lottisi- 
aua, but a body set it]), installed and kept in 
power and imposed upon the state bv the Ex- 
exutive Department of the Federal' Govern- 
ment, and deriving all its authority front this 
Executive action; and I do not myself see how 
the decisions of the Louisiana Courts, constitut- 
ing as they do only one branch of this govern- 
ment thus set tip. can lie any more binding 
upon us than the action of the pretended Legis- 
lature, whether these Judges were in office 
under previous existing governments, or, as 
was the case here, Judges had been thrust out 
and others put in their places for the purpose 
of securing the desired course of decision. 
the logic of military interference. 
And now. Mr. President, lor the purpose of 
tesliug by its results the soundness of any course 
of reasoning which would bind Congress or the 
Senate by. the action of a State Government 
thus set up and established, or any branch of 
such Government, 1 will say that if this is true 
of the State of Louisiana.it must be equally 
true of any and every State in the Union, where 
such a government might be thus set up and 
sustained, and the same course of reasoning 
which would authorize the setting up and sus- 
taining of such a Government in Louisiana 
would, as a matter of law, equally authorize it 
in any other State under like circumstances; 
that is, when tiie candidates for Governor and 
tlit* Legislature, on two opposing tickets, botli 
claim to he elected and neither has yet got pos- 
session of the Government, and, to make the 
parallel entirely fair, when, in the opinion of 
the rest, violence may he apprehended in the 
contest. This might occur in any State, as well 
at the North as in the South. Suppose it had 
occurred, as it might, in Michigan at the last 
election, and owing to the heated passions of 
the partisans on either side and the frauds com- 
mitted at the election or in canvassing the votes, 
a similar difficulty existed in determining which 
candidate was elected, and while the dispute 
was still open and neither candidate for Gov- 
ernor had obtained possession of the office, a 
1 >istriet Court of the Tinted States had assumed 
jurisdiction of the question in the same or any ulher well way, and to decide who was elected, and undertaken to decide upon the election of members ot the Legislature, and the President 
nad sent I In military to enforce Ibis decision of 
tin- federal Court and to place in power and sustain the candidate in whose favor the Court 
had decided. While the people of Michigan 
might not object to the action of the military in 
preserving the lives of citizens against insur- 
rection and violence, would they he likely to 
recognize the validity of the Government thus 
imposed upon them:' Would they he likely to 
quietly submit to it 5* The people of Michigan 
are a law-abiding people, hut I know llieni well 
enough to venture the assertion that it would 
take several.regiments of soldiers to keep them 
quiet under a Government thus imposed, and 
MOKE THAN ALT. THE ARMIES Ol- THE 1 SITED 
States to make them love or respect it! 
They would see, as 1 know they do to-day see 
and feel, that the election of a State Governor 
or a State Legislature was not to he decided, 
nor the State Government run or prevented 
from running by the fiat of a Federal Court, 
AND THAT EVEN THE EXECUTIVE OF THE FED- 
ERAL Government had no right to decide 
TIIE QUESTION FOR THE STATE OR TO INSTI- 
TUTE OR ESTABLISH A STATE GOVERNMENT 
for them. The argument here urged in be- half of Mr. Pinchback involves this very prin- ciple a principle which would place iu the hands of the Executive Department of this 
Government the right and the power to revolu- 
tionize every State Government iu the Union, find bind not only the States but both brandies 
of Congress to recognize that revolution. Such 
a principle cannot he sound. The arguments 
in favor of it bei^in in fallacy and end in 
absurdity. 
An Editor Attacked- 
Since the celebrated libel suit at IIoul- 
ton, there has been nothing in that vicin- 
ity decidedly and personally affecting the 
conductors of the press, until a few days 
since. Upon opening the Aroostook 
Pioneer of last week, we were confronted 
by an article having the following start- 
ling heading: 
Great Sensation in Houlton ! 
j Wkob Menagerie Broke Loose! A She 
Tiger on the 'Rampage! An Editor At- 
tacked! The Enraged Animile Seeks 
Revenge! In Ambush she Awaits the 
Coming of her Intended Victim! She 
Bounces upon ye Innocent Editor, but 
Runs Afoul of a Snag! Tremendous 
Excitement! Free Show and Lots of 
Spectators! A Cool Recline! Finale! 
This was sensational, decidedly. On 
reading further, it appeared that the edi- 
tor had actually been engaged in personal 
combat with a woman. The editor gives 
a graphic account of the combat, petticoat 
vs. pantaloons, stating that he was on his 
way to his wonted meal, when she lit up- 
on him. He says: 
W e presume there are to be found 
among the lower classes in cities experi- 
enced pugilists of lemale persuasion, but 
this did not happen to be one. Parrying 
the first sledge-hammer thrust, it was but 
tlie work of a moment to seize her by the 
wrists, and with a scientific trip of the 
heel, she was planted horizontally in the 
soft snow of Shinbone Alley, where, as we 
write, may be seen the exact dimensions 
of her rear side which in its broadest part 
measures exactly eighteen inches. 
Alter the attacked and attacking parties 
had taken amjile time for a good, long 
breath, and become better known to each 
other, the cause of all this “commotion” 
was found to be an item in last week’s Pio- 
neer, concerning “a spunky girl,” who, 
although a stranger to us, was inadvert- 
antly accused ol possessing “virgin inno- 
cence.” This assertion she stoutly and 
persistently denied, stigmatizing it as a 
base fabrication, claiming her ability to 
prove to the contrary—all of which is re- 
spectfully admitted. We therefore hasten 
to retract, and solemnly promise never 
again to be so thoughtless as to repeat the 
offence of calling this cantankerous female 
a virgin. 
After being held by the wrists in her 
“cool recline” till a crowd had time to 
collect, she was raised “from a dead hori- 
zontal to a living perpendicular.” Once 
again upon her leet, she instantly com- 
menced a second attack, which was treat- 
ed in like manner, after which she was al 
lowed to “depart in peace.” 
The Postal Changes. 
1. The new law doubles the price of 
third-class matter, making it one cent an 
ounce, or fraction thereof; instead of 1 cent 
lor two ounces, as heretofore. This is the 
kind of matter which relates to merchant 
disc and which the express companies 
sought to have excluded from the mails. 
2. Transient newspapers are to pay as 
much per ounce as heretofore for 2 ounces. 
3. Public Documents, and all called 
such, are to be sent free to the Governors 
of .States and Territories—franked by the 
Clerk of the House—until December 1st. 
4. Agricultural reports, seeds from the 
Agricultural Department, and whatever is 
printed by order of Congress, go free lor 
nine months, or until the meeting of the 
next Congress. This includes the Con- 
gressional Record, all the speeches de- 
livered in Congress or authorized to be 
printed. 
Speaking of the changes, the X. Y. Kx- 
press says: 
Under these uncalled-for innovations, 
no less than four tons ot tree matter have 
already been received in this utv in a sin- 
gle day. The ears and coaches at the West 
are now loaded down with printed matter, 
and roads where there are no locomotives 
will soon, as of old in the Territories, he 
tilled with stray mail bags left on the way, 
because it is impossible to move them tor- 
ward with any four-horse team. More- 
over, many contracts were made with the 
understanding that the mails should not 
be thus lumbered. 
The next step will be to restore the 
franking privilege on official letters, and 
all other matter, dirty clothes included. 
The Republicans are responsible for the 
abuses of the 43d Congress, but, tor any 
innovation beyond, Democrats will have 
to share in the responsibility. 
The details ol the singular fatality which 
befell two passengers on the express train 
which arrived in Concord, N. II., front the 
north, Friday morning, are ol a most dis- 
tressing character. The train was midway 
betweeGrafton and Danbury when a 
young man named William F. Gordon was 
suddenly seized with a lit of insanity, and 
startled the passengers near him by drawing 
a pistol front his pocket and bring its con- 
tents into his head, the ball entering a lit- 
tle below his right temple, killing him in- 
stantly. lie started front Montpelier, and 
when between that place and White River 
Junction, he exclaimed to an acquaintance 
in the ear, “Save me! won't you intercede 
lor nte ? I believe that my life is threat- 
ened by some men in the car.” An effort 
was made to induce hint to return to 
Montpelier, but to no purpose. lie was 
undoubtedly insane, as the people in the 
car had observed that he acted strangely. 
A letter from Iloxbury, Yt., indicated that 
that he had taught school there and had 
some trouble with refractory scholars, lie 
was about 2o years old, and it is supposed 
lived in West Bolton, Yt., from the name 
and place written on a Bible in his posses- 
sion. hitting m the ear at the tune ot the 
suicide was a gentleman irom Toronto, 
named Jesse Thayer, who was on his way 
to Boston. The shocking tragedy made 
him laint, and he went out on the platform 
of the car when the train was near North 
Boscawen, and not returning search was 
made for him and he was found lying be- 
side the railroad in an unconscious state 
and iatally injured. It is supposed that he 
fainted away and pitched oft striking his 
head against some part ot the car in tailing. 
Mr. Thayer is said to have beeu a Toronto 
hardware merchant, and $1100 were found 
on his person. 
A Lover’s Stratagem. 
[from tile Salem (Oregon) Statesman.] 
A few days since a young man hailing 
from the classic precincts of the La Creole 
applied to the Cbunty Clerk of Polk coun- 
ty for a license to marry a young lady, 
which the accommodating clerk issued. 
The same day another young man applied 
l'or a license to marry. The clerk was 
not in, and his deputy issued the license. 
The two licenses were issued l'or the same 
girl. The first party hastened to the house 
of his young inamorata, and, fixed up in 
gay attire, then hastened to a minister’s 
residence to have the “knot tied” in regu- 
lar orthodox style. While the ceremony 
was being performed, party No. 2 came 
panting into the room, his face Hushed 
and his almost broken heart thumping 
perceptibly. In answer to the question 
if there were any who objected to the bans 
No. 2 yelled out he did, at the same time 
presenting his license duly issued and sign- 
ed by the County Clerk. Here was a 
quandary ; lliu man of God couldn’t get it 
through his clerical brain, and he stopped 
leaving the party unmarried. No. 1 came 
to this city the next day to consult an at- 
torney. He was in a world of trouble— 
frustrated in his cherished desire ol wed- 
ding his lady-love the day before, he want- 
ed to appeal to the law, perhaps to place 
an injunction on his rival. No. 2. AVhile 
No. 1 was taking legal advice No. 2 took 
the mucli coverted Hose ot Dallas to an- 
other dispenser ot connubial ties, and was 
married. When he returned found that 
while he had gained his point at law his 
lival had gained his point in matrimony. 
Senator Boutwell, it is reported, was not one 
of those who welcomed Andrew Johnson in 
his entrance into the senate the other day. 
This is not strange. The great Massachusetts 
financier was doubtless sitting with his head 
on the back of his chair, watching for the ex- 
president to descend through that hole in the 
sky,” and did not know he had arrived quietly 
by the doorway until the reception was all 
over with. [N. Y. Tribune. 
The St. Louis Journal says: “These three 
things it is unwise to repose confidence in : A 
Radical Congress, nitro-glycerine and a mule’s 
sense of honor. 
Hearing on the Wagner and Gordon 
Cases. 
Rockland, March 16. The hearing on 
the petitionfor an injunction to restrain the 
execution ot Wagner began in the Supreme 
Judicial Court this evening, a large num- 
ber being present. J udge Tapley appeared 
for Wagner, 1).N. Mortlaml, Esq., for Gor- 
don, and Geo. C. Yeatou, County Attorney, 
for the State. Gordon’s case being first 
on the docket, Mr. Yeaton said it should 
be first proceeded with, but Mr. Mortland 
said Gordon would abide the decision 
reached in Wagner’s case, as they were 
similar. 
JUDGE TAPLEYS ARGUMENT. 
Judge Tapley then read the petition 
and proceeded with his argument which 
was an able presentation of the ease, and 
consumed two hours and a half. Three 
warrants -were put into the case which 
were described, it being claimed that the 
first warrant, though dated October 2d, 
1874, was not issued till January 19th or 
20th, 1875. Judge Tapley claimed that 
by English statutes which were the com- 
mon law of this country, the day ol exe- 
cution was required to be stated "in even- 
sentence on conviction oi murder, and 
was a material part oi such sentence. 
Various English cases were cited to sup- 
port this position. This requirement was 
by 25th of George II., enacted in 1752. 
The first law ol Maine on the subject of 
murder was in 1821, and provided simply 
the penalty of death. A later act of the 
same year providing for the certification 
of the record to the sherifl before execu- 
tion, and there was nothing about the 
mode, time, or place of the execution in 
the law till 1837, and the statute of George 
11. as the common law of the land was 
the only authority on these points. 
It was further claimed that there had 
been no repeal of the common law requir- 
ing the day of execution to be fixed in the 
sentence. To this time the only modifica- 
tion was the adding of solitary confine- 
ment and requiring the execution not to 
be within a year. There was nothing to 
justify the withdrawing of authority to fix 
the day from the courts and commit it to 
the Executive. The fixing of the time for 
the execution was claimed to be a judicial 
act, not the execution of a decree, but a 
decree itself It was also claimed that if 
it be contended that the Legislature con- 
ferred authority on the Executive, it was 
not competent for the Legislature to do 
so, and the State Constitution was quoted 
from as to the strict divisions of the powers 
of Government. 
it determining the time of execution 
was a judicial act, the Legislature cannot 
conler it on the Executive, and if executive 
the Legislature cannot confer it on the 
judiciary. L'he Legislature had declared 
it a judicial act by the law just passed. 
The action of the Executive was also ob- 
jected to because the sentence of Wagner 
omitted to name the place of the execu- 
tion. This was a part of the penalty and 
something material. The point was also 
made that though the Governor and Coun- 
cil revised the case, they neither commut- 
ed pardoned nor issued a warrant; that the 
Executive went out of the office and a new 
one succeeded him, who issued this war- 
rant, am! it was no answer to say he was 
the same individual. The establishment 
of a tribunal to review and decide murder 
cases alter courts had convicted and pass- 
ed sentence was an attempt to conler ju- 
dicial powers on the executive branch of 
the Government, and unconstitutional. 
Objections as to the mode of proceeding 
chosen in this case were answered, and 
Judge Tapley closed at 10 o'clock. 
Mil. vi: axon's i;i:marks. 
Mr. Yoaton began his argument and 
spoke half an hour, and concludes to-mor- 
row. lie said that after a century of con- 
current practice in Maine and Massachu- 
setts the proposition that we had illegally 
executed so many criminals was some- 
thing startling. lie made the point that 
the jurisdiction of an equity court is pure- 
ly civil, and such courts are solely organ- 
ized to protect property rights, and fortifi- 
ed it with liberal citations. 
The municipal elections in New York 
State continues to show marked Democrat- 
ic gains. The returns are from forty-three 
counties, of which the World says* 
The Democrat'-' sjain in supervl 
since 1872 has been 317. The majority is 
better by 52 than last year. The indica- 
tion- are that the State, outside of New 
York. Kings, and Westchester, is Demo- 
cratic by a decisive majority, and includ- 
ing those counties, overwhelmingly 1 >emo- 
cratie. 
Governor Kemper of Virginia has been ap- 
plied to for the pardon of Jesse Forbes, the 
murderer of the Herndon family, but tin- crim- 
inal himself says lie does not want to b ■ par- 
doned and insists on being hung next Friday. 
The “Housekeeper” of our Health 
The liver is the great depurating or blood 
cleansing organ ol' tiie system. Set the great 
housekeeper ol our health at work, and the foul 
corruptions which gentler in the blood and rot 
out, as it were, she machinery of life, are gradu- 
ally expelled from the system. For this purpose 
i>r. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, witli 
small daily doses of Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pur- 
gative 1’ diets are pre-eminently the articles 
needed. They cure every kind of lntmor from 
the worst scrofula to the common pimple, blotch 
or eruption. Great eating ulcers kindly heal 
under their mighty curative influence. Virulent 
blood poisons that lurk in the system are by 
them robbed of their terrors, and bv their pre- 
serving and somewhat protracted use the most 
tainted system may be completely renovated 
and built up anew. Enlarged glands, tumors 
and swellings dwindle away and disappear un- 
der the influence of their great resolvents. Sold 
by all dealers in medicines. 
Pills, Potions and Pungencies. 
The old carpet item op Ballard & 
Prince,so familiar to the Bostonian of the past hall century at the locatibu in Bromtield street, 
and their successors, Sweetser & Abbott, whose 
last place of business was in Temple Place, will 
be recalled in pleasant memory by a visit to the 
now carpet rooms of (Tustavus Abbott & Co., 
oti New Washington and Friend Streets. Strict 
attention to business and perfect fairness in 
dealing will be at once recognized there, as the 
yet distinguisning characteristics which made the old partnerships so eminently trustworthy. 
Mr. Abbott has recently leased the premises 
mentioned, which are numbered 70, 7* and Nil 
Friend Street. His customers can rest assured 
that they will have the full benefit of this ad- 
vantage. The firm’s aclvertieslnont is in another 
column. 1 
A dear old lady being asked if she had ever 
had her ears pierced by the wail of distress, 
saidishe couldn’t just exactly remember, but she 
blieved it was done with a shoemaker’s awl. 
The Superiority op Stock used in making 
Elmwood and Warwick Collars, and the edges 
being folded all around, are reasons why thov 
are better liked than any other. All dealers 
sell them. 
A voting man charged with being lazy was 
asked if he took it trom his father. ••I'think 
not,” was the reply. Father’s gut all the lazi- 
ness he, ever had. 
WiSTAit’s Wild Cherry Balsam. I bis 
Balsamic compound has become a home fixture. 
Bet all who sutler, and have in vain attempted 
to cure their coughs, colds, lironchical or pul- 
monary complaints, make use of this unequaled remedy. oO cts. and $‘l a bottle, large bottles much the cheaper. 
"Yes. Job suffered some,” said a melancholy 
Iowa farmer, "hut he never knew what it was 
to have his team runaway and kill his wife eight 
m the busy season, when hired gals want three 
dollars a week.” 
>' 
The climate of New England is extremely 
"trying” to weak lungs, and often people are compelled by its rigors to seek a warmer dime 
or go down to the grave with consumption. 
Adamsot 's Botanic Cough Balsam strengthens 
and heals weak lungs ami tempers the climate 
to all. 
A few days after the recent parliamentary elections in England, a defeated candidate, oil 
being asked how he felt, said: “I suppos I feel 
very much as Lazarus did.” “How so?” asked 
his friend. “Why,” said he, Lazarus was licked 
by dogs, and so was I.” 
AX AWFUL RESPONSIBILITY. 
Everybody has something to say about con- 
sumption. We all deplore its terrible ravages, 
but only a few of us seem to have common 
sense enough to take the proper means of pre- 
venting it. It is-a fact as easy of proof as that 
two and two are four, that Hale's IIonf.y of 
Horeiiounp ani» Tar, taken as a remedy for 
coughs, colds, difficult breathing, hoarsness or 
any other of the symptoms which, as tt Were, 
pave the way for that terrible destroyer, will 
effect a radical and rapid cure of the ailment, and avert all danger. Whoever, knowing this, 
neglects to resort to the true specific under such circumstances, assumes a fearful responsi- bility. 
Pike s Tooth-Ache Drops Cure in one 
minute. 
Now George you must divide the cake 
honorably with your brother Charles.” “What 
is honorably?” “It means that you must give lnm the largest piece.” “Then mother, I’d 
rather Charley should divide it. 
Stop That Cough. 
No pulmonary complaint however chronic 
can resist the healing influence of 1>K. Mounts 
Syeup op Tait, Wild CiiKuiri' and Hore- 
liOUND. Nothing that we have ever sold acts 
with such promptness and certainty, in coughs, 
colds hoarseness, sore throat, asthma, and all 
diseases of the throat, lungs and chest leading 
to consumption. It is a certain cure for CROUP, 
and tile best known remedy for whooping 
cough. Cough worn victims whose lungs arc 
racked and torn with paroxysms which threat- 
en to choke them, lind sure and speedy relief 
from it' use. Trial size 10 cents. Sold by W.M. 
O. Took & Sox lielfast, Ai i red Hooper, 
Searsport, A. J. Jordan, Orland. J. W. 
Perkins A Co., Portland, General Agents. 
lyrlO 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
IMPORTANT TO TRAVELERS. 
When you visit or leave the City of N EW YORK, 
save annoyance and expense of carriage hire and 
1 stop at the C»KA1¥B» US COM IIO B’ El., op- 
posite the GRAND CENTRAL DEPOT. It has over 
:t50 elegantly furnished rooms and is lilted i>p at an 
expense of $000,000. Elevator, steam and all mod 
ern improvements. European Plan. The JKE»- 
'EA-EMAIlx*, Lunch Counter and Wine Rodms 
are -upplied with the best the markets can furnish 
The cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms lor a single per- 
son, $1,50 and $2 per day; rich suites for families 
proportionately low, so that visitors to the city and travelers can live more luxuriously, for less money 
at the GRAND UNION, than at any other first-class Hotel in the city. Stages and Cars pass the Hotel 
every minute for all parts of the City. G. L. & W. 
D. GARRISON, Managers. lyrsplG 
Prr.LisiiKn as a warning and for the benefit of 
quackery, and sent free on receiving a post paid di- rected envelope. 
Sufferers are invited to address the author. 
Nathaniel mayeair, 
GmolOsp P. U. Box r>;{, Brooklvn, N. Y. 
CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE. 
Every moment ol* delay makes your cure more 
hopeless, an 1 much depends on the judicious choice 
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of 
Dr. .Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for con- 
sumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to 
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See 
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates 
of many persons of the highest respectability, who 
have been restored to health, after being pronounced incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as these evidences will show; but the cure is often pro rooted by the employment of two other remedies 
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose, i'uese 
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic 
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these 
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck cer- 
tifies that most any case of Consumption may be 
cured. 
Dr. Schenck will bo at the Quincy House, Boston, 
on the following Wednesdays, from to :t o’clock. 
Jan. b’.tli andk’fth, Feb. loth and ‘Hth, ami .March 
loth and :Mth. Consultations free; but for a thorough 
examination of the lungs, with the lb-spirometor, 
the price is $r>. 
Dr. Sehem k is professionally at hi- principal of- | 
fice, Corner Sixth and Arch Street, Philadelphia, i 
every .’Monday, where all letters of advice must be I 
addressed. 
married. 
In .Swunville, March 7th, Mr. ( has. Winchester of 
Corrina, and Mi" Mary E. Clark of Swunville. 
In Warren, March gd, Mr. William Andersou and 
Mi's Maria X. Crawford, both of Warren. 
In Washington, March 1st. Mr, Albert .Jones and 
Miss Chilean Bowman, Both of W ashington. 
In Ellsworth, Feb. gdd. Mr. Frank H. .Jordan and 
Miss Etta Harris, both of Ellsworth. 
DIED. 
Obituary no tires, beyond the j)ntc, XumeandAge 
m u s the paid fo r.J 
In this city, March 7th, Mrs. Sarah, wife of Hiram 
Chase, aged >! years. 
In this city, Feb. gfdh, Mrs. Dorcas Hatch, aged 
70 years. 
In thi- rit v, Feb. iMth, George I., son of Isaac and 
Martha A Watson, aged Is years undo months. 
in Prospect, March gd, Rufus C'atliil, aged OS 
years. 
In Bnmliai::, March 11th, Ambrose Savward, aged 
71 years. 
In Knox, March 11th, Rachel Chase, aged 7(5years 
and 11 monllis. 
In No. Soarsport, March Slh, .John C. Sawyer, 
aged c.o year.'. 
in .Monroe, March loth, Grade M. Webber, aged 
11 years. 
In So. Brooks. March Oth, George L. Bailey, aged 
CO years and g months. 
in fearsport, March 7th, Rufus Wliittom. aged <50 
years and ■> months. 
In Stockton, March, dth, infant child of Riley S. 
and Man E. Staples. 
In Rockland, March sth, Daniel M-’Yay, aged 
years. 
In Thomaston, March 7th, Phineas Dow, aged cl 
years, months and g0 da\'. 
In Ellsworth, March *th, Elder A. K. >awyer, 
formerly of Searsport, aged 71 years. 
In West Surr\. Feb. goth. Ada, wife of Benjamin 
Saunders, aged g:t jears, 0 month- and gl day.'. 
In L'renton, Feb. gxth, Mrs. (Alive 15. Higgins, 
aged 11 year.'. 
In Mt, Desert, .Jan. gist, Mrs. Susan R., wife of 
!.. Me DeI'. iV.'Vtli.'l iM-/, olde.'t daughter of <)J»edi:iii and .•'oplda Allen, aged go veai1' and t mo.-,. 
Also Andrew W. youngest sun of tin- 'Uine, aged 4 
years and <5 months. 
!n Mt. in .'ert, dan. Hist, Windsors, son of Win 
and Anna R Felinely, aydg voir.- and A months. 
I n Gouldshenu Feb. gjth, Thomas II., om of ■'i- 
mon S. and Martha Sargent, aged 17 ve-ar-, to mo-, and gd days. 
In Builalo, X. 'l 1- eli. i5i h. Fred F. Hall, former 
ly of Boston and son of the late Co!. .Joseph Hall. 
Hi- remains were brought to Camden, Me., his na- 
tive place for interment. 
POOR & WELSH i 
PAI1TTERS! 
We are prepared to >,'» SHIP and HOUSE PAINTING in ill its bram-he.—both plain and 
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times. 
Our long experience in the business, and our past labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think, 
be a sufficient guaranty that woik entrusted to us 
will be faithfully done. Consult us before going 
elsewhere. Shop over the Marble \VorK>, High 
Street. .JOHN II. POOR. 
Ilelfast. March IS, 1M7». tf .MATT WKLS1I. 
THE SUPERIOR 
FOUR TRUCK 
Sowing Machine Castor 
— f o it — 
An Kinds of Sewing Machines. 
These casters are easily attached to any Sewing 
Machine, by a clamp around each leg, :hii3 saving 
the labor of Drilling and consequent weakening of 
the machine. 
When thus attached, by pressing the foot upon a 
lever the machine is raised from tin- Hour, and rests 
upon four strive! raster?, and can be moved in any 
direction. Then by pressing against the catch the 
machine drops upon the Moor and stands secure!!/ 
ou its feet, no weight resting on the casters. 
Every lady who has a Sewing Machine know- 
how often a machine has to be moved and the great 
difficulty of moving them. By t hi device a child 
ten years of age can move the heaviest machine to 
any part of the room, or from one room to another. 
It is so simple that any person can attach it or re- 
move it from a machine, and when attached is 
rather an ornament than otherwise. 
Casters will be left on trial two weeks without 
charge, and removed if nor satisfactory. 
Orders left at Sargent Sc Babcock's, No. s Main 
*St., will receive prompt attention. 
dOHX S. FERNALD, Belfast, 
3w37 Agent for this Section. 
Keep Your Feet Dry! 
—< ;o to— 
DINSMORE & SON 
And Buy yourself a Pair of 
RUBBER BOOTS! 
Buy your Wife and Boys 
and Girls a Pair. 
They were never so Cheap as 
they are now, and 
lowest lash Prices ! 
And are Selling them at 
such LOW PRICES as 
to astonish everybody. 
Get a Pair of 
Women’s Rubbers 
of the Latest Style. 
Men’s Rubbers! 
AWFUL CHEAP! 
DINSMORE & SON 
Repair all kinds of Rubber 
GOODS. 
You will save money by 
BUYING NOW! 
DINSMORE & SON, 
71 Main Street. 
SPRIHTCr . .. 1875. 
0. ABBOTT & CO., 
(Of the late Carpet House of Sweetser Sc Abbott, 
WHOLESALE & RETAIL 
DEALERS JN 
CARPETS 
Would respectfully invite attention to their now, 
large, and Choice .Stock of 
Tapestry, 3-Piy, Extra Super. 
AND LOW PRICED 
MATTINGS. OIL CLOTHS, CRUMB CLOTHS, AC, 
Selected expressly for Spring trade. Having taken 
advantage of the market, and bought at low prices 
direct from manufacturers, they are prepared to sell 
the same at Wholesale or Retail at Prices 
WHICH DEFY COMPETITION ! 
file Mat Department is stocked with the largest 
and best assortment of .1 rats and Dugs ever offered 
in this market, presenting unusual opportunities to 
Wholesale as well as Detail buyers. 
On the Entrance floor may be found a full stock of 
G. ABBOTT & CO, 
i\'c',v 'Washington, Corner Friend Street, 
NOS. 73, 78 & 82 FRIEND ST.. 
BOSTON. 
10Wo7 
Ml. DESERT & MACHIAS. 
FIRST TRIP FOR THE SEASON. 
SPRING ARRANGEMENT. 
_ 
One Trip Per Week.! 
THE STEAMER 
; 
GAPT. CHAS. DEERING, 
Will leave Railroad Wharf, foot or Mate Street, 
every THURSDAY evening, at 10o'clock, commenc- 
ing Thursday, March ‘do. for Rockland, Camden, 
Relfast, Castine, Deer isle, Sedgwick. M». W< -t 
Harbor, Mt. Desert,; Millbridge. Jone-port and 
Machlasport, 'or as ice will nermit.' 
lieturning will leave Machiasport ev.-ry MUX 
DAY Morning at Five o’clock, touching as above, 
arriving in Portland same night, usually connect, 
ing with Pullman Train, ami early morning Trains 
Tor Huston and the We-t. 
For further particular- inouire at Railroad Wh.iri. 
Portland. 
< VRFS > I I RD1 VAN I mi Ag-. 
Portland, March nth, D? tier 
Maine Central Railroad. 
ARRANGEMENTS OF TRAINS. 
Train.-* iea\ <■ lSeltast 8 a. 
m. connecting direct to Uan 
gor, Dexter, skowhegan, 
Farmington, Lewiston, Dan 
ville .Junction and (iniiid runic Kamvav, Augusta, 
Brunswick, Until, I’*• «'t 1:11j• 1. and in Ivisii-rn, and 
Boston and Maine Bailroads, arriving in Boston 
8 p. ni. 
leave Belfast 3:30 p. m funner-mg to In-vtcr 
and Bangor, also wuh aigid i'ulhnau I ruin, an iv. 
ing in Boston at t>:lc> a in. 
I.. Lt. LINCOLN, Supt. "March 1~. !>;"• *f;r 
Tot Sale, 
Jl ST arrived and lor Sale one Hundred good young .sound Horses from Iowa, III., and Mis- 
souri, suitable for 1 AKM, RKAY, FAMILY. 
I.IVKKY and PLHASL'KK Driving, weighing from 
to la hundred pounds and suitable for all kinds of 
work, all of which can be seen and tried to tin 
satisfaction of the purchasers' tit >.'» and dl VV. Red 
ham St., Boston. DJiAPKK & HALL. 
Boston, March 17, 1S7.V In:;; 
FOWLE’S 
PILE AND HUMOR CURE. 
The greatest mat nnh/ }fediei,ir f-rer disenn red 
•'and war ranted ) for the perfect cur> of all th worst 
formsoi Fills, LkiMiosy. s« r<m rt..\, Him, Woioi, 
SALT KlIKI'M, t'ANOKK, < ATAKKH, UltH M A l'1-M. 
A S I'll M V, 1 >Vsl*Kl»SI \, K IDNKYS, and all diseases of 
the Skin and Bi.ood. Tutireh/ vegetable. M »uey 
returned in all cases of failure. II. R. FuW'I.K. 
Chemist. Boston. Sold everywhere. Si a bottle. 
Stud for Circulars. dmeowd? 
SUI GENERIS. 
pALMAfVV^Q U \J MERUIT^ FERATf 
MASON & HAMLIN 
CABINET ORGANS. 
UNEQU ALED «UN APPROACHED 
in capacity and excellence by any others. Awarded 
THREE HIGHEST MED AIS 
DIPLOMA OF HONOR « 
VIENNA. 1873; PARIS.1867. 
flMI Y American Organs ever awarded any medal UHLI in Europe, or which present such extraordi* 
j nary excellence as to command a wide sale there. 
AIWA VC awarded highest premiums at Indus- AlY! AlO triai Expositions, In America a* well u* 
Europe. Out of hundreds there have not been *ix in. ; 
all where any other organs have been preferred. 
nrOT Declared by Eminent Musicians m both 
DLu I hemispheres, to be uurivaled- See 
TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR, with opinions of more 
than One Thousand (sent free). 
lilOlQT on having a Mason & Hamlin. Do not lliulu I take any other. Dealers get larger com 
missions for selling inferior organs, and for this 
reason often try very hard to sell some thing else. 
NEW CTY1 EC most important improve- HlW u I I LLU ments ever made. New 
Solo and Combination Stops, Superb 
fitagere and other Cases of new designs. 
PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN ^ 
quisite combination of these instruments. 
riOU DA VMEMTC Organs sold for cash; or EAo I I A I III L If I O. formonthly or quarterly 
payments; or rented until rent pays for the organ. 
HITII nPIICC and Circulars, with full partic 
LA I ALUUUlO ulars, free. Address MASON & 
HAMLIN ORGAN CO., 154 Trem-nt Street, BOS- 
TON; 25 Union Square, NEW YORK.; or SO &i S2 
Adams St., CHICAGO, 
lyrao 
FOR LOSS OF APPETITE 
The Great Spring Tonic! 
OSGOOD’S 
INDIAN BITTERS! 
An Old and Reliable Medicine. Try it. 
E VER V BOTTLE WARRANTED! 
For all Billious Diseases, Dyspepsia, Loss 
of Appetite, Jaundice, and every trouble caused 
by a disordered Stomach or Liver. 
Carefully prepared from the original Recipie by 
WM. O. POOR & SON, 
Johnson Block, 
Where you can find a LARGE STOCK of 
Drugs. Medicines, Trusses, &c. 
1875. 1875. 
HAMBURGS! 
WMlWmi 
Geo. W.Burkett & Co. 
Have this day received over 
ffiSOO.OO 
Worth of HAMBURGS of the very LATEST Styles 
and improved patterns, selling at 
LOWEE PEICES 
Than have ever been quoted before. We have 
placed them upon our counters for inspection 
and call attention of the public to their 
I* R I C E S 
HAMBT7RCSI 
W- intend by LOW BRICKS to make a dul 
'•‘ii.'on lively by Ilamburgs. 
Summer Dress Cambrics! 
Now selling at 12 1-2 Cents per yard. 
Linen Bosoms 
* UNI X BOSOMS RECEIVED 
iJOS* •“'idling from 17 t«> 50 cts, ach. 
Bleached Cottons! 
In order to make an effectual and LA ROE 
SAI 1. '*u our HAMB1 R<«> we have been 
induced to mark down to a V ERY LOW 
mn -ein of profit, our entire stock of 
C o T T O X S 
Hayford Block, Belfast, Me- 
ORGANS! 
ORGANS! 
ORGANS! 
Don't Fai! to Cail Upon 
SMALL & KNIGHT 
l imy are built from the be-t material, in the most 
thorough manner, and it is generally coneeded that 
they possess all the qualities of Tone, Action, I>< 
sign, Finish and l>urahiiitv which constitute rmsi 
i'iIass i\>11;i mkNTs, and wherever they have been 
introduced, they have, by tin ir merit alone, won 
their way into the admiration and confidence of the 
people. 
Fverv Instrument sold by us is fully warranted and 
satisfaction guaranteed to tin- purchaser. 
flip tuning and repairing of an Organ should 1 
done by a person, that by constant practice and cm 
neetion with Organ.-, understands them perfectly 
Conseq ,mtly we shall have u n nk ft from the fac- 
torv visit us regularly and keep our Organs in 
11 m. and KKl’AiK. 
Come and xamine these Organs for your.-elf and 
be conv ncedthat they are as good and « 11 v i*i 
hau anv von ever saw. and if you want one we are 
bound c -i u as we shall let > > <>m. touch usin 
prices. lyrtdti 
M. P WOODCOCK & SON. 
Have You Seen It ? 
mis i SHI’S! 
If you luivn't don’t fail to call at once and see the 
Lane's Patent Coffee Roaster ! 
4 and fry some of their Fresh Roasted 
it is so much nicer than Coffee that has been 
Roasted for months, as we have been oblig- 
ed to sell heretofore. 
We now ROAST in Small Quantities and ROAST 
OFTEN, thereby saving all the strength oi the 
Coffee which \ve give our customers the 
advantage of 
-A. 
We also have a Good Stock of 
CHOICE FLOURS 
WHICH WE SEI.E 
CHEAP FOR CASH! 
—-- «♦» 
We sell no SPICES but what are warranted to be 
STRICTLY PURE, and our TFJC as Good as 
can be found in the market. 1 Ln J 
Among the many articles which we keep may be 
found Molasses of various grades, Syrups, Reef, 
Pork, Lard, Fish, Shorts and Feed < ’orn, Corn Meal, 
Rye Meal, Wheat Meal, Oat Meal, Graham Flour, 
Buckwheat Flour, Crushed Wheat, Ilomiuy. &c, 
#Remember the place, 
ELLIS & GINN, 
=!itr 26 Church Street.^ 
Knitting Cotton 
all numbers. 
In White or Colored 
AT 
B. F. WELLS. 
flBHHHHBIHHHHHHkSur*relief a c rpmr « 
VinnCD’Q DAQT1I I CQ Prtce40cts.AoHUUil# MUlitn O rHO I IL|»EO«hy mail. 8tow«01ACo, 
■■■■■■■■■■BlPHpJhtirkstuwu, Mms. 
New Firm! 
PTMIE subscrifu-rs having become sin-'... f<> .f. -L B. WAbblN, bytin purchase <>i hisstoekol 
STOVES, 
Tin, and Iron Ware A'i*. 
Together with the Tools and Machine: :,r.- n- u 
prepairing ourselves to furnish Al l. tin .»id : 
mers, and AS MANY NEW ONES n.> an- \ .... i 
I give us a call, with all kinds of goods in our In 
with as 
GOOD AN ARTICLE 
-AN D AT AS- 
LOWFIGURES 
As any House in the State. 
ALL KINDS OF 
JOB WORK 
DONE TO ORDER. -ECU A- 
Repairing STOVES, TIN & IRON WARE, LEAD 
PIPE * PUMPS, with ni'j'.ae-- and di.patch 
WADLIN & MERRILL. 
G. K. WADI IN. W. W. MERRILL 
p. S. J. I» Wadlin will beVound at the old -tan 
for a short time, where all those who ha\» u 11 -♦ t- 
tied accounts will please cull and '»■•■}• »li‘- an**- 
Omos.&S Per Order J. B. WADLIN 
A. B. MATHEWS 
LATE Ol Tin: FIRM OF 
FIELD & MATHEWS' 
HAS BOUGH f OUT 
A BLODGETT & CO.’S 
STOCK OF FURNITURE! 
70 MAIN STREET. 
And is making large udditiv! to: Id" -to.-k’O; 
will sell at the i living pi i> ♦ ^ 
WALSH I.OOSJN ! 
-SUCH AS- 
II. 1 MB ER & RARLoll SI 11 s.I’AI, '. </: 
TAHI.KS MARHI.i: a- II' "/' /'</• 
I! t TTREES. IVHA I V" I V 117.7/’ 
I.XU Dish's. W ORK 1 AIH.Ks 
unxl LOOKIXo ULAssh < 
EXTEXsIOX TABLES 
.£- SIDE HOARDS. 
ASH AND PAINTED SETTS 
CONST vNT'.Y C.N 
ALL KINDS OF 
BEDSTEADS.BUREAUS. &c. &c 
Man a nice assortutei t o! 
T would call special att* ntion to •• ir sto< k >f 
CASKETS A COITUS? 
To those who have to pureha*'- I I 
them all grades, From t he low s: prie« *. .1! tin", a. 
possibly l)«* -old tor, to the oic-t U Ai.'F ! .1 
ROSEWOOD. 
A L>U- 
Metallic Burial Bum's ! 
Mime patterns ?<*• were s.dd 111 
.MAT II £W.** 
1 in: / /..i< / ?<> 
it" 70 Main Street, Belfast M»* 
A. B. MATHEWS. 
THIS I KNOW! 
-THAT AT- 
S. 1 H. WETBKS 
MO 5, Phoenix Row, 
C:m be limiul all tin 
DRY GOODS 
Advertised in this paper. 1 i- 
and even lower priei 
CALL BEFORE PURCHASING 1 
HAMBURG S! 
H AM BURGS! 
A NEW STOCK Just Receiv- 
ed and Selling i'rom 3 cents 
to $1.00 Per Yard. 
B. F. WELLS, 
Farmers & Mechanics 
ATTENTION ! 
'll J | WE Jl'S RECEIVE!.* V 1 \ TV vou- of Whit.- ( harc-al \\ I; 
expressly for 
Sled Shoes and Fittings. 
Shoes made from thi- brand of iron an- mi.nit*- 
superior to those made ol pot metal, and a l. 
more. 
We have a large list of pattern-and a- w-en-t 
from three to four time* p<-r week, « «n fill order- 
upon short notice and low pric* -. 
AS#*Leave onlers at 
A. C. BURGESS'. Main St. 
Office of Company, 10 Plnmix U(>'.vt <*r at 1 h« 
Works Head of Tide. 
'Jo RE I. FAS I I WMUn * 
1ST E W 
MACHINE SHOP! 
Pulleys, Shafting, Saw Arbors, Jack 
and Dagon Screws, &e., 
££»OX HAND AND M \DK TO URDF1F 
Machine Jobbing of all kinds done with dispatch. 
Patterns For and Castings 
Of every description furnished when desired. 
N. B.—Bolt cutting and Nut-tapping by macliiuer> 
a specialty. 
Bolt ends from 1-4 inch to 1 l-'l inch inclusive, fur 
nished at low prices. 
Contracts for building machinery solicited. 
The following second-hand 
Machinery for sale cheap: 
1 Stationary Engine, «*>«. wlth lluT;t0" 
governor, upright tubular boiler, steam gage, heater 
and pump complete. 
1 Upright, Portable Engine, 3 6<xP, 
and Heater. 
1 Irregular Moulder, with ftill set combi- 
nation collars, cutters and counter shafts complete. 
1 Wood Lathe, 16 bed* 3~ incb ar- 
ranged to turn 7 foot circle at end. 
F. A. HOWARD, Propr. 
SHU I*—Mathews Bros.’ Steam Mill, Cor. ofOro?* 
and Miller Sts., Belfast, Ale. tfJ4 
Under the Daisies. 
It » strait what a great deal of trouble we take 
Win! '.t •!-.!..'(• IUU-! <-t ’! v% iiiin.trjv mak*1; 
How tin lip. v\: i smile though the heart may 
Vud We bond to the waysot the world for the 
sake 
(if it. poor and scanty praises. 
And tinn rmi' on with Midi pitiless flow 
That .outlive. are wasted liefure wknow 
AVhat "*'k to finish before we go 
to our long rest under the daisies. 
And ton often we fall in a useless light. 
For wrong i- so much in the place of right, 
And ..lid is so far beyond our sight,_ 
I i- as when one start- on a chase hv night. 
An unknown shade pursuing. 
I d 'ti -o do wi -ee. when our ra < i- run. 
That Ol all w- !,av. -ti i\en for little i- won. 
And of all the work our strength lias done 
llow little was worth the doing. 
So most of u- travel with very poor speed, 
railing in thought where we conquer ill deed. 
I., ast brave in the hour of greatest need, 
And making .1 riddle that few may read 
lif our life’.- intricate mazes, 
such 11 labyrinth of right and wrong, 
is it strange that a heart once brave and strong 
should taller at last and most earnestly long 
Fur 11 calm sleep under the daisies! 
lint if one poor, troubled heart can say. 
Hi- kindness softened my life's rough wav." 
And the tears fail over our lifeless day. 
We shall stand up in heaven in brighter array 
Than if earth rang with our praise-. 
For the good we have done shall never tad' 
Though the work he wrought and the w age- paid 
And the wearied frame of the laborer laid 
All p a'-, fully under the daisies. 
A Tragical Talo of the Tropics. j 
d<*:m daequo Knyfe was a jolly tar 
All »ard «>i tli-■ steamship “Golden Star," 
That in-Ion.irs to the line of what-d'ye-cull, 
\nd -ails from New York to Aspiuwall. 
Kitty Ko-P. ep was a dusky maid. 
Whose tat In was in the lmnaiia trade; 
Orange*. too were in liis way; 
\iid tie- Bo-Peep lived at Panama Bin. 
< me dav d an -laeque Knyfe left his ship. 
And across the I-ilunm lie took a trip; 
And in liU wanderings who should In* see 
Bui Kitty, asleep, ‘neatli mango tiv*'' 
( nd'-r a mango ti'.•. last a-leep, 
U iMi her head mi :ier arm, lav sweet Bo-Peep; 
Hu- woke<l like an angel—minus wings— 
11 her >now Wiiite muslin and other things. 
And Jean lie took and shivered his eyes. 
And swor- an oath of tremendous size 
l'liat any party might take his hut, 
If he'd « or seen such a sight as that. 
Kitty Bo-Peop started uj: n alarm, 
And -laque hnyjV* ottered to her his arm: 
'mud T nought he'd known her a year or two 
l! you'd oiiiy soen the ki-ses he threw. 
"I was ]m.‘ a' first dght. f am sure, with he: 
A*id ditto it was. I know, with she; 
sa.e promised to meet him and tell*her love 
That night at nine, in the pine apple grove. 
Ai d 1 h mv. at that witching hour in June, 
fie y wliispered their love 'neatl: tlu. round full 
moon: 
H» held Jier m in in- manly arms 
And f< asted his eyes on her dusky charms. 
T1 je ring tail* d monkeys sported arounu. 
And the speckl'-d snakes squirmed over ihe 
ground: 
Tin eroe -lile pau-o ] in Ins w iId eareer. 
When le heard tii -ir low ton d voices near. 
Ominous hour! sad to relate 
A 1111iF dropped on Jean Jaeqie Knvfe’s 
pale; 
It douM' ii him up—she gave a veil--- 
A;id down a cold corpus Jean Jaeque fell. 
P.o-Peep sh* shrieked for a glass of rum, 
\ ’id an ounce of a kind of native gum. 
W!iieh the generous neighbors, quiek as hash. 
Kindly supplied her with—for cash. 
She mixed them together, and e very spcek 
''he drank, and fell on her Jean Jaeque's neck 
Then smoothed her hair. ;.nd laid by his side. 
And, balding farewell to Bo-Peep, died. 
They buried them under the < dnkgo tree— 
b an .1 aequo Ktivfe and Kitty IT P. : 
And around the foot of tin- (dnkgo's trunk 
Tie1 mourners. I'm sorry to say, got drunk. 
An i \«t Jean Jacqiie*> and Bo-Peop\s grave* 
I he w ind and the bald-fared monkey's lave : 
This a i'v<t ing-plaee they choost— 
I'm : loja dd monkey s and kangaroos. 
Miana ■! ! if ever you pass that way, 
iMini-mbi r Hie lovers ol Panama Bay ; 
f ind t lie <; inkgo-tree under which they sleep 
Where tie- gay gorrillas their vigils ke< p. 
The Old Knox Mansion. 
'1 lie Knox House stood on the banks of 
the St George'- lliver, in Tlioniaston, 
near the -ite of an old fort erected in col- 
onial times, f. >r defence against the French 
and Indian- In the rear of the mansion 
there were several neat buildings — the 
stables, the servants’ lodgings, and the 
('(pol<-house. 
■ 1 le tit i l n 11 \ at the water's edge sat this 
sumptuous v ilia." writes the old historian 
ol the town, -as it first caught the eye 
and struck tin lolty mind of Mrs. Knox.' 
A French nobleman who was a guest here 
ilc-ia'it •' the mansion a- “a handsome, 
tli ugh not magnificent structure. Rut 
Hie euthusiaslio chronicler hastens to ex- 
|haiu that the Duke brought his ideas of 
magnificence trout degenerate and luxu- 
rious France. 
(ieu rul Kimx took up Ins abode hen 
in IT'.ib. and tin- family made tne journey 
from Philadelphia to Tliomaston in a 
-.oop. ••Montpelier," as Mrs Knox ealled 
her new home in the wilderness, excited 
the w< ider and admiration ol the village. 
The t iiiioi.il owned a vast tract of land in 
this unity, wliieh lie wished to settle 
with a tenantry, alter the English fashion. 
To encourage the speedy settlement of the 
country, he interested himself in various 
kinds f business, tie built ships and 
saw-mills, and engaged in brick-making 
and tin.e-hurning he. imported game 
fnaii M is-aehu-etts, and new breeds of 
in England. Ilis hos 
pitulity was unbounded, atul hi- house 
•a a i lin nged w ith guests, many ol whom 
1 fun igners. W inder- 
ue told of the grand style of 
ing in vogue at. the mansion, it is slid 
t a’ twenty sla-ej• were often consumed in 
a week, and that oxen were roasted whole 
i 'tv the immense liru-places. that the 
< teller.n kept twenty saddle-horses in his 
stable : and that lie had a road cut for a 
pleasure party to a neighboring mountain, 
still a favorite place li picnics, at the ex- 
lie: -<’ a live hundred dollars, a great sum 
in those day- It is even Mated that he 
extended his hospitality so far as to invite 
the whole tribe of Penobscot Indians to 
make him a visit; and that when these 
-ttange visitors hail feasted for weeks on 
the General's bounty lie, remarked, “Now 
we have had a good time, and you’d bet- 
ter go home.” llow much ot till this is 
true, and h \v much tradition, it is now 
impossible to determine. But it is certain 
that the General was very extravagant, 
anil no doubt the family lived in a stvle 
which in those days seemed little short of 
princelv. Mrs. Knox was a haughty Eng- 
lish woman, and had little intercourse with 
the lowns-pcople, who always called her 
J.ady Knox. .She entertained her aristo- 
cratic lrieuds, and visited them in turn, 
spending the winters in Boston, where 
she was load ot risking large sums of 
money at the card table. She was small 
in person, but had so stately an air that 
people were apt to think her very tall. 
Many anecdotes are told in illustration ot 
Lady Knox's pride. One„day, says tradi- 
tion, ln r carriage, the only one in the vil- 
lage, broke down, and it was necessary 
to dismount w bile some temporary repairs 
were made. A kind-hearted woman, who 
lived near the scene of the accident, in- 
vited Lady Knox to take refuge in her 
house, but she preterred to stand in the 
muchly street. Near the mansion was an 
ancient burial-ground, and the grave- 
stones were a constant eye-sore to the 
pleasure-loving lady According to the 
village historian quoted above, "they in- 
terrupted her gai ety by the unwelcome 
thoughts of death; ” but her husband 
would not consent to have them removed. 
After his death the offending stones were 
thrown down. Another version has it 
that the deed was done in the General’s 
adsenee Iroin home, and that when lie re- 
turned, in his vexation “he tore his hair 
with both hands.” [Scribner’s for March. 
The mail steamer Hibernian, which ar- 
rived at Halifax last week, trom off 
fieorge's Island up to Cunard’s whart had 
to force her way through new ice. Sever- 
al times she had to hack and get new head- 
way. A large number of persons gather- 
ed on the wharves to witness the spectacle, 
while hundreds walked alongside on the 
ice. Many persons went close enough to 
touch the vessel’s sides; others walked or 
skated under her bows as she forced her 
way up, and some willing hands laid hold 
to push her along. Such a scene was. 
never belore witnessed in Halifax harbor. 
An unhappy man In Cincinnati says lie’s go- 
ing to sea in the hope that he’ll be wrecked and 
live all alone on an island for many years and 
then come home and find his wife married to an- 
other man. 
/ 
“Goins to Maria." 
[From the St. Joseph Herald.) 
Just at this time there is a lively compe- 
tition among railroad ticket agent' to se- 
cure travel over their respective line.- 
Hates East have been cut, travel has in- 
creased in consequence, and each \\ estern 
road wants to have its full share. 
Yesterday a portly, pleasant-looking old 
gentleman came m on the train trom the 
north.and started up Francis street,carpet- 
sack in hand. He was evidently a tanner, 
and probably belonged to the Grangers. At 
this precise juncture L. M. Bunn, ticket 
agent of the St. Louis, Kansas City and 
Northern Line, happened to be glancing 
out of his window, and saw the traveler 
and his carpet-sack. He. met him hall- 
wav between Long Branch and the Pacific, 
and commenced as follows 
“Going East, sir!” 
“Yes,” was the rep 13 
“All! step right up to the Luion licket 
Office. Great through line, sir. Land 
vou in New York sixteen hours in advance 
of any other route. Finest sleeping and 
iliniug cars m the world. C hicken three times'’* day, and beds free from vermin. 
Batter on two plates, and molasses all over 
the table. Come right along, sir.” 
The innocent countryman walked along 
a few steps, when Major J. B. Laughliii, 
Ticket Agent of the Hannibal and St. 
Joseph Railroad, greeted him affection- 
ately with: 
“Going East, sir?" 
“Yes,” again. 
“Glad to meet you. Step rigid into the 
office. Shortest line by thirty-three miles 
and a half to New York; put you in there 
nine hours ahead of any other line. Finest 
eating-hou<es in the world. Soup thrc-e 
times a day, and flees expelled from the 
sleepers daily. Come in, sir. 
Before the astonished countryman could 
recover from his bewilderment at these 
sudden and unexpected manifestations ol 
interest in bis welfare, Dan Mountain, d 
the Kansas City, St. Joseph and Council 
Bluffs, tackled him with 
“Going Kast, s>rt* 
“D—ii it, yes,” (rather curtly). 
“I'm just the. man you want to see. 
(. ome along with me. Office ‘not on the 
corner.’ Best and shortest route by a long 
shot to any point But you through in a 
jift'v. Splendid sleepers, and codfish-balls 
)'< r breakfast. Conductors all of pious and 
respectable parentage, and tires kept up 
constantly. Come along, sir ’’ 
The unfortunate man was completely 
dumbfounded, and before he could recover 
Laughlin had him by one arm, Mountain 
by the other, while Dunn clung tightly to 
the coat-tail, and he was hustled into the 
Hannibal and St, Joe office, where an- 
other parley took place. 
“What point are you going to?" was 
asked b\ three disinterested individuals 
simultaneously. 
“(loin’ to Maria." 
Instantly three railroad maps were 
jerked out, ami for full fifteen minutes 
three pair of eyes inspected them closely. 
Then each of said pairs of eyes looked at 
file other, and finally all centered on the 
gentleman from the rural districts. Then 
the question was asked by three persons: 
“Where is Maria?” 
“Where’s Maria? Why, I'.-pose she's 
tu hum. Maria's my wile, and lives six 
miles east of town, and if 1 didn’t want to 
go to her where the )i—11 would 1 want to 
go to ?” 
Three railroad maps were put up quick- 
er than lightning, and in less than two 
minutes time Dunn was seated in his office 
consulting an abominable old pipe. Dan 
Mountain was busily engaged in admiring 
l,ou Thompson's magnificent new four- 
story plug hat, and Major Laughlin was 
calmly contemplating the prospective ar- 
rival of the next street ear. 
The man bound for “Maria” left in one 
offish & Hutchinson’s sleighs. 
Wanted n Demonstration, 
Wo find in the Oswego Times the fol- 
lowing account ol the bridal trip of a lov- 
ing couple that was recently married in 
that town: 
The power oi love was never more 
clearly demonstrated than of a bridal tour 
which recently took place from this town. 
The young lady belongs to that class ul 
sanctimoniously discreet maidens who do 
not believe in affectionate demonstrations 
of love, such as hugging and kissing, and 
other tender acts, during the courtship— 
she thought “too much familiarity bred 
contempt anil held her lover aloof from 
| tier, while he hungered after her embraces. 
But by publicly coinciding with the young 
lady's idea ot conducting a courtship. 
Iiis wooing terminated successfully—they 
were married and started out ; arriv ing at 
an up-town hotel in New York he called 
for a room with two beds in it. After be- 
ing shown to the room our new fledged 
Benedict told iris undemonstrative partner 
that he had some business to attend to 
which would require his attention lor a 
few hours, and as it would be late when 
lie returned, she had best not sit up for 
him. but to retire whenever she felt dis- 
posed. 
He wa> away until late. On returning 
he found his wife in bed and not a word 
broke the solemn silliness. He dotted iiis 
garments hurriedly and springing into the 
vacant bed proceeded to snore lustily. In 
a lew moments the wife soitly said 
“Mv dear, are you asleep?” 
“Vo, love.” was the response. 
“Darling,” said she, “you have never 
kissed me since we were married.” A loud 
snore was the only answer. 
You'l as mean as you can be,” cried 
she. 
“Why, what is the matter, love,” said 
lie, as lie bolted up in bed and looked 
across at her. 
“You don't love me," she cried. 
“Why, yes I do,” said ho tenderly; “but 
you know we don’t believe in affectionate 
demonstrations of love, that is the reason 
why 1 have never kissed you.” 
She burst out in a loud cry : “But—I’d 
—rather—have—some—demonstrations !” 
The}’ occupied one bed the remainder 
ol the night, and in the morning, when 
they arose, he said to her: “Now, there 
they lie—the petticoat and tlio breeches— 
which do you mean to wear ?” 
He smiled satisfactorily, as lie saw she 
put on the petticoat There will be no 
“jars” in that family hereaiter—peace is 
restored. 
A House’s Sagacity. A correspondent 
of tlie Erie (IJa.) Dispatch writes: “Yes- 
terday a horse, mounted by a young man. 
was seen to slip on the frosted street, 
stagger and fall, throwing tiie rider to the 
ground. Before two seconds had elapsed 
the horse was up on his feet agaiD, and 
the rider hanging by one toot, which 
was fastened in the stirrup. The horse, 
though frightened, discovered the uncom- 
fortable position of his rider, and after one 
or two steps to one side, as though not to 
trample the man, came to a dead halt, and 
stood as a statue until a man who was 
passing on the sidewalk approached him 
and pulled the discomfited rider’s foot 
clear of the stirrup. I was delighted to find the man entirely unharmed, but dis- 
covered that the stirrups were both wound 
with carpet, evidently to keep the rider’s feet warm, or with a desire on ins part to have his brains dragged out on some oc- 
casion like the present. The incident is 
more remarkable from the fact that the 
horse is one of fine blood, imported to Erie lor a trotter, and costing some thou- sands of dollars.” 
The laws of Nature are just, but terri- 
ble. There is no weak mercy in them. Cause anil consequence are inseparable and inevitable. The elements have no 
forbearance. The lire burns, the water 
drowns, the air consumes, the earth buries. 
And perhaps it would be well ior our race 
if the punishment of our crimes against 
the laws of men were as inevitable as the 
punishment ot crimes against the laws of 
Nature—were man as unerring in his judg- 
ment as Nature. [Longfellow. 
There is an ugly kind of forgiveness in this world—a kind of hedgehog forgive- 
ness, shot out like quills. Men take one who lias offended and set him down be- 
fore the blowpipe of their indignation, anil scorch him, and burn his fault with 
him; and, when they have kneaded him 
sufficiently with fiery fists, then—they forgive him, [Beecher. 
If small girls are waifs, are lump —..jp 
era f” asked acollege student of his sister “Cer- tainly," she replied; “at any rate the Lvs are- 
teg thei? wwsa"PlyingU,em ‘° the*9ea|- 
Coasting in Connecticut. 
[Meriden Telegram to New York Herald. 1 
Late last evening a terrible and fatal ac- 
cident occurred in this city, while a party 
of thirteen persons were engaged in coast- 
ing. The party was seated on what is 
known as a ‘double ripper.” It was twen- 
ty feet long, was constructed yesterday for 
the purpose of entertaining the party so 
seriously injured, and was made very 
strong. The start was made from the to)) 
ol Broad street. The moon shone bright- 
ly and the hill was a glade of solid ice. 
Several trips had been made, and the par- 
ty, consisting of young ladies and gentle- 
men. were in great glee. Unlortunatelv, 
on this particular downward trip the steer- 
ing apparatus caught and refused to act. 
As the “ripper” approached Liberty street, 
the steeliest part ot the hill at that point, 
the steersman was unable to manage the 
helm. With speed faster than ordinary 
railroad trains the “ripper” was canted on 
one side of the street i uto the gutter, and 
finally brought up with a crash against the 
iron posts of a fence. William Minchen, 
aged sixteen years, was killed almost in- 
stantly. his head striking a post, cleaving 
it almost in twain. Dr. f. 8. Rust, a den- 
tist, had his head badly cut. Lina Woods, 
a girl aged seventeen, had a hip bone 
broken. Lillie Bacon had both eyes forced 
from their sockets, and will probably lose 
them. Addie Iiarvey, sixteen years of 
age, received internal injuries of a serious 
character. Hattie Cooley, sixteen, was 
hurt about the chest. None of the party 
escaped uninjured. The place where the 
accident occurred for a space of fifty feet 
was covered with blood. Drs. Davis, New- 
port and Fitch were notified, and were 
quickly on the ground to render assist- 
ance. Dr Bacon, ot New Haven, was 
also sent lor, and arrived to-day. Miss 
Woods’ injuries were found to lie more 
serious than at first supposed. The last 
report states that she was unconscious. 
Miss Bacon's hurts are in the chest and 
abdomen, and so complicated that the 
physicians are unable to decide whether 
or not the wounds are fatal. Miss Harvey 
is this evening in a critical state. Her 
head is lraetured. her tongue swollen and 
still bleeding. Dr. Rust, when conveyed 
home, became unconscious, and remained 
so for several hours. His head was liter- 
ally covered with gore, and two ugly cuts 
were found on the scalp at the top of his 
head. The event has thrown sadness upon 
tiiis entire community, and much sym- 
pathy is expressed for the parents of the 
dead boy and his injured companions. 
What is tlie difference between a tube ami 
foolish Dutchman? One is a hollow -Hinder 
and the other a silly Hollander. 
Ufto ^bbcrtiscmcnts. 
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a g|—The choicest in the world — Import 
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—Trade continually increasing — Agents wanted 
everywhere—best inducements—don’t waste time— 
send for Circular to Robert Wells.-n \ * -ey St.. 
N. Y 1*. O. Rox 1”S7. 
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from publishers’rates. Get the book, 
MWWVW No Charges for obtaining 
TO INVENTORS cTSilt 
1 Id Treiuont Street, Boston. 
I C*Trt A WEEK t<» Agents to sell an article tjl | saleable as rlmtr. Prolits immense. Pack- 
age free. Address BUCKEYE M’F'G CO-. Marion, 
< Milo. 
AGENTS WANTED1 
Address, GENERAL AGENT, Garland. Maine. 
a month to agents everywhere. Ad- 
dress EXCEL.siOR M’F’i. CO., Buch- 
anan, Mich. 
FTjTXTJNPl 
sample bottle ol * tl. fj fj llotanir Ral*ani at all drug- 
gists. Pleusaht, and an unfailing remedy for 
Asthma, Coughs, Colds, Lung Complaints, ike. 
Large bottles, :>:>Cts. Dr. F. \V. KINSMAN, Pro 
prietor, Augusta, Maine. $5,000 for a case it will 
not cure! Try it. SOLD by all Druggists. 
QC COO per day at home. Terms free. Address 
(Jeo. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me. 
m A WEEK guaranteed to Male and Female Agents, in their locality. 
m m Costs NOTHING t.o try it. Partic- 
B B ulars Free. P. o. VICKERY, Au- 
gusta, Me. 
MOST EXTRAORDINARY Terms of Advertising are offered for Newspapers in tin* 
State* of INI AIN £ ! ’Send for list of papers and sche- 
dule of rates. Address GEO. 1*. ROWELL & CO., 
Advertising Agents, No. 41 Park Row, New York. 
RE! EK TO EDITOK Ol Till> 1*A1*EH. 
O RCAN S ! 
One Word is Sufficient for the wise i 
DON’T buy it little third rate Organ, when you can get one of WOOD’S or MASON & HAM- 
LIN’S for less money. 
tf Don’t buy of parties that know nothing about 
selecting an Organ. 
Don’t buy of parties that cannot Tan* and Im- 
pair an Oryau. The BEST and CHEAPEST 
ORGANS can be bought of 
W. C. TUTTLE, 
0mos24. High Street, Belfast. 
Help! Help! Help! 
Vests, Boys’ Suits & Pants! 
GOOD VEST Makers can get Plenty of Work at our Store i\ Belfast, and those living j 
near Monroe can get ,vork from our Store at Mon- 
ROE. 
Good, Boys’ Suit Makers, and Pant Finish- 
ers will find a plenty of work at our Store in Bel- 
fast. We have began work in our Machine Room 
where we shall manufacture Boys Suits, Coats 
and Pants, and want a large number of Girls. 
B,.1fas,,Dec.o.1er4POTE&QUIlfY- 
AT MOODY’S 
The Best Selected Stock of 
IN THE CITY. 
This being a new line of goods and an 
addition to my always largo stock of 
Patent Medicines, 
Drugs, Fancy Goods, &c,! 
I have taken particular pains to make such a se- 
lection as will be desirable, ornamental and 
useful to the purchaser. My stock con- 
sists in part of an elegant line of 
Vases and Toilet Sets, 
Russia Leather Wallets, 
Dolls, Cutlery, Perfumery of 
all kinds, Children’s Tea 
Setts, Toilet Soap, 
Brushes, &c. 
The most interesting feature of all is the very low price at which I am offering my goods. We shall be pleased to show our Goods to all who wish to 
examine, please call. 
E. H. MOODY, 
Comer of Main and High Sts., Belfast, Me. 
A. D.FRENCH&CO., 
Having formed a Copartner- 
ship, would respectfully inform 
their friends, and the public gen- 
erally, that they will continue 
to carrv on the 
Stove and Tin Wave 
Business at A. L>. FRENCH’S 
old stand, No. 20 Church street. 
We shall keep constantly on hand 
a hirst Rate Stock of 
STOVES! 
Tin Ware, Sinks, 
Sheet Lead, Lead 
Pipe, Sheet Zink, 
&c., &c., &c. 
Furnace Work and Plumbing 
made a specialty. 
^-Remember the place, No. 
20 Church St., near the Court 
House. 
A. D. FRENCH. 
0, W. FRENCH. 
All persons indebted to \. I). 
French are requested to call and 
settle their accounts. 
“Help Those Who Try to Help 
Themselves." 
ROBERT §’. CLARK 
Having recently purchased the stank and t-ado of S. 
S. HERSKY, will keep constantly on hand a large 
assortment ot 
S T O ATES 
Of tin-best manufacture, Also Furnace Work 
Tin Ware, Lamp.', oil, Ac. 
The WYOMING STOVE 
Made a specialty. Come and u.i;n- the new -t 
and best store in the world. 
JOB W O BY K. 
Of all description promptly attended io. 
J$£r People who contemplate purchasing st >ves 
and till ware will do well b\ calling on me before go- 
ing elsewhere. Having had large, x jeiicnce in t he 
bu'ines.' am ?ali'lied that 1 can give >utisla dion. 
R. F. CLARK. 
Belfast, Oct. Uth, 1>7!.—tl Id. 
MEAT MARKET 
-A N I > 
i 31 
rpm; L.X OLRMf ,NLO have purcha-ed the stock A. and trade of the Meat ami Croory Store tor- 
nierly occupied by >AXBORN A s i XRLL.S in tVk- 
graph building, corner of Main and High streets 
where they will k'-ep every thing in the meat and 
vegetable line that the seas..,;, ailords. Al-o gro- 
ceries of all kind-;. 
A Team will deliver all articles 
purchased of us at any part of the City 
free of Charge. 
We invito our old friends b, call 
CALVIN .1. ill A Y X. K PaT I lit dl\ 
Belfast, Aug. 2dth, 187-1. tIT 
H. L. LORD 
— II A S — 
JUST RECEIVED 
A I'lMNIJ m ! I ! V or 1'ivi 
OYHIU’OATfMlS 
A N D 
I 
which in, will mamtacn in; 
I 
To Order I 
— in Tin: 
LATEST STYLES! 
Belfast. Nov. 11. 1871 — lit 
Work! Work! Work! 
100 GOOD EXPERIENCED 
VEST MAKERS ! 
Can tint' steady employment at 
S. Hi. D O ZD Gr E S 
VEST FACTORY AT BROOKS. 
Brooks, Jan. 14, 18?n.—if28 
IMMENSE SALE 
or 
BY THE 
MANUFACTURERS 
TO CONSUMER*, 
AT COST OF PRODUCTION. 
B2AL AND NOSPtR. 
Cor. Washington St. Extension 
a x I» 
llaym.uket Square, Boston. 
Owing to the general tCpr. ion of tin* Wholesale 
Trade, we Iww accumulated a heavy stork, consist- 
ing of 
CHAMBER, 
PARLOR. 
A ml oilier First < lass 
FURNITURE, 
Which we take this method to dispose of. 
j#3*Those desiring I I RNITUKE will Jind \\ rrr0!lj. 
ly to their advantage to inspect those goods before 
making a purchase, Biiiosl'4 
Removal ! 
JSTE'W 
LIVERY STABLE! 
<1_ Henry. Dunbar, Jr., 1ms bought /zT^TSthe stable formerly occupied bv Fred Kim 
( ball, on Washington Street, near Perkins U9 U Brothers’ Carriage Shop, where he has opened a livery stable, stocked with 
First-Class Horses, New Carriages, 
Harnesses, &c. 
Teams furnished for all occasions and at all times Good and capable drivers furnished when required 
49-Give me a call and try nn teams. 1 
H. DUNBAR. Jr Belfast, July ?8th, 1874.-114 ur> 
For Sale. 
THE well known Schooner Win. liut man, in good order. Applv to 
J. II. LANE. 
Mcarsporr, J?(;D. L'O, ]s70. tf54 
For Sale! 
AT Belmont Corner, six miles from Belfast, on the Belmont 
Avenue Load, eight acres of splendid land, cuts six 
tons of hay, a young Orchard of choice fruit just I 
commencing to bear. Story and half bouse, Ell and 
Burn, nil m good repair; also, Carriage and Black- 
^nith Shop, plenty of work for two men, to be- sold 
at a bargain. Large discount for cash. For further 
particulars enquire of W. W. DOW, sit J. F. Haven, 
er’s, corner of Cedar and Franklin sts. Belfast, Me. 
8w&i* 
Farm for Sale. 
Washington, near Union, con- 
taining 75 acres of good land, 
well divided into tillage, pasture, -meadow, and lumber land. It con- 
tains 320 fruit trees, 275 of them 
graited, ot dinerent ages, and raised on the place; 200 of them set out within six years; cuts thirty 
tons of iiay, twenty-five of it by mowing machine. Buildings convenient and part new, on which 8500 
has recently been expended. Well watered in pas- 
ture, and never failing well for house and barn, un- 
der cover. This is not a run down farm, but is under 
good cultivation. Price $1800. if sold within two 
months. Will sell some mill property with it if de- 
sired. Call and see or address, 
GF.O. A. MILLKR. 
Washington, Me., March 4, Is?5. Gw35f 
Blooded Stock for Sale. 
1 HE attention of the Farmers of Wal- 
do County and others, who wish to 
improve their Stock, E called to mv 
valuable collection of Full Blood Here 
lord s, which will dispose of. 
< A. M. KKNM'Y. 
Monroe, Feb. 2f>, 1875. :\w:&+ 
i am prepared to furnish at short notice, any style 
'•t Handle that may he wanted, from tint best of 
onin cticirt Oak; workmanship, first-class; furn- 
i'le"I in any u.oiiitity, at bottom price.". 
1 I1K.I> A J"\V« >01>, Winteiport, 1M*- 
Hen’l Ag*t Higgamim Mtg. On. 
Agents Wanted. 
AOKN-TS "'ANTED. $7;, to SlOO 
Aaf\sl VFif month to male or female. vrticle de- 
sired hv every family. Steady employment given. 
Addre>s, with stamp, 1. S. KOfiKltS Sc Co., 
'w ’’.'' Box H*>2 Searsport, Mr. 
‘MEADOW KING MOWER,’ 
1375. 
I' il 1> favorite Mower is again offered to tin* farm- 
A ers of Maine and the Provinces, for the coming 
season f our years of uninterrupted success is suf- 
ficient evidence of merit. Ju localities where no 
agencies are established, correspondence is solicited 
from responsible parties. 
FKHD ATWOOD, (ien’l Agent. 
N P. .\<Mre-s Senate Chamber, during session 
of the Legislature. dmusdo 
THOUSANDS SAVED. 
From the brink of the grave; health and strength 
j giv< 1, to those deemed incurable, by using the 1 a 
ip." i-c Hla/.illjan Pi.ant. ■ iscovered by Or. Kvans j 
tin Navy. Itftdically cures, Dyspkpsja, Livep. 
and Kimm'a complaints, Nkkvoi’s Debility, 
| Lpillpm, Lost Vitali v, and Weaknesses from 
j excesses in Alcohol, Tobacco, Uimi m, and other nni'e, weakening tlie Plain' and N Envoi's Svs- 
n i. send .-;amp for circular, Empire Ehnrnm- 
j eenlieat Co. 7d? llroudiray, A\ ). 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
H'.WI. KKMOVKI) to their new Hanking Hoorn in Custom House Square, are prepared to re 
< eive deposits placing the same on interest on the 
first days ol dune, July, August and September, and 
December, January, February and March. Interest 
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June 
and December. 
Depo.-jis received daily, except <>n Sundays and 
Legal Holiday-,,' from to Id A. M., and d to 1 P. M. 
Saturdu ■- Hank .doses at 1.’, noon. 
John H. Qcimby, Tre«s. ASA PAUNCH, Brest. 
Belfast, June sdh 1S71. tf 
Freedom Notice-. 
rrWI!> IS To < FRUFY TH AT I, 1 A. RAT 
J. terson ol‘ W aldo, in consideration of a certain 
•Shu paid me by my minor son, Henry F. l’utterson, 
i have given him the remainder of his time to trade 
and transact business tin- same as though he was 
one and twenty, and shall pay no debts of his con- 
n-acting nor c'aim any <>1 his earnings after this 
dun F. A. RATTFRSO.V 
W itness, Oin.iUiK W. McKi.nnkv. 
Waldo, June 7, 1«*C4. ;;w 
Hf=» gFh gv: W will send tno specimen Copies 
Ba S ^ Blic IiiirilMMi * ll eeklv con- 
a luiiKiig 14» L A itim K PA<; G« of 
I ntoroMtins* riMdiiiir. I»> |B»«» 
*** r* m 
****** author*, two new and beauti- 
H ¥ |&1 luI :{ page 9*OI¥<S», and two charm 
t mg Instrumental by JS 8 V popular composers. We -end tie 
W EKBt LI .* months, p» >stpaid, !>>r £S a “2*“ .«.«*•*« -i i’;ir, c,.,. \,r,-iu— N- Ej Wanleil. (i. W Richardson &( *7!, 11'.* U | Washington St. Boston, Mass. Try it.; 
months, doc. L’wJd 
m^ILLOW PARK If WATER CURE. 
For the treatment of every variety of 
CHRONIC DISEASE. 
Many cured at. t hi Institution who have been 
given over to die. Address for circular. 
Iw-'id DR. J. H. II FRO, Westboro, Mass. 
The Fishermen’s 
Memorial and Record Book 
(lives von interesting facts relative to the fisheries* 
How tish are caught, and where they are caught, old' 
on time ami modern time fishing, off Hand 
skf,t< inis. Bn; Titles, statistics of tiii. Fish- 
lkils, Talks of Xakkow Escapls, Flahfi i. 
Calls, MahaTiml Poltky, and other matters of 
interest concerning this important industry. Very 
handsomely illustrated with original engravings. 
I’rice $l.oo in Paper Covers, $1.50 finely Tjoumi in 
loth. Sent anywhere on receipt of price. Agents 
wanted to whom exclusive territory will be given. 
Liberal commissions. Write for particulars. 
PROCTER BROS., Publishers, 
Cape Ann Advertiser < Mlice, 
1 w.](» (JLOIA LSTLIt, M 
I will send 12 Flowering Plants for One Dollar 
(choice from 100 sorts), by WAIL OR EXPRESS. 
1 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 
describing ail the Plants & Seeds. 
Mailed for 10 eta. each. Address 
W. E. BOWDITCHiCt« Warren st«, Boston, Bass- 
•4 wdo 
A Marvel of Cheapness & Beauty. 
CHRIST IN ART. 
A new and sumptuous work, Illustrated with nearly 
200 elegant eiu 'ravings, beautifully executed, after 
the famous BIDA DESIGNS, fresh from the 
engraver lire nd'amour *jl Dusseldorf), printed on 
superb super-calendered pupt-r, with illuminated 
titles, &e., and bound with exquisite taste and ele- 
gance. 
EDITED in 
EDWARD EGGLESTON, D. D. 
rhe first work by subscrip ion from this popular 
author is one that the BKsr Cawasseks in Amer- 
ica will be proud to offer. Let them apply early for 
rins and territory to J. B, FORD & Co-, 11 
Bromfit-ldStreet, Boston. 8w35* 
ASSIGNEE’S SALE 
—O F- 
Personal Property. 
B\ virtu*- of an “order concerning Sale of Proper- ty by Assigm-e,” from the District Court of the 
l nited States tor the District of Maine, in the mat 
ter of .Joseph it Vickery, Bankrupt, in Bankruptcy, 
1 shall sell at Public Auction, in the store at Troy 
Corner, Maine, recently occupied by said Joseph 15. 
Vickery, as a trader and merchant, on TUP BSD A V. 
the lst’h day of March next, at one o’clock P. M 
said Joseph B. Vickery’s Stock of Hoods ami Mer- 
chandise, in said store, consisting of Flour, Molas 
ses, Teas, Coffee, spices, Crockery Ware, Hats and 
Caps, Boots and Shoes, Dress, Cotton, and Woolen 
Hoods, and Threads, &c., Sec. Nails, Class, Shovels, 
Forks, and Scales, and such other articles of mer- 
chandise as is usually kept for sale in a country 
store. Terms of sale cash. 
ILL. MITCHELL, Assignee. 
Bangor, Feb. 23, li>75. 
N. B. I will make a liberal discount and give 
time to any party desiring to enter into business, 
and purchase the whole of the above stock. 3w35 
C o u g* h s Cold m. 
Bronchitit, Sore 
Throat, Intluen/.a. 
Croup, Who oping 
t ough. Hoarseness 
JLiver Complaint. 
Paint or Soreness 
in the Chest or Stale, 
Bleeding at the 
}Lunsr»,and every affec- tion of the throat, 
lungs and CHEST, are 
speedily and permanent- 
ly cured by the use of Du. 
W1STAK S balsam 01 vv ii.ii (J1IEKRV, which does 
not dry up a cough and leave the cause behind, as is 
the ease vvitii most remedies, but loosens it, cleanses 
the lungs and allays irritation, thus removing the 
cause of the complaint. 
CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED 
by a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is 
proved by hundreds ot testimonials it lias received 
None genuine unless signed “1. BUTTS" on the 
wrapper. 
50 cts. nud $1 a bottle: large bottles much the 
cheaper. 
sr-TH W. FUWT.K & SONS, Proprietors, Boston, 
Muss. Sold by dealers generally. lyeowSj 
G. E. J O H NS O N , 
Attorney at Law! 
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST. 
Office formerly occupied by E. lv. Boyle. 
GEO- E. WALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
IIARADEM BLOCK, Belfast, Me. 
4IT*AII business entru.-lmi to him will n c< ive 
rompt attention. 
K. LMAGOO N 
B ENTIST I 
Office in Gordon Block. Main St. 
SEARSPORT, ME. 
special attention paid to extracting 
teeth. Artificial Teeth Manufactured, 
iTeeth tilled in the best manner. 
Irvin. 
DR. JOHN HOMER, 
Physician and Surgeon. ]Lat© from 
Boston. 
Rooms at the AMERICAN HOUSE, 
BELFAST, ME. 
N. H.—Cat a pp.ir, Scrgicai. and Chronic Dis- 
eases, with those peculiar to Wij.MAX and ( in, 
dp ex will* receive uis Spi.< iai. A tkntion. 
Electricity used in all its forms—where this 
valuable agent is indicated. 
will Visit Patients at their house-', who 
are unable to call at his rooms. 
Ol ier. Hnil;-,—From 10 A. M. until 1 l\ M. 
From J !* AI. until A i'. M., and from 7 P. M. until 
,9A.M. tf.M 
DENT ISTRY! 
DR. G-. P. LOMBARD, 
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE. 
May 'till found .it the old -turn! of 
1 >r Monjv, con. of Church and 
Spring S; "i »■>. Has all the latest 
unproved instruments lm uperaltug upon teeth, in 
eluding 
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE! 
by which the process is r udered much les'.-painful 
and tedious than by flu* old methods. 1 eet h insert- 
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Raise, us persons pn P r. 
Ho has the country right for the use of 
Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates. 
Particular attention given to making and in sorting 
artificial teeth. tflt» 
ESTABROOK &. EATON, 
l-'itr- WIT.DFR & F.v 1 AHKOOK, 
7 < om»ii€ rtial •*»!.. (Oid Ntaud), i. 
At i.M> "i: 
El <*rincipo «J«» «-al«* 
^ ^ypgj 
,, .. I I'KiAKS. 
Also, fur tho «>«-!» brat.-.l OV (LUM»M 9. 
4~AHfcV 1 *ut up in Tin i’.oxrs. 
Arlington House 
Cor. Causeway and Canai Sfs. BOSTON. 
Entirely new and furnished wit it all modern 
improvements. Clerks in attendam e at all 
[hours. Its nearnes-. to the Eowel!, Ea.-t- 
ern. Fitchburg and I.oston and Maine [[. 
[K. Depot", oilers "pet ial advantage- t [those arri\ing Ffct at night or taking al ly 
morning trains. Hoard .,<1 a day. 
>. II, DI MA-, 1‘roprietor. 
1 alto of Plioni.v Hotel, Concord, N. li.. and l*ro- 
priotor Hoar’s Hoad Hotel, Mampton lieaeli. :>m;i 
PHENIX" HOUSE! 
The subscriber, having; rec--nt!\ u-snined 
(proprietorship of tin :iho\ well known 
11 ioust, and made exten.-i\e iniprovenn o in the same, informs the p.iblie that he is 
mow ready for business, i in old Iriends of 
the house will him mcrea-ed eomtort an.i mu ~ | 
will be welcome to us good far*' run in bad ,.n. 
when*. 
I'he stable has shared the genera! improv.-n mt. 
and with experienced and careful Inedh-o m> | ain< 
will he spared in taking care of horses. 
He ha> some fine 1,1 VERY s l'< M K, f(>i •!>in 
modatiou of tho'c desiring good team.'. 
I{. H. Ml 1(111.1.1 
Belfast, Dec. IV1. '-nio- .'ir 
HERRiMAN, WARMINGTON & CO 
SHIPWIGHTS, SHIP SMITHS, 
Mast. Spar an;:! block makers. 
JOINERS, Jc<-. 
OFFICE:, Wat, r,*,, 
WORKS : Barton Street. > 
This lirm conlidentlv a'Sure the tnaders uitlown 
ers of ships that they have the l>«-t of .. iliii. for 
executing \ery branch of slopworks, for both ... 
en and iron ships, in a manner guarantei d to vi\e 
'at inaction t f 4 
HXTotioo 2 
SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK ! 
DM I ’< (SITS received on terms a- liberal and fa\ or- orable to depositors as any •'adiif- Bank in 
the state, and dividend declared on 'ante !M m-i 
of May and November. Ottic« hours from at 1 : \. 
M. and 1 to 1 I*. M. 
JAS. H. rilVDUIIo.N, l*r. -id. lit. 
CIIAS. F. OOKIXJN, Treasurer. (miiosJO. 
MISS BEECHER'S 
HAIR OR WHISKER DYE, 
For Hair ami 'Whis- 
kers. changes light 
gray hair to a jet 
black, dark brown. or 
uburn color. It con- 
tains no Sulphur or 
l ead, f»t other delete- 
rious ingredient. I: 
requires but a single 
application to «-n« rt 
Skits purj)o.sc,aml «;i-h- 
jing is required aitei Mlveing, as in tin- ea-. 
yof other dyes. It is not 
Ltwo separate* aruehs 
(/(;vs are most hair 
j dyes a but a Single combination and e\- 
perienred wholesale 
(IrUKKists, \'h.i lulus 
Handled all the various djvs. prom-uin it ti;k r.i> r siu«;lt* preparation for rhantfimr the e.i]«»r of the hair Which has ever been brought to their notice. 
PRICE 5U CENTS. Satisfaction tfuarnntee.i in every 
rase, or the monev refunded. Prepared onh la i; \V 
THOMPSON. Rockland. Me. Sold by ail .leal, 
ARABIAN 
OINTMENT 
CURES 
SCRATCHES 
AND (/fin K HIS <>F 
HORSE-FLESH! 
and sour..-; ox all 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 
Witness tIn- name? ol' <;«*mI jh* :• uhoienii\ 
to its extraordinary merits 
A. Hayt’ord, Ksq., Kx-Mayor, I*.. 1 : M. 
Israel Cox, Gen’l Ins. Agent. 
Harrison liayloid, Farmer, 
1/ M. Moody, Hor9e Trainer, 
S. J. Dean, Prop, of Livery StahY Rockland 
Kben YV.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No b'ftr.-por', 
Robert (j. Ames, Teamster, 
,J. W. Black, Deputy Sheri If, 
.1 M. Hale & Co., Stage Props., Fils worth, 
V. J.. Cleaves, Prop of Li\. Stable Stockton, 
A XI» MANY OTHERS. 
Prcpaml By EMK11V SAMIR, Pr»’p. 
SEARSPORT, ME. 
KICHAKD M. MOODY 
Druggist and Apothecary (*cii«*ral A^ent, 
IhiosR B.'-i A' Me 
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS 
R H. EDDY 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS 
For Inventions, Trade Marks or Dosigtis, 
No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St., Boston 
A A TER an extensive practice of upwards of ao years,continues to secure Patents in (lie railed 
states; also in Urcitt Britain, France, and oilier for- 
eign countries. Caveats, Specifications, A.-si-,, 
menls, and all papers for Patents executed on reason, 
able terms, with despatch. Researches untile to de- termine the validity and utility of Patents of Jm c-u 
lions, and legal and other advice rendered in all 
,matters touching the same. Copies of the claims 0i 
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar V- signments recorded in Washington. 
Ao Agency in the t'nttcit Motes possesses superior 
facilities for obtaining fate,Us or use, rtuiniin, the patentability oj inventions. 
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro- cure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, are here saved inventors._ J 
TESTIMONIALS. 
“i regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and successful practitioners with whom 1 have hud of 
facial intercourse. CHARLES MASON, 
Com’s’r of Patents.” 
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that 
they cannotemploy a man more competrut and trust- 
worthy and more capable of putting their applica- tions in a form to secure for them an early and favor- 
able consideration at the Patent Office. 
EDMUND BURKE, late Com’s’r of Patents.” 
“Mr. R. H. Eddy has made for me over Till KTY 
applications for Patents, having been successful in 
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof ot great 
talent and ability on his part leads meto recommend 
ALL inventors to apply to him to procure their pa- 
tents, as they may be sure ot having the most iaith 
ful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very 
reasonable charges. JOHN I'ALbAHl 
Boston, Jan l 1375. 
THE NEW YORK 
UNIVERSITY 3iliI)IClNES; 
Have cured not on paper, but positively cured in the 
New England States and Canada, 
wit hill three j ears, 
Over 2000 cases of Rheumatism. 
-OoO Catarrh. 
1000 Deafness and Eye Diseases. 
** looo Pulmonary Consumption. 
2000 Female Diseases. 
2000 Piles. 
-000 Spermatorrhoea. 
10,000 •• Private Diseases. 
;:o00 Scrofula. 
*• 2000 ,k Salt Rheum. 
low Dropsy. 
.00 Southern Fever. 
looo Kiduey Diseases. 
looo Neuralgia. 
:;oo Dyspepsia. 
It will reach all cases that are curable, 
it has cured thousands after their physicians had 
given them up. It has cured more chronic cases 
than all other medicines and doctors combined. It 
is not a patent medicine, but prepared by the most 
skillful physicians in the world. Hundreds of cer- 
tificates of cures of citizens of Portland and vicinity 
can be had. Also, a book free, explaining di>« u-e~, 
with the necessary remedies by writing to 
DR. PEI.EG STAPLES, 250 CONoniss *-n:i! r, 
Portland, Maine, 
General Agent for the New England si at* ami 
Dominion. 
Cases can be treated by letter. \dvi.e i*, e 
Agent- wanted in every town. 
Staples’ Compound l'ar Ointment cures Pile- in -jl 
hours, cures chilblains, chapped hands, sore lip- 
sore nose; good for all kindsuf sores.^ Price do ct-. 
per package. 1'he money will he refunded where it 
fails 10 give satisfaction. 
I lie University Medicine- cure di-eu-es that phys 
iciuns cannot cure and con-e.picutiy pronounce i.’u-ni 
incurable. Catarrh the mother <*t consumption, 
scrofula, Salt Uiieuiu, and many other uisea-es 
hittierto con-idered incurable, readily yield under 
treatment ot tin- iu\er-ity Medicim-. .'some «-1 t- 
gre. test cures are of a nature that will not pi vmii j certilicate- to be made public, .'such as >pt rmator- j 
riia-a, the greatest uestroy er of humanity on the face 
ot the globe. How many bewail the ios- ol precious 
vitaliiy without h iving the least idea ot tin cau-e. 
1 heir inanhoou i- daily vanishing, and they are gild- 
ing into a stage of hupele-- decay. Its victim- are 
among all age-, sc\e- ami station -. It i- dragging 
millions yearly to insanity and premature grave-. 
Motneis be carelul whom you h your chilm m a- 
sociate and sleep with, lest the viper commence me 
work ot destruction before you are aware ot it- dead 
iy -ling. ^ “u cannot cvi i-too mm h cure to 
guard against this horrid evil. 1 hen- is not on* 
i.iutily in ten exempt from it. Any one can iiave a 
book’treating on ilie malady by enclosing a-tamp 
ami sending to me lor it. 1 ictitiuus name- can be 
used it preferable. 1 have cured goob cu-ex *1 tin-, 
lileatid -oili destroying malady within three yearn 
in tin.'Aevv idiglami States and < anada. I have in. 
variably lound uiui tne loundution 01 destruction 
was laid beiore the victim was old enough to ki.ovv 
ol' it> evils. 1»" not l<-t laUo modesty siand in tin- 
way ol treatment before the constitution is mined. 
1 in- blood tile life, and ail chronic disease- come 
from impure blood, either berediiary <»i Contract'd. 
'j hen how worse than useless it is to attempt, a cum 
Ail bout removing tin- cause, by purifying m olood. 
11 females aillicted with disease peculiar to their sex, 
v- ill understand this natural law, they wid in *-r 
subject tin ni-elvi to tin- Use ot the specuium or to 
clastic or drastic injections. An ulcer should be 
mated by keeping rli^Yai is cl'-aii and cutting oil tin. 
fountain nead of the disease by purilying tin- blood, 
ami it cannot t"- cured in any other way. ii any 
ladies atliicted with this disea--*- will add.c.-s an- by 
It-, or or personally i will put t hem in a u ay lot rout 
llnmselv.s siiccesslully. line, bottles *>t tin.- t.x- 1 
tract of < ancer I’lant will purity tin blood more 
than all the apothecaries and patent iueuicim in 
xisteuce. 
I or tin.- want of room I can present but compare 
lively few certuicales. Any one \\anting nun• tv— 
tisnoiiy can have it by sending lor circular and book. 
hill that Mother of Consumption by curing your 
atarrh, which, with the light treatment is a- cura 
ble us any other disease, the opinion ol ail ttie doc- 
tors in the world to tin- contrary notwithstanding. 
In addition to hundreds ot testimonials of cures, tin- 
following is from one of the oldest and most reliable 
cilizeii- ol 1‘ortland. 
1* or two years my health ha- been failing, and af- 
ter try ing tile ditlerent remedies and doctors without 
bem-n:. three week- ago J call' d at the l'niv visit \ 
l'rancli, gob Congress street. I be Doctor tid'd no 
that ( atarrii was tin- ehiet cau-e of my trouble-, ami 
In-could cure nie. .My limbs wer» stilt'and bloated, 
iny eye- and throat core, and my lo ad t It as it I I.ad 
a -aw mill in ii. could not have believed that 
three weeks could have wrought such a change in 
in,-. I am now live trom tin above trouble- 
would say to those that are Mtlieted. give tin* medi- 
cine a trial and not be scared by tin cry ot humbug. 
1 received more benefit from it in one week than 1 
ev- rdid from ail tin-doctors and apothecary liu-di 
I cine, m my life. 
( liAKLI.S vWV'i Kit, Commission Merchant, 
Aug. i, is;:i. KJh Commercial .Street, 1‘ortlaml. 
Fin's is t-» Certify that I have used remedm- pur- 
chased of Dr. 1 ’eli g Staples of this 11 > lor the last 
~ix years in the 1 sluud oi t uba, and in all eases with 
1 the best results, curing in every case where the reme- 
dies employed by the regular Phv-iciaus were u-i 
less and of no avail. 1 am sutisiied that his medi- 
cines are far superior to any other cl a.-' ot’ medicines 
\\ liatev er. 1 have been troubled my -i ll' with a noi-e 
in my left ear for a number of yeat ~. u hich ha.- b.-rn 
very roabb 'Omi- at time-, and li.r e be<-n permctly 
eured b\ l»l Staph s remedn 
John .M.il.l.hl N, Knginct r and Mai lii d.-t 
IS O to .Ml. tilbeon l.W.n .u ill. l-orlland ''lii 
puny W ■ >rks. 
From birth I have been atl'eeted with Salt liinem. 
Am i- employing several physicians, 1 called on Dr 
Staples and cured. 1'hree ears have elapsed and I 
ha\ e -een no ret urn ot tin- symptoms sine--. 
'JOHN II. WKiidV 
Dm S \i i.i Jhvr S,; I hi-i.-to ,-emly that I 
have sulfered with scrofula on nn h g foi t’m ia-!. 
eight year-. 1 have u-ed almost all kind- of medieim- 
I could think of ami employed our best j>hy it 
ail to no benefit. fbe doctor- said they eould don.. 
more. 1 got discouraged and thought 1 never-Mould 
get cured, but at la-t 1 heard of ; our Fniver-ity 
Medicine. La-t Fall I -ent to you and got it,ami at't er 
using only lour buttle-of tin Cancer Plant, with tin 
May Apple Pills and far Ointment to go with :i, 
1 now consider myself entirely cured. 1 think the 
medicine i- all that it is recommended to be and the 
best ever before tin- public. J would advi-<-all suf- 
fering with scrofula to use the l ni\er-it\ Medieim -. 
Any one wishing any lurther proof *1 th benefit 
that 1 have received irom your medicine 1 houl-i l.e 
happy to an-wer ail quc-lions. 
Yours re-pectfullv, 
Mils. SC'-A N A h i !,!;. , 
I> 1 ue!:i 11 Falls, Maim*. Marcli i~ !. 
I n year- ay. I found my-elf great ly ammud 
with patarrli. l'»»r se\ >-u years it giew \\.»i •« ami 
! linail) untitted me for busines*. I ts ra\ aw- extend 
d to mv lungs so that I was continual!;, coughing 
and raising from a hall' pint to a pint t,! consump- 
tive ma:n daily. ! was emaciated, my appetite 
gone, ami my physician-told me they could do no 
more for me. I considered mv case about l.oprle — 
when 1 heard of some of the wonderful cure-ot the 
I'nivcrsity Medicines. 1 called at the branch office 
and the doctor told me my case was not hopeless, and 1 went under hi.- treatment and in three weeks 
1 was a wellman. .Mv vigor and strength -p. eddy 
returned, and in three months 1 had gained tip 
pounds in weight. Three years Imv* ehij.-ed and f 
have not had the least touch of tin- di-case -ima 
Any one doubting thi- -tuteineht can addre-' :m .■ 
mv residence lip fongre.-- street, Portland, 'Maim 
So\ 1". A. 31. .Mold .A.V 
[ sunn- ten months ago I contracted tin- southern 
i- ver fever and ague in South ( aroliim. Alter 
trying -everul physicians and getting no b< tier l un- 
obliged to give up my vessel and stopped some time 
in Philadelphia to doctor, all to no benefit. 1 then 
came to Portland and put uiyself under treatment of 
Dr. Staph -, in -la hours my diseast was broken up. In one week I was as well as ever. 
<■ API H. I\ DAN IS Kuightsville, ( j. 
1 hi.- i- to certify that my little gii!. live \« ar- old, 
v' as atliicted w ith scrolula sw elling.- on the neck, and ii.tlamination (Opthalma) of the eye. and m-arlv blind. She could not bear the light w ithout great 
pain. She has been under treatment of the I ntver 
-it> Medicines about two months and the bunche- 
huve all vani-hed and her eve- are us well as ever. 
ARTIII'K A. DPhl \ 
N' v lb, is;:;. Small Point, Maine. 
lor twenty years I have suffered with Sen. lulu 
and Salt Uhcum. My la ad, back and legs a< re cov- 
ered with scaliness ol' the skill Have paid out bun 
died* of dollars to first class physiciaus without 
benefit. About four years ago, I put myself under 
treatment < f the University Medicines and wa> cured 
ni one month, and there has been no eruption -inu 
STKUHKN C. MU\>F.\ Saifi.iak.-r. 
N<*. {Commercial Wharf, lion-eL’; (/he nut St. 
Portland, ,\o\ io, 1873. 
For several years f have been troubled with a- 
tarrh and .‘■'crutula. About two mouths ago, mv hetui was a continual rack of pain. Mv throat and 
lungs so badly effected thu: I could scarcely breath-, 
with a continual cough. My limb- badlv swollen. 
| My right knee was twice as large as the left one. I 
•*t>uKI scarcely move or bear any weigh* on it. Mv physicians said they could not help me. In this con- dition, (without expecting a curt hut hoping for 
teinporar) relief, I employed Dr. Staples, in l,...... than 4s hours alter applying the Acapuncturatur, 1 coulo breath and walk with perfect ease and I 
am now perfectly free from the abov,- mentioned trcml'U-i. 1MISS KMil. Mll.l.s. 
I umbcrland Mill*. Mur. 5tli, l»a. 
,'<*r liftJ- ioar* I liuvo boon troubled with Scrofula, soil,, liltooi, yours ago, a fourful uloor broko om on 
m> leg. | hree months ago it had extended from the ankle joint, nearly to the knee. I could not move 
without puin. In tliis condition I commenced taking 
the l niversity Medicines. At tir-l it drove out a 
h artul humor all over me. In a few da\s the linin' 
began to subside, and the ulcer is now healed and 1 
heel like a new being. 
I: I. I / A J I I'll <11 AMHF.KFAIN 
For two years 1 iiavo boon afflicted with *r:isli-1r 
Iiheumatism and heart disease. Four niontlis ago I 
called on Dr. Staples. 1 now con-id. tny-elf w ij. 
Kennebunk Me. D. WIi lOilFhif. 
About 4 years ago my daughter t» years old, was 
suffering from the effects of Lung and Flenrisy fi-v<*r She was so emaciated and feeble we had but little 
hopes of her recovery, fhe Doctors could give no 
ei oouragement. 1 applied to Dr. Staples Fiub-p 
his treatment she soon began to improve In months she was able to go to school ami has since been perfectly well. I know the treatment'J 
Xo‘ Is St' "■ '""".nimkk, 
Xov.es;, 1871. 
1S t kiwrencc st. Cortland. 
R. H. MOODY, Agt. for Belfast. 
WILLARD M. GRIFFIN, Agt. for Stockton, 
3mos26 
STATEMENT OF THE 
Merchants Insurance Company, 
in providence, i:. i 
1>CC. 31, 1*71. 
Capital, Organized, 18S1. 
ASSETS. 
( ash 'iii hand and in Hunk.05 
Pro mi unis in hands of'Agents iut, *12,06040 
Investments at mark't aim. .»09,SHl 00 
Interest accrued.. 5,977 52 
$370,245 63 
l.l.VHIMTIEs. 
Outstanding Iosh'. $12,27*1 0“ 
Amount required to safely re-insured all 
out standing ri.-ks, 5<» per cent. '.*0,201 15 
Total. $ 102,537 15 
surjj 1 mt" policy holder^. 273,708 06 
Surplus to stockholders.. ; >,ro6 ft* 
I KKI» A 1'WOO 14, Agent. 
Winterport, March >, 1*75. 5w3o 
Moderate lives written, on desirable ri>, at rnt 
rent rate-. 
MA1XE CEXTRAL R. R. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS. 
ON’ \ Xl) A I 1 1.K Monday, Nov. 17, Truius wiii leave Belfast for Boston, Portland, Augustaaud 
intermediate -tations A. M. and 3 ;iu P M. 
For Danville .Junction, L< -wist on and Skowhegan 
8 A. M 
Dexter. Bangor and >t Johns,:: lop >f 
Trains arc- due- at Belfast 1- M and 7 ‘15 P M 
L. L. LINC OLN, Supt 
CORNETS, ALTOS, BARI- 
TONES, BASSES, 
And all other Band Instruments. 
Violins, Violas, Violoncellos, Double 
Basses. u»d all Orche stral and .Solo Instrument* 
Splendid Large Music Boxea, 
Price* from $ to 8 
DPI MS AND ) I FFS for tin- Soldier*. 1 be be*t 
'.l I TAB*' l«»r Ouititr player- In fact all musical 
instruments in common of the bc.-*t material, 
imported or manufact cra-d, and of reasonable price 
Also ail tbintf m l- to i-eplufe 1-t t parts of ir. 
St mine tit s. Violin am! c. nitur string* and all Musi. *>. 
Merchandise. For >aie bv. 
I c 11 A N NFS & * n 
:0;>p. < ourt lions. "... Lourt St.. Boston 
THE GREAT CAUSE 
HUMAN MISERY. 
.//< -/ J‘ubft*ln it, i/i <■ <1 J.'h n lopr. /'■n-y t! <,mt- 
A Lecture on il»«* Mature. Trvatinvoi 
««“* itin• ,.i x-iiuii;.; W.-ttkiM -- 
>jj« rinatorrl >-.t. induced >, ,j \, u>,• 1 n v oi a n t .: 
Kmissions, impotency, Nervous Debility, and Im 
pediments t .Marriage genera ii;. * lusuuipt; <i Kpllepsy, and fit.-, Mental and I'! -i> 1 .p-t ,r -• 
&.C. —By linjil.l. l .1. « LVKKWl 1.1, M [< 4 
tlior of tli'- “i .I'H-n Book.” &c 
i he world-renow ed author, in this admirable 
lure, clearly proves from his own experience ;i. .? 
tie■ uwlui con-.Npjence- of >ell Abuse may be « ib-< 
nally removed without medicine, and without «}>*.’; 
rings, or < oriiial-; point.ug out mode of cure 
once certain and etfectual. ly which rv -ui'-r-r 
no mutter what his condition ma\ be, ma\ cure hi :e 
m ;i cheaply, privaudv and radtealh 
lit) Tlli.i J.'■(>!/■.. (I'i’l Jll't'l ■! //„.. 
ami thou sn mis. 
Sent, under -eal, in a plain envelope, to nr ad 
‘h s-, ou receipt of -i \ ceiii.',or two p ,-tag.- •dump 
Addn-s the Ihildi.-hi r-, 
CHAS. J. G. KLINE & CO., 
1*7 Bowen > «- v* York: 
Post Office Box, 4 jMk 
MANHOOD. WOMANHOOD AND 
NERVOUS DISEASES. 
A Book for Every Man. 
J'l >r published by tie Ibahod, Medical Institub a new editio11 of the celebrated medical work ei 
t ith d > 1.1.1 FBK> 1.BY ATH I r reats upon m v 
n* m»i», how lost. :e»w regained and how perpetuated, 
eaii.-c and cure ot Kmi.u -ti n Vviility, In 
b.iii-M v, Premature Decline m Man, > perm at or 
rlio a. or >emiual Lo-.-e- nocturnal and diurnal 
V rvou- and PliN-ic.u i>♦ biiir 11 vpochundri i. 
j t.’.ooiny Fori boilings, .M.-tital Depression, Loss «.t 
Kuergy, Haggard < oui.b nance, < outu-ioii ol Mind 
and l.o of Memory, Impure State of tie- Blood, 
and all diseases arising from the ki'.i:oi:m»1 vm : u, 
or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years 
It is, indeed, a book for iver> man. voting and 
middle-aged men in particular, 'ion pag« -, bound in 
beaut it ul !• rench clot I), ilh: -t rated, price only S'- 
4 Kook for Ever? Woman. 
Kiitiili'il. sl.M'.U, rilVSKiUiiil ol' WOMAN. 
AND HKK DISKASKS or, II 
jirulhj ,mi/ i\if/n njirulh,.In health anddi-om*. 
i.t*oiti tufa urn t<> <•(•/ ;;;>o pages, bound in beau 
td'u 1 French cloth. W ith the very l.e-t jire-cnp:e»u- 
l'»r pri -.ding d. -.•.•(*« p >• oo. 
% iiook f«»»- Even V>o«l* 
llu- Peabody In-litiPe ha- al-o just pul !,-hed m 
n< w book tr» ating exel NKRYOCS 
M I-: V 1 A I l»I-I..\>|;s, more than two humir* d 
loyal octa png- tu ••n'v elegant «ugra\ nip 
bound in >uI,-:.-.n11. I mu din. j rice : 
Fille r ol t!.. a o., .. k- :• -• in .. mail to any 
part of the UM'ld, e 1 y ,h | p„-tug. p: id. „ 
r,'''"'l't Of pricM O, all rhr. ■■ b.,.,k- -ent p, >m- t»d 
dri" ;tf the same time on receipt of only $4, Here 
i' offen d Oil r eight hundred and t.lty pag» uf tin 
ablest and b- f .M inted and bound popular medical 
science and 1 i ti’Tiit ii r< .... subject-. I •. itul importance 
to all, lor *'*11 v >1- bar. n.'ii /i: to pay for mailing 
It should l,. born, in m d that these great Medical 
U,|b.- reulMMly tlnlicul 
liMtitute. ii. ii -t.ii. -hi-.: a •' 
birge tu mis tor the sob- j nr;,-, of doing good,. 
I hese tire, bey end all eoriii a! ’-on, tin m..sj xtra- 
ordina' u ork- on Phy siology e\. r publi-hed. I here 
's nothing \vluiie\ er that the Murrinl vr S/.e. 
ith'i’ a .'a n either re.juin v\i~hto know, .t 
whtit i' tuilv expl;iined, an 1 many matters of 
most important and inter. -ling character are inti 
‘bleed, to which no allusion .'veu can lie fouud in an1, 
other works ii our huiguag. \ i t h V, ir /in',, 
r!- of tin- author, win.-.• ex peri, nee 1;. such as pro! 
ably ne\. r befon ; -11 to the lot ..fanv man, ar. given 
in full. No per-.,ii should be ,v\ ith-nit these vah:n 
b!e bonks, lie- press throughout the country, die 
clergymud the medical faculty general high. ...*d 
th. -.. extraordinary and m-etul work- 1 h» n...-: 
ta>;idioms may n ad them. 
Address the Id ,Mi / wrrn r N 
1 KuHim-h-r. opp ih'p Id re || u-, l; -ot.n Musi 
n !; ! hi icia 
consulted <>n all ih- .. .. mined disease-, and a 
diseases requiring >k :i i. v pi;i:n.\ei;. iyj* 
.QUININE HAIR TONIC 
■>thl ''ro11 illy II- JHlt'tir ’-I fhu ! 
nioutIt in. its sal# > m arlv doiibb 
that «.t the previous 11,011th The f.,' 
» 
pi' :t-• — '«> mm <T-ai!\ 
HtlOl | \1-’ r fail .r ... 
falling war oft h* ban 
I* < 1 (II 9 t I —hat. iv 
eradicate daudrni! 
IIIIOLI I l : II.. t.r s..fi 
|and pliabh 
B11WI.IVK deal, as pur* 
wait r. 
b ii on m: .* color tie 
hair. 
ll.llOLni! won for it sell 
a popularity w hich lias never betur** 
be* ne.juailed by an* other preparation 
recommended for the same purpo-* 
AH who have u-ed it are willing to 
yoeeli for it' ability to perform all that 
i< oiainied for it It is without doubt 
un nt-st "<>ir <-v<:r u-'il I'repuml bjf 
I.EVI TOWER. JR., BOSTON. 
Sold EvervwHere. 50 Cents a Bottle. 
A.* a ^mirant« tlif' reliability nf BAVOUM 
We are permitted T-, use tin- name ol (jK.O. if \[< || 
l> v ho ha- u-- d if 111 i i family with ex 
ceodinel V beneficial re-,. and i- perfect I acquaint ‘i will, it-eompesiri, 11. nfihesitatiiijrl} r* Coin- mends it to lu« pattern n,.d declare- it free from 
any injuri >n.- .-'ub-taiic* 
They Do Say it Beats the World 
$5000 Gold lor a Better Article 
An Unfailing Remedy for 
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma 
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness of 
the Throat, Chest, and Lungs, 
And all Diseases leading to Consumption. 
it is |ir,'p:iri’il trom \ e/jetatilf Uxtrnet-* htiiI Hark-, 
cl woml.rlul healing properties ami r11i- Balsam o 
highly recormneml.d by j»livn^. cl. I'gyim ii amt c»thei>, testimonials from whom 1 cun furnish with 
out number. 
I.AIKiK BO f I'M 36 < I N rs. 
l>on’t fail t<. tr> i: I' is pleasant to take, se.- 
that the name of I " Kinsman 0 blown in th» 
glass. 
^'•Sample liottle and c ircuhtr Free.^fltf 
F. W RI.VMIAS, I'ropriHor. 
141 W ater Street, 4ugu»ft», He. 
ioksai.k i*v ai.i. t>Kl(;(;isTs. lyeowU. 
LOST! 
\ note given by Joseph Banks to Edward Hilton, 1\. also a certain note from <1. K. Sleeper to said 
Hilton, the public are cautioned against making use of said notes, as they are of no value to anv nerson 
but the subscriber, SAMUEL KINGSBURY 
'.\VW* Administrator of estate of said Hilton. 
